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Get nearly 10 times the optical output of 
one DFB for under $6,000* a node with 

The Diamond CUIIerTM 
Externally Modulated Transmitter 

Multifaceted. 
Flawless. 
Brilliant. 

No other technology can match the power of external 
modulation to drive fiber deeper into your system. And no one 
but Magnavox can offer you the Diamond Cutter's precise 
performance and flawless reliability at such an economically 
attractive price. 

Driven by powerful YAG lasers, The Diamond Cutter gives you 
up to 40 mW of optical output so you can now cover much 
longer distances -- over 20 miles. And with the Diamond 
Cutter, you no longer have to band-split your channels over 
dual fibers. The low distortion, high dispersion immunity and 
narrow line width inherent in external modulation allows you to 
send up to 80 channels over a single fiber. The result is the 
purest optical signal transmission and brilliant picture clarity --
all for less than $6,000. per node. 

To see how the Diamond Cutter can reduce optical 
transmission costs in your system call your Magnavox 
representative today. 

* In combination with our new low cost receiver 

MAGNAVOX 
uarAwArimmov 
CATV SYSTEMS, INC. 

100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, NY 13104 
Call 1-800-448-5171 (In NY State 1-800-522-7464) 
(315) 682-9105 Fax: (315) 682-9006 
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Perfection in Dielectrics. 
Trilogy Communications built a better 

coaxial cable - MC2 - and the CATV industry is 
letting us know about it. 

The MC2 air dielectric combines excellent 
product durability and flexibility with air-tight 
fully-bonded construction. Our 93% velocity 
of propagation provides the purest signal 
over the longest distance - fewer amplifiers 

Q. 
rEciallestect) 

means immediate savings. 
All this plus the highly respected Trilogy 

program of delivery and service provides our 
customers with the attention and performance 
that are second to none. 

Our most prized dynamics are your 
acceptance of our best effort so far - MC2 air 
dielectric coaxial cables. 
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Your acceptance and support made 1991 
another record year. Thank you for your 
votes of confidence. 

Our goal in 1992 is to continue to earn 
your respect with every delivery 
of every product. 

Thanks again. Here's hoping 1992 will be a great year for all of us. 
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News 

Jokerst recommends taking action today 

With the myriad of technologies available to cable operators today, bold decisions must be made to step 
forward with implementation, rather than waiting to see what developments are down the road. Tom 
Jokerst, of Cable Labs, recommends "a migration strategy that integrates today's options with tomorrow's 
choices and business needs." This will allow operators to reap immediate benefits from today's tools 
instead of waiting for a final, all-encompassing solution. (See related story in the winter 1991 issue of ONN.) 

Digital technology around the corner 

Many cable operators are building the foundation for digital services as they deploy fiber further into 
today's cable systems. With an eye to revenues from video-on-demand, interactive entertainment and 
information services, cable networks are now being designed for digital compression and transmission 
capabilities. (See related story in the summer 1991 issue of ONN.) 

CISN: A plan for analog to digital migration 

The Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN) is a plan developed by AT&T and ONI to integrate analog 
and digital video, PCN, voice and data services and interactivity within the cable television network 
infrastructure. CISN offers a spectrum utilization plan that incorporates video compression and analog 
transmission techniques in a 1 GHz spectrum, and provides for a flexible migration from analog to digital 
transmission as the market for new service develops. (See related story in the winter 1991 issue of ONN.) 

Alternate access provides for immediate opportunity 

Alternate access is the connection of two end users via facilities other than those provided by the local 
exchange network (i.e., RBOC). With the capacity cable operators are now adding to their networks through 
fiber optics, alternate access provides immediate opportunity for those operators ready to expand their 
revenue base now. ( See related story in the summer 1991 issue of ONN.) 
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Stop The Thieves And You'll Stop 
Signal Leakage In MN's. 

Theft means signal leaks. Its as sim-
ple as that. And wherever you've got 
MDU's, you've got a high probability 
of theft. 

But if you install The Beast — high 
security apartment box with our 
exclusive SuperLock, you turn thieves 
and vandals into revenue generating 
subscribers. You also cut down on 
your CLI compliance problems. And 
you save on future maintenance and 
truck rolls. 

No wonder 
you'll find The 
Beast working 
for almost 
every major 
MSO and in 
almost every 
major city. 

To find out 
how to put 
The Beast to 
work for your 
system, call 
Cable Security today. Were the indus-
try's number one source for high 
security installations. 

Dress up The Beast 
with our new lines 
of molding and 
accessories 
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801 Fox Trail 
P.O. Box 2796 
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800-288-1506 

EDITOR'S LETTER 111111111111111111111 

Our low tech image 

I'm overseas again as I pen this 
editorial, inspired by comments from 
one of the other speakers at an inter-
national conference I participated in a 
few days ago. It seems that cable TV in 
America has an image problem, and 
this time it isn't about high rates or cus-
tomer service problems. It's about the 
technical standards of U.S. cable com-
pared to the standards in this other 
speaker's home country. I recognize 
that our industry does in fact have an 
image problem, and this seems to fur-
ther substantiate it. 

During his presentation, he com-
mented on the very high technical stan-
dards for CATV that the German Bun-
despost has in place, and stated that 
they were substantially superior — by a 
factor of 10 dB or so — to the stan-
dards of the U.S. cable industry. My 
first reaction was about to be one of 
typical nationalistic pride, but after fur-
ther reflection I realized that his knowl-
edge of our so-called standards was 
very likely based on old information. 

The only standards we've had for 
system technical performance have 
been the FCC rules. Unfortunately, with 
the exception of signal leakage require-
ments, the U.S. cable industry has had 
no technical regulations with teeth for 
some time now. If you'll recall, the bulk 
of the commission's technical stan-
dards in Part 76 were "demoted" to 
guidelines several years ago. That will 
change, of course, with the adoption 
sometime in the next several months of 
new and tougher technical perfor-
mance requirements. 

But think about the old rules: Speci-
fications like 36 dB carrier-to-noise 
were typical. If we attempted to sell pic-
tures with a 36 dB C/N ratio to our sub-
scribers, we'd be run out of town. That 
doesn't mean that there haven't been a 
few operators who've tried, but most of 
us have more sense than that. 

Thank goodness a number of more 
reasonable technical guidelines have 
been recommended by NCTA and 
most of our major manufacturers. Many 

of the top MSOs have company stan-
dards that are based on sound engi-
neering practice. Ten years ago, when 
Al Kernes was Jones Intercable's cor-
porate engineering vice president, he 
set company specs that were high 
even by today's thinking. How do 47 
dB C/N and -52 dB CTB sound (and 
this was a decade ago)? Those num-
bers were tough to meet, but it was 
possible. 

Which brings me back to my original 
line of thought. Our industry's image 
apparently needs some work. If engi-
neers in other countries think that the 
old rules are indeed our technical stan-
dards, and that they also are typical of 
the performance of U.S. cable systems 
(probably because of pictures seen in 
some hotel), how do we go about 
changing that image? With the soon-to-
be new rules? 

Quite frankly, I'm not particularly 
impressed with the proposed new reg-
ulations, either. They are certainly 
much better than what we had before, 
but I think there's still room for im-
provement. Oh sure, some in the in-
dustry have complained about the re-
builds and upgrades that will be neces-
sary to make systems comply with the 
specifications that have been dis-
cussed over the last several months. 
But are the cable systems in our coun-
try really that bad? If so, then maybe 
my German colleague was more accu-
rate than I gave him credit for. 

Ronald J. Hranac 
Senior Technical Editor 
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For CATV systems go with Gould Wavelength Independent Couplers 
(WICTM) for virtual wavelength independence in broadband applications. 

Count on Gould's low insertion loss of <3.7dB over a +40nm wavelength 
range at both 1310nm and 1550nm and get the best directivity specification 
in the industry <-65.0dB. 

Depend on Gould's sales engineers and customer service staff for clear 
product information and fast delivery. 

Rely on Gould's quality components for thermal stability and easy to 
handle packaging. Guaranteed to perform' 

Gould packages components the 
way customers need them. Get 
NTT compatible FC or SC 
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Gould, Inc. 
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(301) 787-8300 (800) 54-GOULD (46853) 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 1111111111111111111111111111111111 
What's in a title? 
This is an open letter to the Society of 
Cable Television Engineers membership. 

Sometime this month or in February you 
will receive a ballot requesting your vote 
for or against a change in our bylaws. 
Among other things, the proposed 
change would make the present execu-
tive vice president the president of our 
SCTE. 
I think most every member agrees that 

the efforts of our executive vice president, 
Bill Riker, have aided the growth of our 
society. With his dedication and the help 
of his staff he has provided informative 
and well-orchestrated conferences, and 
our Cable-Tec Expo has only got better 
with each passing year. 

The issue, however, is whether we 
should change the title of his office to 
president. What are the duties of ex-
ecutive vice president? They are to exe-
cute the will of the board of directors in 
accordance with the Society's bylaws. In 
this endeavor, Bill has excelled and as a 
paid employee of the SCTE with a bonus 
plan, we expect no less of him. 

What benefits will the Society gain by 

this title change? Some stated reasons 
are: 1) "It will be easier to negotiate with 
properties (hotels) when setting up con-
ferences." and 2) The National Cable 
Television Association operates this way." 

Here is why this director believes the 
position of executive vice president 
should not be changed to president, nor 
should our existing positions of president 
and eastern and western vice presidents 
to be changed to "chairperson" and "east-
ern and western vice chairpersons." 

First, negotiations with properties is a 
non-issue. Bill has done an excellent job. 
Second, the NCTA is a political organiza-
tion. Other engineering-based organiza-
tions operate the way ours does. More 
importantly, I believe that the position of 
president of our Society should be an 
elected one, not an appointed one that 
can't be changed without a firing or anoth-
er alteration of the bylaws. 
I also believe the position and duties of 

executive vice president do not qualify for 
the title of president. The two dictionaries 
I consulted define president as "a person 
elected to preside over an organization ... 
the chief officer of a bank, company, cor-
poration, etc." and "the highest officer of a 

company, society, university, club, etc." 
These explanations certainly represent 
our existing office of president, but fall 
short of specifying the office or duties of 
our executive vice president. 

In contrast, "chairman" is defined as 
"the presiding officer of an assembly, 
committee, etc." but the entry says noth-
ing about the chairman being elected or 
holding a position of stature in an organi-
zation. Does "chairperson" sound like the 
title we want to bestow on the individual 
who holds the highest office in our organi-
zation? 

Finally, if the membership becomes 
dissatisfied with the direction of the Soci-
ety under the present bylaws, it can 
change its presidency by not re-electing 
to the board the person holding that 
office. Under the proposed change to the 
bylaws, this option is lost. I urge to mark 
your ballot "No." 

Richard G. Covell 
SCTE Director-at-Large 

Editor's note: For more on the proposed 
titles, see "SCTE News" on page 20 and 
"President's Message" on page 102. 
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Personal communication services: FCC admits huge task, opportunity 
WASHINGTON, D.C. — With numbers 
like $70 billion in the potential personal 
communication services market being 
tossed around, the "industrial opportu-
nity" (not "industrial policy") question for 
the FCC at its en banc hearing in 
December was not "if," but "how" to get 
there. And, given the consensus that the 
opportunity exists — because, for the 
first time in a while, untapped market 
demand may be ahead of technology 
and certainly is ahead of federal/state 
regulation and spectrum management 
— everyone seemed to be in a hurry. 

Haunting the commissioners as they 
pondered their responsibilities with 
regard to possible pre-emptions, stan-
dards, spectrum shifts, and user relo-
cation were regrettable lessons learned 
from the likes of NTSC, color and pro-
tracted cellular deliberations. But eager 
to help the FCC with the task were, of 
course, executives, engineers and con-
sultants with leading communications, 
technology and R&D firms. The point 
driven home the most was that PCS 
represents a whole family of products 
and services from low to very high 
functionality, priced accordingly. Craig 
McCaw of McCaw Cellular pressed for 
full integration of services to bring 
about a single multipurpose handset, 
advocated seamless coverage and 
strongly warned against spectrum set-
asides or preferential treatment for tel-
cos or any industry sector. Central 
among the issues discussed were fun-
damental characteristics of economic 
and technology infrastructures needed 
to support such services. 

ATC's Jim Chiddix, on behalf of 
CableLabs, emphasized the cable 
industry's evolution to an interactive 
"star" network capable of supporting vir-
tually any communications service con-
sumers demand. Chiddix said hybrid 
fiber/coax systems being built may pro-
vide the ideal interconnection infrastruc-
ture for PCS. Among barriers to PCS 
could be small cell size and cost of 
electronics within each cell. "The 
fiber/coax cable network can solve both 
problems," Chiddix said. "Through fre-
quency reuse, cable's broadband 
capacity can satisfy the interconnection 
needs of a microcellular system, almost 
as a byproduct of a network build to 
cable's entertainment business." 

Telco execs offered parallel argu-

ments. And former FCC Chairman 
Dennis Patrick, CEO of Time Warner 
Telecommunications, called for open 
licensing; said if preference is given 
at all it should be given to cable; and 
said transferring of rights should not 
be prohibited. The issue of the 
potential for "huge auctions" for f re-

quency shifts had been raised 
throughout the day. And commission-
ers grumbled aloud whether their 6 
MHz transitional allocation for broad-
cast HDTV was wrong. The next step 
is consideration of mission and 
makeup of a PCS advisory commit-
tee. 

SCTE holds first EBS meeting 
ANAHEIM, Calif. — If the importance 
placed on the Emergency Broadcast 
System by President Bush since the 
Persian Gulf War has you wondering 
just how cable TV can have a definitive 
role in EBS, there's a Society of Cable 
Television Engineers subcommittee 
forming right now that you should know 
about. 

The inaugural meeting of the SCTE's 
tentatively titled Public Safety Engineer-
ing Subcommittee was held at the West-
ern Show and has taken as its immedi-
ate focus CATV's integration of EBS. 
SCTE Engineering Committee 

Chairman Tom Elliot said a chairman 
and working group chairmen are being 
actively sought for the subcommittee. 
Membership is open to anyone inter-
ested in the industry's development of 
recommended practices and proce-
dures for CATV public safety engineer-
ing (immediately EBS). For more 
details you can contact Wendell 
Woody, SCTE president, c/o SCTE, 
669 Exton Commons, Exton, Pa. 
19341, (215) 363-6888. 

At the meeting Woody noted that the 
ultimate goal of this subcommittee could 
be developing a voluntary and functional 
system and forming design and applica-
tion standards. The FCC's interest in 
CATV EBS participation on a large scale 
was apparent at the first meeting as 
John Wong, Richard Smith and William 
Browning (all of the FCC) praised the 
formation of the subcommittee as show-
ing cable wants to make a sincere effort 
to be involved in EBS. Browning, chief 
of EBS at the FCC, shared his hopes 
that 25 percent of cable operators would 
be participating in 1992, 50 percent in 
1993, and 85 percent in 1994. Smith 
quelled rumors that perhaps the com-
mission would consider forcing EBS 
regulations on cable if the industry didn't 
voluntarily get involved by saying that 
he didn't see that as necessary. He 
noted that the CATV industry is aware it 
needs to play a larger role in keeping 
the public informed of emergencies, and 
the formation of the subcommittee just 
reiterated the industry's sincerity in get-
ting involved. 

S-A joins ATV team, makes large set-top sale 
NEW YORK and ATLANTA — Scientif-
ic-Atlanta joined with Zenith Electronics 
and AT&T to pursue advanced TV 
(ATV) technologies. The companies 
said they will team together to support 
the selection of the Zenith/AT&T Digital 
Spectrum Compatible HDTV (DSC-
HDTV) system as the U.S. HDTV stan-
dard by the FCC. S-A is to develop the 
necessary transmission and conditional 
access system and equipment to allow 
secure satellite transmission of the 
DSC-HDTV signal to make HDTV pro-
gramming available to all markets and 
to support a timely market introduction, 
according to the company. As well, S-A 
will contribute to testing of the system 
over satellite. 

Under a separate agreement, 
Zenith and S-A said they have devel-
oped a common transmission structure 
for carrying the Zenith/AT&T DSC-
HDTV signal and S-A's digitally com-
pressed standard TV signal through 
cable plants to the home. Additionally, 
S-A (supported by Zenith) submitted a 
proposal to CableLabs, TCI, Viacom 
and PBS to develop a system for com-
pressing multiple standard NTSC sig-
nals into a single channel for both 
satellite and cable transmissions. The 
new digital program delivery system 
will incorporate the compatible trans-
mission of both Zenith/AT&T DSC-
HDTV and VC) digitally compressed 
standard TV using the Zenith four-level 
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features advanced IRD technology delivering the 

finest CATV broadcast quality pictures possible. 

For a closer look contact your DX representative 
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Electro-Optical Engineering 

VSB modulation. Furthermore, S-A and 
Zenith also submitted a joint proposal 
to HBO for the same type of digital pro-
gram delivery system. 

In more S-A news, Scripps Howard 
Cable ordered more than 300,000 of the 
company's Model 8600 set-top terminals 
for delivery over the next four years. 
Terms of the order weren't disclosed. 

SCTE sponsors 
show tech sessions 
ANAHEIM, Calif. — The Society of 
Cable Television Engineers sponsored 

several technical sessions at the West-
ern Show. The following is a synopsis 
of those sessions: 
• AM fiber — "AM fiber-optic tech-

nology in practice" was a discussion of 
actual experiences with AM fiber-optic 
systems by operators presently utilizing 
this technology, moderated by Mark 
Harrigan of TCI of California. Michael 
Mead detailed the AM fiber-optic 
rebuild in Continental Cablevision's 
Stockton, Calif., system, including what 
equipment was chosen and the fiber-
to-the-feeder design used. Benefits 
included improved technical perfor-
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mance, grea;er bandwidth and im-
proved reliability. Dave Spallinger, also 
from Continental, reviewed implemen-
tation options and gave a brief history 
of what one Florida system had been 
exposed to as far as AM fiber optics. 
He stressed that operators looking at 
implementing this technology should 
look to the suppliers for assistance. 
TCI's Patrick Kelly revealed how to 
"take the fear out of fiber optics." Areas 
to focus on are understanding fiber 
optics, defining objectives, walkouts, 
design, construction, splicing, mapping, 
documentation and restoration. Mike 
Campbell of Viacom discussed cas-
cade reduction in its Pittsburgh, Calif., 
system. He highlighted the changes in 
the system from 1968 to 1991 and the 
equipment chosen. 
• ATV — Western Show attendees 

got the latest report on just what's hap-
pening in advanced TV testing at the 
Advanced Television Test Center and 
heard specific results on the two sys-
tems that have completed the testing 
process there. 

Moderator Tom Elliott of Catel 
kicked off the "Advanced television 
systems testing progress report" tech-
nical session by introducing Peter Fan-
non of the ATTC. Fannon compared 
the Japanese, European and U.S. 
approach to ATV and specified the 
goals of U.S. activity. These included 
developing a single standard, creating 
national interest, spawning internation-
al trade for the United States, and 
interfacing with other high definition 
users. He pointed out that an ATV 
standard must be rugged, benign, qual-
ity and practical. Brian James, director 
of ATV testing for Cable Television 
Laboratories, described the subjective 
nature of ATV testing and noted they 
require expert observers to make deci-
sions. He also explained the various 
tests run on the proposed systems. 

The David Sarnoff Research Cen-
ter's Scott Keneman reported on the 
results of the center's Advanced Com-
patible Television system and noted its 
noise immunity circuits in hardware 
and picture improvements (including 
16:9 image quality improvements). The 
NHK Narrow MUSE system was ex-
plained by the company's Keiichi Kubo-
ta, including the fact that it is not all 
analog as some people have thought, 
but a combination of proven analog 
technology and some digital. He touted 
its benefits as its soon-to-be availabili-
ty, its compatibility with other media 
and the fact that it is less expensive. —e 
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Multiple splices like these were all too common before Northern Cable began installing Quantum Reach. 

Because of the weather extremes in Sudbury Ontario, any kind of regular 
coaxial cable may last only months before some type of failure occurs. The 
weather, in fact, can be blamed for a 15-year history of unimaginable cable 
repair and replacement costs for Sudbury headquartered MSO, Northern 
Cable Services. It was a cable line technician's worst nightmare. 

In 1984, all that changed for Northern Cable when they turned to our 
Quantum Reach. With an already established impressive performance record, 
QR promised better days ahead. And that's exactly what happened. The con-
tinuous cycle of splicing and replacement ended with the first installed sec-
tion of QR. 

Today, Northern Cable credits Quantum Reach with reducing their main-
tenance time by 75% and they tell us that their "construction guys just love 
it". They know that every new mile of QR installed is one less mile to worry 
about come next year, or the year after that, or the year after that, or the... 

The point here is simple. If Quantum Reach will do the job for Northern 
Cable under the worst conditions when every other cable failed, think what 
it could mean for your system. We even have a comprehensive article detail-
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or (704) 324-2200. 
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• Digital compression — The "Digital 
compression" session moderated by 
Continental's Terry Mast provided an 
overview of digital transmission over 
cable distribution plant plus the tech-
nology and timetable for compression. 

Richard Prodan of CableLabs began 
by covering digital modulation field 
evaluation for CATV, including typical 
modulation schemes and ways to do 
spectral shaping. He said that Cable-
Labs plans to evaluate strengths and 
weaknesses of modulation techniques. 
AT&T Bell Labs' Carl McGrath dis-
cussed digital program delivery, high-

lighting advantages and problems, is-
sues to think about, and realities, op-
portunities and expectations for the fu-
ture. Scientific-Atlanta's Allen Ecker spoke 
about challenges in implementing digi-
tal video compression including how to 
solve migration from analog to digital 
and the different system architectures. 
He also examined critical issues in 
applying video compression from head-
end to subscriber and HDTV compati-
bility. Matt Miller of Jerrold focused on 
DigiCipher's strengths, technology, 
compression and HDTV system. 
• FCC update — An overview of 
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current regulatory issues facing the 
cable industry was provided in the 
"FCC/Washington update" session 
moderated by SCTE's Bill Riker. 
Richard Smith of the FCC began by 
urging cable to get involved in the 
Emergency Broadcast System. (See 
related story on page 10.) He noted 
that there are two Notice of Inquiries 
out related to EBS. The first deals with 
the need to update technical standards 
(comments were due Dec. 31) and the 
second involves shortening the tone 
(comments are due Feb. 28). Smith 
also touched on two areas the commis-
sion feels of import: signal leakage/CLI, 
and painting and lighting requirements 
for towers over 200 feet tall within five 
miles of an airport. 

NCTA's Wendell Bailey gave a syn-
opsis of issues before the FCC affect-
ing cable. These include EBS, closed 
captioning, ATV, PCS, telco cross-own-
ership and technical standards. He 
cited the agreement on technical stan-
dards submitted to the FCC that was 
worked out between the cable industry 
and franchise authorities. Continuing in 
that same vein was Jonathan Kramer, 
a consultant representing the fran-
chisors, who discussed the evolution of 
the agreement. FCC's John Wong said 
the joint agreement is worthy of serious 
review and that cable tech standards 
will be high on the commission's agen-
da in early 92; expect a decision by 
mid-year. Reiterating the FCC's focus 
on leakage, Wong said the 1991 CLI 
forms had only about 20 percent of the 
first year's problems. He ended by 
reminding the audience that the new 
rules for periscope-type antennas take 
effect April 1, 1992. 

Attorney Steve Ross of Fletcher, 
Heald & Hildreth stressed the political 
arena cable is in and said that things 
like EBS involvement and the cities/cable 
tech agreement will bode well for cable 
in today's climate. The session ended 
with SCTE's Wendell Woody providing 
an update on Society events and pro-
grams, and the presentation of a plaque 
recognizing the elevation of the SCTE 
San Diego group to full chapter status. 
• PCNs — The "Personal communi-

cations networks" session opened with 
moderator Roger Hay of CableLabs 
pointing out that although the definition 
of personal communications continues 
to evolve, there are some key elements 
identified: 1) mobility, 2) immediacy 
and 3) economy. Before turning over 
the mike to Jim Kearney of Malarkey-
Taylor Associates, who gave an over-
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view of the possibilities of cable's role 
in personal communication services, 
Hay said there is a "richness of oppor-
tunity for cable" — only cable can pro-
vide the cell structure of PCS. 

Alpha Resources' Tom Smith gave a 
presentation on RF propagation in 
microcells with the cell antenna collo-
cated with the cable plant. He stressed 
concerns for the phase relationship 
between direct and reflected signals 
arriving at the mobile antenna, and dis-
cussed Cox Cable's planned PCN test 
in the San Diego area where cell sizes 
will likely range from 1/4 mile down to 
1/10 mile. Andy Paff of Optical Net-
works International emphasized that 
although fiber optics has facilitated 
cable's interest in PCNs, coax will still 
play a major part. He also covered the 
PCS issues facing CATV: spectrum/reg-
ulatory, cost, credibility, timing and dif-
ferentiation. The final speaker, C-
COR's Jeff Sauter, pointed out that 
while many cable systems won't be 
putting in fiber right away, operators 
should consider upgrade/rebuild strate-
gies with coax that plan for future ser-
vices such as PCNs, near-video-on-
demand, video-on-demand and HDTV. 
By employing a "neutral networking" 
approach, systems can be built using a 

non-directional RF trunking overlay 
today with the ability to accept fiber in 
the future. 

Western Show notes 
The following is a wrap-up of news 
announcements covered in the "CT 
Daily" at the 1991 Western Show held 
Nov. 20-22, in Anaheim, Calif. (Cover-
age of products introduced at the show 
begins on page 79.) 
or Contec International presented a 
$1,000 check to the SCTE in support of 
the Society's Scholarship Assistance 
Fund at a luncheon sponsored by 
Communications Technology the day 
before the show started. The contribu-
tion represents the first installment on a 
$5,000 corporate pledge by Contec. As 
well, Contec announced an agreement 
to jointly establish a service center 
near Oak Communication's headquar-
ters. (For the past seven years, Contec 
has been the exclusive warranty ser-
vice organization for Oak.) 
4" Gilbert Engineering announced it 
acquired SAE (Societe D'Appareillages 
Electroniques), a connector manufac-
turer in Amboise, France. SAE supplies 
connectors for the French/European 
cable TV markets. 
ow- Oak was part of several announce-

ments released to the press at the 
show. Oak and Leitch Video Interna-
tional formed a marketing agreement 
in which the two companies have 
renewed their technology cross-licens-
es surrounding conditional access and 
encryption technology for Leitch's 
ViewGuard and Oak's ProGuard secu-
rity systems. As well, Oak formed a 
strategic partnership with Concord, a 
group of internationally diversified 
enterprises headquartered in Denver 
and with offices in Washington, D.C., 
San Francisco, London, Hong Kong, 
Sydney, Australia, and Johannesburg, 
South Africa. Oak also announced the 
formation of a digital compression con-
sortium that includes Oak, Leitch and 
C-Cube Microsystems. The consor-
tium's system is based on system 
technologies (the MPEG compression 
standard, broadcast media interface 
standards) and implementation de-
signs that minimize propriety technolo-
gy and encourage multivendor sourc-
ing. Finally, Oak said it reached an 
agreement with GTE for an initial order 
of 50,000 interactive home terminals to 
be used in GTE's new Main Street 
interactive cable service. 
ir Zenith announced it will manufac-
ture 120,000 interactive Videoway ter-
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minais for distribution in the United 
Kingdom. The units allow access to 
videotex data bases, teletext, electron-
ic messaging and downloading of com-
puter software and video games via 
cable in addition to the addressable 
converter functions used for pay TV, 
movie selection and PPV. 
ir Antenna Technology recently 
installed one of its Simulsat 7 earth sta-
tions at Copley/Colony Harbor Cablevi-
sion, Wilmington, Calif. 
4r Optical Networks International 
announced an agreement with Falcon 
Cable for a complete upgrade of its 
systems in Coos Bay and Florence, 
Ore. ONI will supply 12 Laser Link Il 
optical transmitters and receivers serv-
ing 30 node sites, as well as 42 sheath 
miles of AT&T LXE fiber. 
«r C-COR recently began regular ship-
ments of its 1 GHz wideband distribu-
tion amplifiers to Time Warner for its 
interactive, 150-channel cable system 
being built in Queens, N.Y. 
ir All drop cable products from Times 
Fiber Communications are now stan-
dard with gigahertz bandwidth. Desig-
nated the T-10 drop cable series, these 
products complete the T-10 concept of 
standard gigahertz performance for all 
TFC cables at no premium price, 
according to the company. 
ir Tektronix Television Division an-
nounced a representative agreement with 
Jerry Conn Associates. The terms of the 
agreement call for JCA to market Tek's 
current and future CAN products to U.S. 
customers in the Mid-Atlantic and south-
eastern regions. This is the division's first 
such representative relationship. 
ir Continental Cablevision of Chicago 
bought a complete Cheetah status 
monitoring system with AML, distortion, 
Alpha power supply and HRC frequen-
cy monitoring, it was announced by 
Cheetah's manufacturer, Superior 
Electronics. Additionally, Superior said 
it has perfected its cellular communica-
tions from laptop computers to its fami-
ly of monitoring devices. This is said to 
make communications more accessible 
by allowing access from vehicles or 
any remote area. 

Wavetek announced it established 
factory-direct CATV sales in California, 
Arizona and Nevada. 
ir NC added 3M fiber-optic products to 
its line of CATV products. As well, NC 
announced it was appointed primary dis-
tributor for Texscan MSI's character gen-
erator products in the CATV market. 
Under a non-exclusive arrangement, NC 
will put its sales force to work in four mar-
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ket regions: Mid-Atlantic, Southeast, Tex-
as and surrounding states, and California. 
«r Time Warner in New York purchased 
almost 100 of Leaming Industries' 
improved Model MTS-4 BTSC stereo 
generators. The units are for the system's 
near-video-on-demand PPV project. 
gr Coast CATV is now the West Coast 
distributor for Multilink, including its instal-
lation supplies like moldings, apartment 
boxes, etc. Additionally, Coast said it is 
the representative for Control Technolo-
gy's standby power equipment for the 
West Coast including California, Arizona, 
Nevada, Michigan and Indiana. 

ir Sachs Communications announced 
the opening of its Southeastern Training 
Center in Cartersville, Ga. It is used to 
train operators on the use of Sachs hard-
ware and installation techniques. 

Clarification 
In last month's issue of CT, the head-

line for Ripley's latest offering (page 71) 
may have resulted in some confusion 
between Ripley's product and the line 
of cable preparation tools from Ben 
Hughes. Ben Hughes holds a registered 
trademark on its use of cable prep. We 
apologize for our choice of words. 
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SCTE NEWSI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Title changes for 
Society's leadership 
receive board's nod 

At its Nov. 19 meeting held in Ana-
heim, Calif., the board of directors of 
the Society of Cable Television Engi-
neers voted overwhelmingly to recom-
mend to the membership a bylaw 
change that would elevate the position 
of SCTE president to that of chairman 
of the board. The change also would 
mean that when the current position of 
Society president becomes known as 
chairman, the title of president will be 
used by SCTE's employed staff, elevat-
ing the current executive vice president 
to the position of president, and retain-
ing the title of vice president to be used 
by the the employed staff when 
deemed appropriate. The new struc-
ture will also advance the current posi-
tions of eastern and western vice presi-
dents to eastern and western vice 
chairmen. 

The chairman's position will be 
elected by the national directors, each 
of whom represent his or her general 
membership constituents. The title of 
chairman is already used by many of 
the Society's 70 chapters and meeting 
groups in their organizational struc-
tures and bylaws, and at the national 
level the titles of chairman and vice 
chairman better reflect the actual posi-
tions of the elected board members 
who serve on a voluntary basis. 

Citing similar actions already taken 
by the National Cable Television Asso-
ciation, Cable Television Laboratories 
Inc., Community Antenna Television 
Association, Cable Television Adminis-
tration and Marketing Society, Amateur 
Radio Relay League and the California, 
Florida, Illinois, New England, Pennsyl-
vania and Texas cable TV associa-
tions, this action gives the Society a 
more businesslike structure. The board 
recognizes the need for advancement 
due to the Society's continued growth 
in membership, increased national 
headquarters staff, international recog-
nition and industry support. 

"Being given the title of president 
has greatly enhanced my stature when 
dealing with organizations both within 
and outside our industry," commented 
Bill Arnold, who was elevated from 
executive director to president of the 
Texas Cable Television Association in 
1984. "I have no doubt that his new title 

will enhance (current SCTE Executive 
Vice President) Bill Riker's ability to 
represent and negotiate better deals 
for the Society." 

"The Pennsylvania Cable Television 
Association changed my title to presi-
dent in 1987 after I had served the 
association for seven years," added 
PCTA President Stan Singer. "Consid-
ering the unprecedented success of 
SCTE during the eight years that Riker 
has been executive vice president for 
the Society, giving him the title of presi-
dent should ensure a continuity of lead-
ership to help SCTE continue its high 
level of service to the industry on 
through the '90s." 

This referendum will be presented to 
the Society's membership during its 
annual election process to fill open 
seats on the board of directors. "This 
proposal represents changes in title 
only and does not affect the chain of 
command, responsibilities or represen-
tation by the membership," stated 
Region 12 Director Walt Ciciora, Ph.D., 
who first proposed the motion, which 
was seconded by NCTA Vice President 
of Science and Technology Wendell 
Bailey and Tele-Communications Inc.'s 
Tom Elliot. "It does, however, positively 
impact the chief paid staff member's 
ability to negotiate on behalf of the 
Society and I urge the membership to 
support the board in this change to 
keep pace with the Society's continuing 
growth," Ciciora added. 

(Editor's note: For more on the pro-
posed title changes, see "Letters to the 
Editor" on page 9 and "President's 
Message" on page 102.) 

Texas Cable Show 
tech sessions announced 

For the sixth consecutive year, 
SCTE is sponsoring the technical ses-
sions for the Texas Cable Show, to be 
held Feb. 26-28 in San Antonio, Texas. 
Besides a variety of sessions on topics 
of vital importance to the cable TV 
industry, the Society also will present a 
Cable-Tec Games event, and examina-
tions will be administered in its BCT/E 
and Installer certification programs. 

The schedule for SCTE-sponsored 
events at the show is as follows: 

Wednesday, Feb. 26 
• Cable-Tec Games 

Thursday, Feb. 27 
• "Technical issues update," with 
moderator Bill Riker, SCTE, and 
speakers Wendell Bailey, National 
Cable Television Association, Tom 
Elliot, Tele -Communications Inc., 
Jonathan Kramer, Communications 
Support Commission, Dan Pike, 
Prime Cable Corp., and John Wong, 
Federal Communications Commis-
sion. 
• "Technology explosion (session one)" 
— A focus on digital TV and CATV, 1 
GHz cable systems, echo cancella-
tions, ghost-killing systems and 
switched video over broadband cable 
TV systems, with moderator Wendell 
Woody, Antec Cable Group, and 
speakers Earl Langenburg, US West, 
Charles Merk, Magnavox CATV Sys-
tems, Steve Necessary, Regal Tech-
nologies Ltd., and Geoff Roman, Jer-
rold Communications. 
• "Technology explosion (session 
two)" — A focus on the next genera-
tion of satellites, personal communi-
cations networks, evolving fiber-to-
the-future and emerging technologies, 
with moderator Leslie Read, Sam-
mons Communications, and speakers 
Richard Covell, Texscan, Bob Luff, 
Scientific-Atlanta, Colin Horton, C-
COR, and John Vartanian, Home Box 
Office. 

Friday, Feb. 28 
• BCT/E and Installer certification test-
ing 

Retired membership 
available from Society 
SCTE members who are planning 

to retire do not have to give up their 
SCTE membership. The Society's 
retired member grade is open to any 
member who wishes to continue mem-
bership following retirement from the 
cable industry. The status of senior or 
charter membership will not be affect-
ed by the change to retired classifica-
tion. 

The annual dues for a retired mem-
ber are only $20, but membership ben-
efits remain the same. Please contact 
(215) 363-6888 if you are at least 60 
years of age, have been an SCTE 
member for the past 10 years and have 
retired from your full-time position. 
SCTE still needs and appreciates your 
support. 
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Headend performance 
that puts you in command. 

Featuring the performance and technology 
required to support the needs of today's cable 
operator, our new headend systems truly put you 
in command. 
A prime example is our Commander 6* 

modulator. It provides the performance and band-
width that you require to drive today's fiber optic 
networks. Frequency agile to 600 MHz, it also 
saves valuable rack space since it's only 13/4 " high, 
half the size of other premium modulators. 

Our Slimline VC* II PLUS descrambler 
and ASR-1000 satellite receiver offer space effi-
ciency and the ultimate in automation. The new 
VC II PLUS descrambler fits into 1/4 the space 
previously required. The ASR-1000 (developed 
to automate ESPN's alternate programming 
requirements) can be remotely tuned to receive 
up to six different satellite feeds, ending the need 
to send a technician to manually retune. 

For your own command performance, 
call Jerrold at 1 800 523-6678 (U.S.) or 
(215) 674-4800 (outside U.S.) 
or fax (215) 956-6497. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
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Figure 1: Conventional architecture at 
330 MHz 
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Figure 2: Three basic types of feeder line 
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Implementing hybrid 
fiber/coax upgrades 
The following article is adapted from the paper "Cable com-
munications network architectures," which ran in the "Soci-
ety of Cable Television Engineers Cable-Tec Expo '91 Pro-
ceedings Manual: Collected Technical Papers." 

Hybrid fiber/coaxial systems architectures, such as fiber-
to-the-feeder (FTF), fiber backbone (FBB), cable area net-
work (CAN), and super distribution have been frequently dis-
cussed in industry forums. This article will discuss ways to 
evaluate your current plant in preparation for a system 
upgrade and offer architecture alternatives that enhance the 
ability for a cost-effective subsequent upgrade. In addition, 
an example of intense fiber deployment is shown for a rural, 
low-density 550 MHz plant extension that offers a 15-20 per-
cent cost savings over conventional approaches. The Time 
Warner Queens, N.Y, 1 GHz upgrade is touched on and a 
brief look at the evolution in 860 MHz European system 
architectures over the last 10 years is provided. 

By Jay A. Vaughan 
Senior Project Engineer 
American Television & Communications Corp. 

Figure 3: Existing trunk and feeder cable 

when developing an upgrade plan, it is useful to 
outline the primary objectives. Common objectives might 
include: 

• Improved reliability, 
• Improved picture quality, 
• Simplified and lower cost plant maintenance, 
• An evolutionary, cost-effective path toward a subsequent 
upgrade, and 
• A solution that is cost-effective by today's standards. 

In many cases, it will be difficult to find a single architec-
ture to use in an upgrade that represents a cost-effective 
solution for all areas of the plant while meeting all of the 
objectives listed. Figure 1 shows an example of conventional 
330 MHz plant. It is useful to categorize the plant into three 
major categories. These categories, shown in Figure 2, are: 

1) Aerial plant, where existing multiple line extender feed-

Figure 4: Single cascade high output level LE 
FTF architecture 
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Figure 5: Single cascade high output LE FTF 
architecture at 550 MHz 

Added MO OR express cable 

Atx,g 750 P-1 trunk cable 

er lines could be broken into small pieces by adding modest 
amounts of additional cable. 

2) Aerial plant where perpendicular access is not possi-
ble, thereby requiring significant amounts of added cable to 
break up existing multiple line extender cascades. 

3) Long underground feeder lines, where perpendicular 
access is not cost-effective or possible. 

In order to evaluate various architecture options, it may 
be useful to obtain several system prints showing only the 
cable that exists currently. (That is, without any actives or 
passives.) This assumes that the system maps are available 
on a CAD system that permits selective printing of system 
components. As an example, the system map shown in Fig-
ure 1, is shown in Figure 3 with all actives and passives 
removed. 

By working with this type of print, the creative designer 
can lay out a totally new architecture since most of the 
reminders of the conventional architecture have been 
removed. The designer's focus, however, is to reuse the 
most valuable asset, the existing cable. 
A schematic of a modified version of FTF architecture, 

similar to that being used in the Queens 1 GHz upgrade, is 
shown in Figure 4. This architecture offers a cost-effective 
solution that meets all of the previously defined upgrade 
objectives for distribution plant that falls in the first category. 

An example of the architecture, applied to the same por-
tion of the system contained in Figure 1, is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 7: Feeder line electronics cost com-
parison at 550 MHz 
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By using the distribution architecture depicted in 
feeder line B. as opposed to that in feeder line A 
(conventional approach), the reduction in LE/DA cost 

The eavings in electronics pay for the added express 
cable in single cascade high output level LE FTF 
designs. 

Feedforward Didatubution 
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Figure 6: The benefits of output splitting 
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How to pay for added cable 
A common statement, in reaction to the architecture 

shown in Figures 4 and 5, is "That approach would be very 
costly because of the amount of added cable." In an 
upgrade, defined as a bandwidth expansion where most of 
the existing cable is reused, a significant portion of the total 
cost (after labor) is for electronics. This would include both 
line extenders (or distribution amplifiers — DAs — in an FTF 
upgrade) and trunk bridgers. 

This architecture can be cost-effective for two primary 
reasons. One reason is that it features only a single high 
output level active (i.e., line extender) in cascade. This per-
mits low technology amplifiers (e.g., push-pull) to be operat-
ed at high output levels. By lowering both the quantity and 
cost of feeder line electronics, the cumulative savings pay 
for adding significant amounts of cable. The other means by 
which this architecture can achieve cost-effectiveness 
relates to its aggressive use of output splitting at the line 
extender. 

Figure 6 illustrates the added efficiency offered by out-
put splitting, and therefore the reduction in feeder line elec-
tronics cost. Figure 7 compares the feeder line electronics' 
cost for a conventional upgrade with the alternative 
approach offered by this architecture. The savings in the 
latter of the two cases would pay for the amount of added 

(Continued on page 42) 

Figure 8: Low-density build using optical 
supertrunk 
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111‘. 
Our fiber lets you deliver 

CNN, HBO and MTV. ASAP. 
.,elitien your technicians are under pressure to restore service, the one 

they don't need is a fiber that's difficult to work with. 
ey need a fiber that will help them get the job done as quickly and 
ly as possible. The fiber that fits that description: Corning" fiber. 

It's easy to work with and splice because of its excellent geometry and 
because it's consistent—reel after reel, year after year. And it's consistent 

d because we're very very nit-picky. So much so that, during manufacturing 
Nkfor example, we measure our fiber diameter 500 times per second to 

.edi, within a fraction of a micron. (You don't get more nit-picky than that.) 
What's more, we're constantly looking for new ways to improve our 

fiber. We twist, bend, snap and otherwise torture fiber, testing it in our 
harsh environments so it'll measure up in yours. 

Wed also like to help technicians by helping them share 
what they've learned about handling fiber. If you or any of 
your people would like to let us know of an unusual or 
especially tough fiber-handling challenge (and its solution, 
if you have one), we'll spread the word. 

Make your people's jobs easier by making sure they 

work with Corning fiber. The fiber designed to be as 
hassle-free as possible—no matter how tough the job might be. 

For more information (or to share your real-life fiber experiences) 
write to Telecommunications Products Division, Corning Incorporated, 
MP-R0-03, Corning, NY 14831, or call Loretta Maloney at (60-7) 974-7181. 

Corning. Fiber you can count on. 

CORNING 
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AM fiber supertrunks: 
Point-to-point applications 
for multichannel vídeo 
By Gary Lyons 
Manager, Marketing Support 

And Ron Hanson 
Associate-Staff Applications Engineer 
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. 

During the last three years, 
implementing AM fiber technology into 
cable TV's distribution plant has been 
a major focus of a large percentage of 
cable engineers. The significant per-
formance improvements of the dis-
tributed feedback laser (DFB) coupled 
with a reduction in prices has allowed 

AM fiber technology to move rapidly 
from the experimentation stage to 
almost total acceptance among cable 
operators. For most operators, multi-
channel amplitude modulated vestigial 
sideband (AM-VSB) laser transmis-
sion has become an integral "tool" in 
their toolbox of available, proven tech-
nologies. 
The outstanding performance 

results and superior reliability of AM 
fiber transmission equipment has led 
many operators and CATV equipment 
vendors to evaluate the technology for 
other possible applications. It is obvi-

ous that if all technology hurdles could 
be addressed, an operator would pre-
fer to transmit programming exclusive-
ly in the AM-VSB mode. In many 
cases this would result in the elimina-
tion of signal conversion equipment 
(e.g., FM modulators and demodula-
tors or analog-to-digital converters) 
and scramblers at hub (receive) sites. 

Significant savings would be real-
ized over the long run due to the 
reduction or elimination of certain 
recurring costs (e.g., real estate leas-
es, equipment maintenance and 
power consumption) associated with 

Figure 1: AM fiber supertrunk concept for 550 MHz 
- -  I IGCMIG, - 
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IN AN ERA OF LIMITS 
BELDEN EXPANDS 
YOUR OPTIONS. 

Fiber Optic 
Supertrunk Cables 

New Belden Fiber Optic Supertrunk presents another 
option in a full line of cables for CATV. Since the 70's, 
when Belden first integrated fiber optic technology 
into large-scale communications networks, Belden 
innovations have kept customers a step ahead of tech-
nological and product requirements. Now the proven 
benefits of Belden fiber optic technology expand the 
options available to Cable Television Systems. 

Full line selection, combined with unsurpassed service 
; and technical support, give you the Belden Quality 

Advantage. That means long-term savings for your 
business. Compare Belden's documented performance 
benefits to those of any other cable manufacturer: 

Messengered - 
Cables • Guaranteed structural return loss values of 

23dB minimum on RG-6, RG-11 and RG-59 cables. 

• 100°/0 sweep testing of every reel of Belden 
drop cable, from 5 to 750 MHz for RG-6, 5 to 550 
MHz for RG-59 and RG-11. 

• SuperDrop - Cables are 100% sweep tested 
from 5 to 1,000 MHz, with guaranteed structure 
return loss of 26dB minimum. 

• Complete corrosion protection provided by 
unique non-drip gel barrier in Belden's new line of 
aerial drop cables. 

Highest shield effectiveness in the industry 
provided by Belden's DUOBOND° PLUS ... 
even greater than quad shield designs! 

• Fewer call-backs because of Belden's tight 
dimensional controls and easier termination. 
Saves you money over the long run. 

• Turnkey system design and installation 
capabilities with Belden's nationwide network of 
Authorized Systems Integrators. 

Burial Cables 

Drop Cables 

Dual Cables 

Custom 
Composite 
Cables 

Reader Service Number'19 

For a FREE copy of 
Belden's CATV C. 

-c Catalog, FAX your 
7 business card to 
a: 1-319-395-9719 - 

or call toll-free: 
• 

1-800-BELDEN-4 

COOPER 
Belden . 
Quality from Cooper Industries 



System requirements and 
testing for fiber-to-the-home 
By J.J. Refi 
Distinguished Member of the Technical Staff 

And M.J. Swiderski 
Member of the Technical Staff 
Lightguide Systems Engineering 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 

Since 1988. several architec-
tures have been proposed and imple-
mented in fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) 
installations. These include the optical 
bus, the passive double star and the 
active double star. Each has distinct 

requirements that vary depending on 
the manufacturer's transmission equip-
ment. 

AT&T's FTTH feature of SLC Series 
5 digital loop carrier uses an active 
double star architecture and currently 
provides up to four POTS (plain olds 
telephone service) channels per fiber. 
Additional channels and services, such 
as video, are being developed. 
A fiber path can either extend all the 

way to the home, from a remote termi-
nal (RT) to a distant terminal (DT) 
mounted on the side of a house, or 

Figure 1: Far-end transmission and detection method for 
monitoring splice integrity 
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Figure 2: Local detection of transmitted power for monitoring 
splice continuity 
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Figure 3: Measuring end-to-end loss between connectors in a 
point-to-point fiber-to-the-curb installation 

from an AT to the curb with several 
DTs located in pedestals on the proper-
ty lines. Operating bidirectionally over 
one single-mode fiber at an optical line 
rate of 1.544 Mb/s. the system can 
reach a carrier serving area of up to 
12.000 feet from the RT. The current 
version provides the POTS channels at 
a 1.310 nanometer (nm) wavelength. 
while a future version will do the same 
at 780 nm. 

With fiber runs between the RT and 
each DT. testing involves connecting to 
each fiber at the DT and at an intercon-
nect cabinet in the RT. With this point-
to-point topology, field testing methods 
and procedures become identical to 
those used in interoffice and loop feed-
er trunks. 

Field tests on loop distribution fiber 
systems are frequently performed by 
construction technicians during, and 
immediately after, cable installation. 
The two types of field measurements 
most frequently performed are splice 
loss and end-to-end loss. Reflectance 
testing generally is not needed since 
there's a very low probability of failure 
when the route is constructed with 
quality components. 

Splice loss testing 
Installation time can be reduced by 

making "blind" splices and not checking 
their quality. However, construction 
crews currently are reluctant to enclose 
splices in a splice case that might be 
encapsulated and buried without at 
least testing them first for splice conti-
nuity and, ideally. for splice loss. A vari-
ety of methods and equipment can be 
used. 
• Far-end transmission and detection. 

The simplest way to monitor the integrity 
of a splice is to connect a light source to 
one end of the first cable and detect the 
signal at the opposite end of the spliced 
cable (Figure 1). This method for testing 
splices, however, is not widely used in 
FTTH installations. It requires a mini-
mum of three people (one at each end 
and a third at the splice location) and 
communication paths among them. 

(Continued on page 50) 
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AsABC. 
All-Inclusive...Siecor's 2001HR High Reso-
lution OTDR features a standard built-in disk 
drive, single or dual wavelength modules, and 
built-in printer. Plus, there's a PC package for 
batch printing. Les EASY to test and document 
your fiber optic system with the 2001HR. 

Basic...The 2001HR is easy to master, has 
a few simple controls, quick dual wavelength 
testing, help screens, and clear operation. ICs 
EASY to understand and use the 2001HR. 

C.ost-effective...Premium features for a rea-
sonable price makes our OTDR an excellent 
value. It's EASY to afford the Siecor 2001HR. 

Experiencing the Siecor 2001HR is EASY 
AS ABC. Call us at 800 SIECOR 4 to set up a 
demonstration or get more details. Outside North 
America, contact Siemens A.C. Infoservice, 
143/2295 Postfach, 
2348. D-8510 Furth. SIECOR 
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Using fiber to improve 
your system's public image 
By Mike Sparkman 
Vice President/Sales and Marketing 
Optical Networks International 

1. hroughout the United States, 
cable TV operators are aggressively 
installing fiber-optic links to upgrade 
cable plants. Subscribers nationwide 
are enjoying the benefits of improved 
picture quality, expanded channel 
capacity and reduced service outages 
— all made possible by optical technol-
ogy. 

However, very few operators have 
taken advantage of the marketing and 
public relations value of the technology. 
In today's arena of cable bashing, 
along with dissatisfied customers 
insisting on better performance and 
service, it is necessary to promote the 
steps cable operators are taking to 
improve their systems. With increasing 
fiber-optic deployment, the technical 
community is in an excellent position to 
work with its marketing and public rela-
tions personnel to promote public 
understanding of the benefits of optical 
technology. Through this joint effort, 
cable operators can have a tremen-
dous impact on the public's perception 
of the cable industry by simply inform-
ing and involving community leaders, 
state legislators and subscribers during 

help you get more public relations mileage from fiber-Materials that can 
optic deployment. 

the fiber upgrade process. 
By working together, technical 

personnel also are better able to 
help non-technical personnel under-
stand the power of the message they 
can get across — simply by defining 
and explaining the technical attri-
butes of an optical system. Once 
armed with this knowledge, market-
ing personnel are better equipped to 

inform the local community. 
Since many consumers already 

understand that fiber means pure sig-
nal quality, reliability and high technolo-
gy, achieving the association between 
that understanding and the operator's 
deployment of fiber will reap image-
enhancement benefits. 

An additional aid 
To help inform consumers of the 

relationship between optical technology 
and cable TV, as well as provide a 
basic campaign outline for both mar-
keting and technical personnel, ONI 
has designed a handbook specifically 
to help operators get the greatest pos-
sible public relations mileage out of 
their fiber upgrades. The guide is titled 
Getting the Most from Fiber Optics; A 
Cable Operator's Handbook for Com-
munity Awareness. 

The handbook is presented in four 
sections that are applicable to any 
cable system wishing to inform con-
sumers of the benefits of optical tech-

A desktop embedment commemorating a fiber launch can be given to local 
officials to promote goodwill. 
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Accuracy... 
That's Traceable! 

D1SIANCE FROM: 
fiber start: 

Prior feature: 
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FF-1200 High Resolution Feature Finder 

• High Resolution 1310nm 
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spaced features 
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Justifying high tech training 
in tough economic times 
From the federal government to individual states and local 
municipalities, budget cuts are anticipated in the area of 
education. It would appear that many decision-makers have 
forgotten education is critical in a competitive world. Just as 
education is critical for the United States to compete as a 
leader in a global market, it is critical that cable TV operators 
focus on education to gain a competitive advantage. This is 
particularly true in high technology areas such as fiber 
optics. 

This article reviews the advantages of training, including: 
• Employee retention. 
• Maintaining construction/restoration teams with high tech 
skills. 
• Competitive advantage of learning an evolving technology 
such as fiber optics. 
• Continually improving efficiency by keeping abreast of 
technological advancements. 
• Training used for certification purposes. 

In addition, this article will look at criteria to consider 
when selecting a training program. Criteria include a com-
parison of classroom and video-based training programs, 
amount of hands-on training, verifying instructor credentials, 

Hands-on training is an essential element of class cur-
riculum. 

and the trainer's ability to custom-tailor courses and offer on-
the-job training. 

By Rebecca S. Frye 
Training Supervisor, Siecor Corp. 

II Knowledge is power," Francis Bacon said nearly 
400 years ago — and that statement has endured the test of 
time. In the high tech fiber-optics arena, trends and product 
technology change and improve regularly. This means cable 
TV's technical work force must keep abreast of advance-
ments. It can be critical to know splicing and termination 
advancements that can save time and money, and planning 
tips to keep fiber-optic cable plant link loss budgets within 
their established range. 

Training saves time, money 
In addition to competitive advantages, proper training can 

improve the overall efficiency of employees. This efficiency 
can save time and money not only in the long run, but also 
for near-term needs such as emergency repair. For example, 
an emergency restoration team must be adept at operating 
optical test equipment, assembling mechanical splices and 
properly handling fiber. Team precision will help restore the 
system to full capacity quickly. Any time that the optical cable 
plant is down means no service to customers, and that can 
mean lost revenue for the system. 

State-of-the-art fiber termination and splicing products are 
being introduced that simplify what was once considered 
very complex assembly procedures. For example. the aver-
age assembly time for an optical connector has dropped 
from 20 to 30 minutes to five minutes or less. Mechanical 
splices have eliminated fiber sizing and epoxies for simpli-
fied assembly. And fusion splicers are automated for ease 
and speed of splicing. That translates into efficiency and 
overall productivity advantages. 

Many companies have seen employee retention and job 
efficiency improve when personnel were trained properly and 
regularly. Training breeds confidence, which empowers 
employees to do a better job. Employees who receive train-
ing in high technology skills are likely to remain loyal to their 
company and do a quality job. Skilled fiber construction and 
design personnel will become more in demand as fiber 
optics penetrates the cable systems of businesses and uni-
versities throughout the nation. 

Advancements demand training 
Fiber-optic technology has improved over the years, and 

many advancements have been made to simplify its use. 
Still, there is a skill level that must be achieved when work-
ing with fiber products. Proficient employees need up-front 
training and must practice their skills regularly to hone them 
and keep them fresh. For example, while optical cable is 

(Continued on page 58) 
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WE WILL MEET ANY 
LEGITIMATE PRICE QUOTE 

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS 
QUALITY RF SERVICES, INC. TESTS EVERY HYBRID FOR GAIN, SECOND ORDER, 
THIRD ORDER AND CURRENT CONSUMPTION. WE WILL ALSO TEST COMPOSITE 

TRIPLE BEAT AND RECORD THE WORST CASE READINGS ON REQUEST. 
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN QRF HISTORY, WE WILL ALSO SELL UNTESTED HYBRIDS, 

AS OUR COMPETITORS DO! TO SAVE YOU EVEN MORE MONEY! 
(UNTESTED HYBRIDS WILL NOT BE SHIPPED UNLESS YOU REQUEST THEM) 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS! 
IF YOU ARE ORDERING FROM THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS (JERROLD, SCIENTIFIC 
ATLANTA, MAGNAVOX, C-COR, TEXSCAN, ETC.) WE CAN SAVE YOU A BUNDLE! 

LARGE QUANTITIES • IN STOCK • NO MINIMUM • SAME DAY SHIPPING 
With confidence in our products, money back guarantee, experienced personnel 

and a proven track record, why would you settle for less? 

WHEN ONLY EXCELLENCE WILL DO! 
QUALITY R.F. SERVICES, INC. 

850 Park Way, Jupiter, Florida 33477 

(800) 327-9767 (IN FL.) (800) 433-0107 (407) 747-4998 FAX (407) 744-4618 
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CATV dollars: Training offers 
the best bottom line return 
By Ralph Haimowitz 
Director of Training 
Society of Cable Television Engineers 

Every year those of us who are 
in management positions have to put 
together an annual operating budget. 
In today's business world there are few 
(if any) frills allowed, and the budget 
must be kept tight and adhered to dur-
ing the operational year. We have 
learned to reduce our capital invest-
ments as well as our day-to-day 
expenses, and every day we are trying 
to find better ways to reduce operating 
costs and at the same time keep 
income growing. 

Customer growth and service 
upgrades are largely accomplished 
through marketing campaigns de-
signed to catch the customer's interest 
and create the desire to have the prod-
uct. Our industry has been and contin-
ues to be highly successful in this area. 
Customer and service retention, how-
ever, has been a serious problem for 
years. 

The problems with cable 
Let's examine the most common 

causes of customer dissatisfaction that 
may result in a loss of customers or a 
reduction in program services, and 
some of the solutions that have been 
recommended. 

Complaint: There are too many of 
the same programs, especially movies, 
when the customer subscribes to more 
than one premium service. 

Answers: a) Market compatible ser-
vices that complement each other and 
provide best for the customer's tastes. 
b) Provide more movies from the film 
industry and/or make more "made-for-
cable" programming. c) Show cus-
tomers the convenience and economy 
of cable premium services compared to 
the rental of videotapes or going out to 
the movies. 

Complaint: Difficulty in calling the 
cable company when there is a cus-
tomer problem. Phones are always 
busy. 

Answer: Better training for CSRs so 
they can handle calls efficiently and 
answer incoming calls faster. 

Complaint: Having to wait all day for 
an installer or service technician to 
show up. 

Answers: a) Improve scheduling of 
installations for morning, afternoon and 
evening calls. b) Try to schedule a.m. 
and p.m. service calls. c) Stick to work 
schedules. d) Reduce the number of 
assigned work orders to a more man-
ageable level. 

Complaint: Poor picture quality. 
Answers: a) Improve system through 

rebuilds and upgrades if needed. b) 
Provide better technical service. 

Complaint: Cable company cannot 
seem to get the problems fixed the first 
time or the same problem recurs fre-
quently. 

Answer: Improve service. 
Every single complaint listed has 

one common solution that will vastly 
improve the situation, and that solution 
is training. 

Successful marketing is a direct 
result of the skills and abilities of the 
sales staff. Product knowledge, cus-
tomer demographics, value packages, 
etc., are all acquired through quality 
training programs. 

Training also plays a big part in the 
second complaint area for our CSRs 
who answer the telephones. They must 
learn how to handle the calls faster, 
respond quickly and correctly to cus-
tomer complaints, and how to handle 
the difficult or time-consuming cus-
tomer. They also need to be trained 
how to provide correct information and 
how to give intelligent, factual informa-
tion to the customer. 

In each of the last three complaints, 
training provides the greatest solutions 
to the problems. Installers who perform 
their jobs correctly because they are 
properly trained will produce quality 
work that results in installations that 
provide excellent pictures from the time 
of the completed installation through 
the next several years (unless some 
accident occurs that physically dam-
ages the installation itself). 

Improper installations are a major 
cause of customer complaints and 
required service calls from problems 
that may take six months or more to 
develop. Here are some remarkable 
facts: 

• A large number of installers in a 
northeastern state were enrolled in the 
Society of Cable Television Engineers 
installer certification course. To 
become fully certified the individuals 
must successfully complete a written 
examination and two job performance 
skill tests. All but 8 percent of those 
involved were considered to be experi-
enced installers with at least six 
months of on-the-job (OJT) training 
and experience. Slightly more than half 
passed the written examination and 80 
percent failed the drop cable prepara-
tion and fitting installation test. Re-
member that these were people who 
had received in-house training. 
• Jones Intercable collected a vast 

amount of data just a few years ago 
that clearly showed the difference 
between those employees who had 
received OJT and those who were pro-
cessed through their thorough installer 
training program. The number of install 
problems dropped dramatically, as did 
the number of service truck rolls to cus-
tomers who were recent installs. The 
savings, companywide, were in the mil-
lions of dollars. 

Although proper training is the key 
here, allowing sufficient time to perform 
the job correctly to prevent "costly 
shortcuts" caused by unrealistic time 
constraints is just as important. In addi-
tion to the tremendous savings in time 
and money that can be realized almost 
immediately, there is the value in cus-
tomer satisfaction. 

Complaints of poor picture quality 
and repeated service calls are fre-
quently the result of inadequate train-
ing. It would shock most system man-
agers to see the results of an accurate 
study within their system of how many 
drop connectors are replaced during 
routine trouble calls or how many times 
a customer's converter is changed out. 
This denotes a case of the technician 
not having adequate knowledge to 
make a proper determination of the 
exact cause or causes of the cus-
tomer's problem. 

The training tools 
How can you determine if your 

(Continued on page 60) 
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Your Fiber Specialist 
Fiber Pre-testing, End-to-End Testing 

Fiber to Feeder Design/Drafting 
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Certification for 
technicians: Skill-based pay 
The cable TV industry is not experienc-
ing the rapid growth it has had in the 
past. Associates are staying in their 
positions longer and looking for ways 
to advance within their own organiza-
tion. Shifts in business strategies are 
necessary to respond to competition 
and service. Plans that improve quality, 
productivity and customer service are 
necessary elements in successful 
companies. A career plan and relevant 
technical training for all technical asso-
ciates, coupled with a "skill-based pay" 
program, will provide a significant con-
tribution toward a resolution. In this 
type of plan, associates are trained to 
do the quality work we expect and in 
return they are paid for their skills and 
knowledge and not just for coming to 
work. 

But what does a "pay-for-knowl-
edge" program entail and how can this 
relate to our industry's installers, ser-
vice and maintenance technicians? 
This article will present an explanation 
of what skill-based pay is, explore the 
elements necessary to successfully 
execute the program and touch upon 
how it's been used. 

By Pam Nobles 
Senior Staff Engineer Technical Training 
Jones lntercable 

Skill-based knowledge. Pay-for-
knowledge. Pay-for-skills. Knowledge-
based pay. Competency-based pay. 
These are all names for a system in 
which pay or salary is determined by 
the sets of skills that the person is 
capable of performing. In comparison, 
the "traditional" system (job-based pay) 
is a system in which pay or salary is 
determined by the job currently being 
performed. 

The fact that it's been relatively easy 
to advance in the cable TV industry by 
"being at the right place at the right 
time" has always been a double-edged 
sword. It's usually good for the employ-
ee who was at the right place at the 
appointed time but companies are not 
getting what they need for success. 

Under a skill-based pay program, 

specific skills are evaluated and pay is 
based primarily or entirely on skills, not 
seniority or other factors such as with a 
job-based pay plan. Pay increases are 
given after the skill is demonstrated, 
not when the associate's job changes. 
Advancement opportunities are much 
broader in skill-based pay systems. 

According to Marc Wallace, profes-
sor of business at the University of 
Kentucky and an expert in the field of 
skill-based pay programs, there are six 
basic principles to consider for a suc-
cessful pay-for-knowledge program: 

1) The pay rate should be simple. 
Everyone should start at the same rate. 
The best should be hired up front 
through careful recruitment and by pay-
ing enough to attract quality people. 
The company then grows its own tal-
ent. Under this pay system the dis-
tance from the bottom to the top is rela-
tively flat. The way to get ahead is to 
demonstrate competency in each skill 
block. There is an expectation of not 
doing the same job forever. 
2) The skill must be demonstrated. 
Although written tests may be helpful 
(and in some cases necessary) the 
activity must be conducted and the 
results achieved must be performed 
successfully to represent what the 
associate actually knows. 
3) The point of economic efficiency 
would be to have all associates per-
forming at the top of their level. (How-
ever, I feel that provisions should be 
made to accommodate associates con-
tent in their position.) 
4) The move to the top should take two 
to four years. 
5) Skill-based pay is based on 10 per-
cent pay and 90 percent organization. 
6) Review cost benefit. 

Benefits 
Potential benefits to the company 

include higher quality, productivity and 
output, as well as lower turnover and 
reduced absenteeism. Labor/manage-
ment relations are improved. It should 
be noted that productivity needs to be 
measurable. The company has to com-
mit to and agree upon a measurement 
method. 

Potential benefits to the associate 
include higher pay, better achievement 
of growth needs, and overall improved 
job satisfaction. The associate can 
actually see how he or she can move 
to higher pay levels. 

There are four main elements that 
need to be explored to successfully 
execute the program: creation of a 
vision, design, implementation and fol-
low-up. We will explore the first three. 

Share the vision 
If you don't know where you are 

going, you're probably not going to get 
there! Before people commit them-
selves to a common goal, there must 
be a clear, passionate vision of the 
desired future state of the company. 
This vision must come from and be 
supported by top management. 

First, establish a reference mea-
surement of where you are now, then 
set the goals of where you want to be. 
From here, the route should fall into 
place. 

Key issues in design 
Overall, the design of the program 

must fit with the technology and work 
flow that is unique to each organiza-
tion. Decide which employee groups 
are covered under the skill-based pay 
program. For example, installers, ser-
vice and maintenance technicians may 
be part of the program, but the supervi-
sory group may not. Also, decide if 
work teams or groups would benefit 
your organization. 

Associate involvement in plan 
design at all levels is critical. By gain-
ing commitment and cooperation of 
associates at all levels, they have a 
sense of ownership and stake in pursu-
ing the company's objectives and 
achieving company goals. Also, the 
associates chosen should be seen as 
leaders among their peers. However, it 
should be pointed out that to get totally 
candid input from your associates, it 
may not be advantageous to have 
associates and their supervisors in the 
same meeting! 

The design of your program also 

(Continued on page 62) 
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Quality Cabletek moldings and 
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installation every time. Cabletek's 
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Hazardous chemicals 
in the workplace 
By Roger Keith 
Director of Seminars. National Cable Television Institute 

Every year, thousands of Ameri-
can workers are exposed to hazardous 
chemicals or substances on the job. 
Current estimates indicate that there 
are more than 575,000 existing chemi-
cal products in use worldwide, many of 
which are industrial chemicals that 
pose a serious health problem to those 
who work with them or around them. In 
some cases, workers don't know that 
the chemicals or substances they are 
using are hazardous to their health. 

Chemical exposure may cause or 
contribute to serious health problems, 
such as heart ailments, kidney and 
lung damage, sterility, cancer, blind-
ness, burns, etc. Beyond direct health 
hazards, misuse of chemicals may 
result in fires, explosions and other 
serious accidents. 

Because of the seriousness of these 
safety and health problems, and 
because many employers and employ-
ees know little or nothing about them, 
the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA), issued a rule in 
1983 called "Hazard Communication" 
that applied to employers in the manu-
facturing sector of the industry. The 
scope of the rule was expanded in 
1987 to include employers in the non-
manufacturing sector, including cable 
TV. The basic goal of the standard is to 
ensure that employers and employees 
know about chemical hazards and how 
to protect themselves. 

Hazardous chemicals defined 
As amazing as it may sound, we are 

virtually surrounded by hazardous 
chemicals. Realistically, few of them 
pose a direct safety hazard as long as 
they are used and stored properly. 
Unfortunately, we take many of these 
chemicals for granted, and in so doing 
we are often careless in their use. 
OSHA defines a hazardous chemi-

cal as "any chemical whose presence 
or use is a physical hazard or a health 
hazard." It defines health hazard as "a 
chemical for which there is significant 

evidence that acute or 
chronic health effects 
may occur in exposed 
employees." 

The actual list of 
chemicals found in the 
typical cable TV system 
varies, although most 
would immediately think 
of the technician's work 
environment. In actual-
ity, the office has as 
many, or more, haz-
ardous chemicals as 
the field. 

What the 
standard requires 

There are five es-
sential requirements for 
system compliance with 
the Hazard Communi-
cation Standard. They 
are described in detail 
in Title 29. Code of 
Federal Regulations, 1910.1200. They 
are: 

1) Develop a written hazard commu-
nication program for your system. 

2) Develop and maintain a list of all 
hazardous chemicals and substances 
stored or in use in your system. 

3) Procure and maintain a material 
safety data sheet (MSDS) for each 
chemical on your list. 

4) Label all hazardous chemical 
containers if they haven't been labeled 
by the manufacturer. 

5) Train your employees to recog-
nize the hazardous chemicals with 
which they come in contact. 

These five requirements apply to all 
cable systems and all of their employ-
ees. Citations and penalties (like fines) 
are issued by OSHA for failure to com-
ply with any or all of the requirements. 

Potentially hazardous chemicals 
Acids 
Adhesives 
Aerosols 
Asbestos 
Battery fluids 
Benzene 
Catalysts 
Caustics 
Cleaning agents 
Coal tar pitch 
Coatings 
Degreasing agents 
Detergents 
Dusts 
Etching agents 
Fiberglass 
Flammables 
Foaming resins 
Fuels 
Fungicides 
Gasoline 
Glues 
Greases 
Industrial oils 
Inks 

Insecticides 
Herbicides 
Janitorial supplies 
Kerosene 
Lacquers 
Lead 
Lye 
Oxalic acid 
Paints 
Pesticides 
Plastics 
Process chemicals 
Resins 
Sealers 
Shellacs 
Solders 
Solvents 
Strippers 
Surfactants 
Thinners 
Varnishes 
Water treatments 
Wood preservatives 
Xylene 

The written program 
The written program is the key ele-

ment of the written hazard communica-
tion requirement. It must include the 
following elements: 

1) General company policy: A state-
ment detailing how this policy will be 
administered, to whom it applies and 
who is responsible for ensuring compli-

ance with OSHA standards. 
2) List of hazardous chemicals: A 

list of all hazardous chemicals found 
in the system. This section also 
should identify the individual responsi-
ble for keeping the list current and 
making it available for employees to 
review. 

3) Material safety data sheets: A 
statement explaining the need for the 
data sheets and how they are to be 
used. Also identified is the individual 
responsible for updating the sheets 
and where the MSDS folder will be 
kept. 

4) Labels: A statement concerning 
the labeling system to be used (if need-
ed) and identification of the responsible 
party who will ensure their use and 
accuracy. 

5) Non-routine tasks: A statement 
concerning exposing employees to 
hazardous chemicals with which they 
don't normally work. This statement 
should detail the specialized training 
necessary and the use of personal pro-
tective equipment. 

6) Training: A statement detailing 
how your system will train your employ-

(Continued on page 66) 
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WE'LL GUARANTEE IT 

TECHNICAL VIDEO 
OPTICAL CABLE CORPORATION is offering a FREE 
27 minute technical video tape about FIBER OPTIC 
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company as well as technical product and application 
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Telemarketing Representatives to order your FREE 
copy TODAY! 

11,-. Robert Kopstent, President 

IF WE DON'T HAVE IT IN STOCK, 
NOBODY DOES. 

Optical Cable Corporation will ship same 
day from inventory on bulk orders of standard 

product or from our network of stocking 
distributors. Our sales and technical service 

department realize the value of your work and 
respond to your needs. We guarantee prompt 

delivery of only the rmest indoor-outdoor 
fiber optic Core-Locked'"" cable available. 

Extensive manufacturing and design facili-
ties are your solution to even the most unique 
cable applications. When we don't have it in 

stock, we will design and manufacture the 
fiber optic cable you need. We are dedicated 
to customer service and competitive pricing. 

We guarantee it. 
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Figure 9: Early 1980s European architecture 
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Hybrid fiber/coax 
(Continued from page 23) 

cable required by this architecture. In the more classic FTF 
upgrade, the use of back feeding capitalizes on the added 
efficiency offered by output splitting of line extenders. The 
classic FTF approach is not limited to a single high output 
level device in cascade, which results in the frequent use 
of expensive, feedforward distribution amplifiers at an 
added cost. In addition, the amount of cable added for back 
feeding in the classic FTF upgrade approach may exceed 
the amount required for the alternative architecture outlined 
in Figure 4. 

Cost savings for the optical system 
Until recently, many of the AM fiber-optic links 

installed were part of a trunk amplifier cascade reduction 
project. These links are typically point-to-point. In a mas-
sive AM fiber link deployment, as a part of an FTF (or 
similar) upgrade, AM optical supertrunking may offer 
potential cost savings. In this case, an AM optical 
supertrunk could be defined as the first of two AM fiber 
links in cascade. At the primary optical node (the receiv-
er at the end of the supertrunk) the signals are converted 
back to RF, which can feed a local distribution area if 
required, and in turn feed a second set of one or more 
AM optical transmitters (or repeaters). By using two AM 
optical links in series rather than one or more very long 
links, fiber-optic cable costs, 
and in most cases optical 
transmitters costs (as a 
result of optically splitting 
the transmitter for the sec-
ondary link) can be reduced. 

Thanks to the improved 
performance of today's AM 
optical equipment, the maxi-
mum path distance from the 
headend is potentially 35 
miles when using two links in 
series. Even with this maxi-
mum path length, the perfor-
mance at the output of the 
secondary node typically can 
be the same as that seen in 
1989 with a 5-7 dB loss bud-

Figure 10: A common European architecture 
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get. A long-term disadvantage of AM optical supertrunking 
results from the reduced ability to narrowcast to each sec-
ondary node in the system. While this is probably not an 
issue today, it may impact future TV or telecommunications 
services. Given that surplus fibers are typically provided in 
many current installations, some options exist to overcome 
this hurdle when and if it arises. 

Figure 8 (page 23) illustrates a low-density 550 MHz 
plant extension that is fed by an AM optical supertrunk. The 
supertrunk path is 14 miles, which is followed by three addi-
tional dual laser transmitters at the primary node. Each of 
the three transmitters at the primary node support a 13 dB 
loss budget and feed an average of five secondary nodes 
each. The coaxial plant that follows is essentially an FTF 
(tapped trunk) architecture utilizing four feedforward DAs in 
cascade. For the 60 cable-bearing strand mile area, the 
fiber/coax ratio (like a trunk/feeder ratio) is 1:2. The cost of 
approximately $13,000 per mile (which includes the cost of 
the 14-mile optical supertrunk) represents a savings of more 
than 15 percent when compared with more traditional archi-
tectures. This case serves to illustrate the price/perfor-
mance ratio of AM optical links available today when used 
in an upgrade, rebuild or new-build project featuring aggres-
sive fiber deployment. 

European architecture evolution 
In evaluating the architecture options for an expanded 

bandwidth system, it is useful to look at how European 
860 MHz architectures have 
evolved over the last 10 
years. Figure 9 shows an 
architecture that was built in 
France approximately 10 
years ago. This approach 
strongly resembles the super 
distribution architecture. 
While all of these European 
systems were designed for 
channel loadings of 20 to 50 
channels, the architecture 
comparison is valid since the 
cable attenuations and pas-
sive losses at 860 MHz are 
very close to those at 1 GHz. 
Since the performance of the 
amplifier technology used 

Figure 11: Queens 1 
tecture (upgrade) 
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When time 
is of the essence... 
...Winning Performance Counts! 
At CONTEC, we repair and 
remanufacture converters... And, like 
the downhill racer, we do it fast! 

Plus, we offer cost savings and the 
quickest delivery on: 

• A complete line of replacement remote control units 
• Converter replacement parts 
• Remanufactured converters and C.ATV equipment 
• C.ATV equipment repairs 

When your cable system requires "gold 
medal" turnaround time and repair 
quality....turn on to the CONTEC edge. 

DO IT TODAY! 
Call 1-800-382-2723 for FREE Catalogs 
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Free Copy 

The 1992 Budco 
Catalog is packed with more 
products than ever from fine 
names like Aervoe-Pacific, 
Tyton, Multilink, 
Master Lock, 
Redington, Klein, 

Work Area Protection, 
Brady, Cable Pro, Lemco 
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We'll ship your catalog— and all 

your orders— within 
48 hours. Call for 
your free copy today. 
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OUR CRIMPERS ARE APPLAUDED . . . 
BUT OUR STRIPPERS BRING THE HOUSE DOWN 

HEX CRIMP TOOLS 

• Wide range of tools with HEX 
sizes as specified by connector 
manufacturers 

• Built-in adjustment, extends tool life 

• MK1050 Field maintenance kit, 
your performance backup for 
worn parts replacement 

• A complete tool for every size 

• CATV, MATV & STV standard RF 
Applications. 

COAXIAL CABLE STRIPPER 

• Safety yellow color, high visibility. 
• Non-adjustable tool steel blades. 

• Replaceable blade cartridges 
snap right in. 

• Clean out feature removes debris 

For more information on these and 
other tools please contact 

'cable prep 
BEN HUGHES COMMUNCAT ION PRODUCTS CO 

207 Middlesex Ave., Dept D.M. 
PO Box 373 
Chester, CT 06412-0373 
Tel> (203) 526-4337 
FAX. (203) 526-2291 

"By using two AM 
optical links in series 
rather than one or 
more very long links, 
fiber-optic cable 
costs, and in most 
cases optical trans-
mitters costs ... can 
be reduced." 

(both discrete and hybrid) was some-
what limited, it is interesting to note 
that the output levels are quite similar 
to those depicted, even for 150-chan-
nel loading, as a result of the recent 
advancements in amplifier hybrid 
technology. 

In recent years, as more dense 
areas of France were cabled, it was 
found that in many cases, the trunk 
output capability of the amplifier was 
not needed at every amplifier location. 
The architecture then evolved by dis-
associating the trunk amplification 
from that of the feeder, or bridger 
amplification. The resulting architec-
ture is shown in Figure 10 (page 42). 

The architecture for the Phase 1 
area in the Queens upgrade draws 
from the strong points of each one of 
the two architectures to form a hybrid 
architecture as shown in Figure 11 
(page 42). The resulting architecture 
can truly be considered a cable com-
munications network (CCN) since the 
results create small pockets of cus-
tomers, each served by a unique fiber-
optic node. The expected reliability 
also qualifies the system to be consid-
ered as a CCN since amplifiers are 
limited to a total of three in cascade, 
little of the plant needs to pass 60 
VAC powering and no more than four 
or five taps will be in cascade. 

Summary 
In conclusion, plant architectures 

exist that allow today's upgrade to pro-
vide an easy evolutionary path for a 
subsequent upgrade while remaining 
cost-effective. At the same time, these 
architectures create a true cable com-
munications network that will support 
many future video, data and telecom-
munications services in an ideal man-
ner. In addition, these approaches 
meet the objectives outlined earlier — 
that is, for a reliable, low maintenance 
system offering improved picture quali-
ty and expanded channel capacity. CT 
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A CLEAR 
ADVANTAGE 
The Eagle SIS Decoding Filter descrambles 
high frequency channels economically 
with little or NO video loss! 

Compare the new Eagle Sideband Interdiction 
System (SIS)* to competitive products. At high fre-
quencies, Eagle SIS decoding filters reproduce an 
image as clear as the original while others produce 
washed-out pictures that lack sharpness. 

The Eagle SIS system operates at 450 MHz and 
higher with no jamming carriers so there is no video 
deterioration. In fact, video enhancement is pos-
sible if desired. 

Am 
EAGLE 
COMTRONICS INC. 

* Patent Pending 

Malla 
MI 
IMF 

For complete specifications, 
contact your Eagle market-
ing representative today. la 

Reasons to Buy Eagle SIS Decoding Filters 
• Near Perfect Descrambling • Video Enhance-
ment Possible • Convenient Size • Economical 
Price • High Channel Application. Security 
Improved by High Channel Usage • Extended 
Threaded Ends • Available Now! 

Headquarters: 4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, NY 13041 • (315) 622-3402 • Toll Free 800-448-7474 
• FAX (315) 622-3800 U.S. & Canada: Anixter: 800-323-8166 • FAX 708-677-0743 
Canada: Deskin Sales: 416-475-1412 Belgium: Electro Service 32-15-20-95-75 
England: ABP Ltd: 0256-881525 Norway: Cablecom AS: 47-34-79630 

Germany: Stodiek: 211-41-7010 France: Sachs France 33-1-39-86-29-62 
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AM fiber supertrunks 
(Continued from page 28) 

ed within each group of channels. Fur-
thermore, by "lightly loading" each 
laser, the index of modulation can be 
increased to maximize the link's carri-
er-to-noise ratio (C/N). At the same 
time composite triple beat (CTB) is 
restricted to extremely low levels. 

The result is that one can achieve 
significant performance improvements 
in noise and intermodulation distortions 
over high channel loading on a single 
or dual laser for the same path loss. In 
fact, the performance levels compare 
quite favorably with FM 'fiber and digital 
fiber for short to medium distances 
(e.g., 5 to 15 dB of optical loss/8 to 25 
miles). Refer to Table 2 (page 28) for 
typical AM supertrunk specifications. 

In most cases AM supertrunks will 
be used where FM fiber, digital, 
microwave, long trunk amplifier cas-
cades or some combination of these 
four were previously considered. In a 
large percentage of these applications, 
cable operators may have deployed or 
at least reviewed fiber as part of a 
rebuild or upgrade of the RF plant fed 

by one of the aforementioned technolo-
gies. Therefore, it is quite possible that 
we will see a proliferation of back-to-
back AM fiber links. AM supertrunks 
can be used to feed single or dual fiber 
links or can even be completely repeat-
ed laser for laser. The required end-of-
line performance will determine the 
technology required for service from 
the AM supertrunk hub site to the final 
service point. As an example, the AM 
supertrunk could travel 15 miles to a 
remote community (or hub site). At the 
receive site the output of the 
supertrunk might feed a dual 550 MHz 
transmitter in a 10 dB optical fiber-to-
the-serving-area (FSA) style architec-
ture. The minimum end-of-line perfor-
mance to each subscriber in the ser-
vice area after five high performance 
distribution amplifiers in cascade would 
be: C/N of -48.4 dB, CTB of -53.4 dB 
and CSO of -54.1 dB. Refer to Table 3 
for system performance details. 

Optical amplifiers 
One question that must be an-

swered is whether optical amplifiers or 
external modulation should be consid-
ered as serious alternatives for longer 

distance point-to-point type applica-
tions now that both of these technolo-
gies are approaching the reality stage. 
For systems considering back-to-back 
optical links such as the aforemen-
tioned FSA example, the answer is fair-
ly simple. Neither technology has 
shown the capability of yielding both 
the noise and distortion values needed 
to meet the minimum end-of-line val-
ues required by most operators when 
combined with a single or dual fiber link 
and a cascade of high performance 
distribution amplifiers. (It is recognized 
that fiber-based technologies are 
evolving rapidly and this could change 
in the future.) 

Although optical amplifiers can pro-
vide extremely high optical output lev-
els or optical gain, depending on their 
position within a cable system, they 
suffer from being both C/N- and distor-
tion-limited. Optical amplifiers typically 
have noise figures of at least 4 dB, 
which means that the maximum C/N 
for a typical fiber link, even with a high 
quality source laser, would be 52 dB. 
Furthermore, unless the channel load-
ing is kept low, which increases the 
number of amplifiers (and the cost), an 

Table 3: Typical AM supertrunk system performance 

Performance 
parameter 

C/N 
CTB 
CSO 

15-mile AM 
supertrunk 

-56.8 
-68 
-70 

10 dB 550 MHz Combined fiber 
dual fiber link performance 

-50 
-65 
-60 

-49.2 
-60.4 
-59.6 

5 high performance 
amplifiers 

-56.6 
-58.5 
-55.5 

Final system 
performance 

-48.4 
-53.4 
-54.1 

Table 4: Technology performance comparison 

Technology 

AM supertrunk 
FM fiber 
Digital fiber 

15-mile (10 dB) 
fiber link performance' 

C/N CTB CSO 

56.8 70 68 
62 80 80 
62 80 80 

15-mile link + FSA linkr 

C/N CTB CSO 

48.4 
48.9 
48.9 

53.4 
54.7 
54.7 

54.1 
54.2 
54.2 

15-mile link + 10 ampsr 

C/N CTB CSO 

47.2 
47.6 
47.6 

52.5 
53.7 
53.7 

54 
54.5 
54.5 

*Assumptions: 1) FM fiber and digital distortions are essentially non-existent. 2) FSA link consists of a dual 550 MHz laser transmitter and five 
high performance distribution amplifiers. 3) FT 550 trunks, dual PHD bridgers, and PHD line extenders. 

Table 5: Technology equipment cost and performance comparison 

Approx. 
Technology cost/ch. 

AM supertrunk $2,000 
FM fiber $4,500 
Digital fiber $4,000 

Total cost 
60 chs. 

(450 MHz) 

$120,000 
$270,000 
$240,000 

Cost premium 
over AM supertrunk 

for 60 channels 

N/A 
$150,000 
$120,000 

Total cost 
80 chs. 

(550 MHz) 

$160,000 
$360,000 
$320,000 

Cost premium C/N for 15-mi. fiber link 
over AM supertrunk + 10 dB dual fiber 

for 80 channels + 5 FF DAs (550 MHz) 

N/A 
$200,000 
$160,000 

48.4 dB 
48.8 dB 
48.8 dB 

C/N for 15-mile 
fiber link + 10 
amps (550 MHz) 

47 dB 
47.4 dB 
47.4 dB 
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Bandsplitters For Cable 
Headends 8z. Fiber Optic Splits 

Cable Headend Bandsplitters - 3329 Series 

A bandsplitter separates the entire RF spectrum into a low band and a 
highband. It can also be used to combine these high and low bands to a 
common output. 

Splitters are AC/DC passing on the low band side only. Passband loss is 
approximately 1 dB, except at band edges nearest the crossover 
frequency, where it is approximately 3 dB. 

Model 
3329-VB* 
3329-57* 
3329-51.5(25) 
3329-51.5(40)* 
3329-38 
3329-98 
3329-130 
3329-M/S 
3329-375 

Passband(MHz) 
Lim High 
0 - 4.2 
o - 45.75 
o - 48 
O-48 
5-33 
5-88 
5 - 110 
5 - 174 
54 - 300 

4.5 - 25 
60 - 300 
54 - 450 
54 - 450 
54 - 500 
108 - 300 
170 - 450 
216 - 420 
470 - 890 

Baseplate dimensions: 2114" x 

Mutual 
Isolation 
25 dB 
45 dB 
25 dB 
40 dB 
25 dB 
25 dB 
30 dB 
30 dB 
25 dB 

Functional Use  
TV baseband video/audio 

Sub-band/VHF 
Sub-band/VHF 
Sub-band/VHF 
Sub/low VHF 

Low VHF/Mid-band 
Low/high VHF 

Mid-band/Super-band 
UHF/VHF 

Fiber Optic Filters 
For Supertrunk Noise Reduction & Dual Laser Distribution 

(Audio) (Video) 

Fc = FL I- 19" x 5" Rack Panel 

30 dB 
  Isolation 

Fiber Optic Splitters 

x 6" x 1" 

9429 

21 ,4" x 6"x 4" 

Lae £m14_2ff Ixi 
Low Pass Adjacent 9426L-(FH) 
Low Pass Adjacent 9426H-(FH) 
High Pass Adjacent 9427L-(FL) 
High Pass Adjacent 94271-1-(n) 
Splitter Semi adjacent 9428-FI,./FL 
*Splitter Adjacent 9429-FH/FL 
*PRODUCT UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
Customer to specify FL, FH or FH/Fi. 

Cut-Off 
Quit= 
54 - 300 
300 - 550 
54 - 300 
300 - 550 
54 - 300 
54 - 300 

Loss dB 
ELI EL 
<3 — 
< 3 — 
- < 3 

- <3 
<3 <3 
<5 <5 

(MHz) (dB) (nn) 
à RL Ielox 
1.5 >8 - 5Ons 
1.5 > 8 = 5Ons 
1.5 » 8 - 5Ons 
1.5 > 8 - 5Ons 
7.5 » 12 2Ons 
1.5 > 12 5Ons 

Series 3329 broadband cable 

bandsplitters includes a model for 
almost any normal CATV or LAN 
application and reflect a design 
capability spanning baseband (4.2 
MHz) to UHF (890 MHz). We will 
quote promptly to your 
specifications for additional models 
for your special system or 

application. 

17 4 M Hz 2 16 M Hz 

3329-(M/S) Frequency Response 

3329-(M/S) 
(Baseplate dimensions: lic" x 4") 

These extremely selective low pass 
filters, high pass filters and bandsplitters 
employ Hi-Q mechanical cavities or 
elliptical function techniques in their 
design. 

For details on general and fiber optic 
splitters and filters - Ask for free catalog 
C/91. 

RF FM«. For Nroodhounl CY* Rein. 

2 A•••4611,/,•••• 

..11.1111111«.7 • 
bete» Fr 

Illwer, 
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1••••••• • .141, 

Bandpass Filters 
*Channel BPF Standard 
Adjacent Cut-Off 

•FM Channel Isolation Full 
Band 

*Pole Mountable Pay-TV 
*CARS Band Waveguide 
*Carrier Isolation System 
Noise Test Leakage Sniffer 

•Wideband: 
Low VHF Band 
Midband 
Hi VHF Band 

Microwave Filter Company, Inc. • 6743 Kinne Street • East Syracuse, NY 13057 
Toil Free (USA/Canada): 1-800-448-1666 • Collect (NY/HI/AK): 315-437-3953 • FAX: 315-463-1467, 315-463-0681 
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BECOME A 
CERTIFIED 
FIBEROPTIC 
TECHNICIAN 

IN JUST 
3 WEEKS! 
Our three-week program 

will give you more hands-on 
training for fiberoptic cable 
installation, splicing, and 
termination than you could 
learn in a year on your own. 
When you finish, you'll receive 
a competency rating certificate 
that's backed and approved by 
GTE Fiberoptics, Anritsu 
America, 3M, Ametek 

Controls and other industry 
leaders. 

The most experienced 
instructors, training on the 
latest and best equipment, 
dedicated to preparing you for 
the real world challenge of 

fiberoptics. That's what you'll 
find at Fiberoptic Communica-

tions Corporation. 
Call or write: 

Fiberoptic Communications 
Corporation 
298 New Boston Road 
Sturbridge, MA 01566 
(508) 347-7133 

2 

FIBEROPTIC 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CORPORATION 

The Original Source. 

optically amplified fiber link has difficul-
ty consistently achieving the -68 to -70 
dB distortion level required. For the 
near term, optical amplifiers will be lim-
ited to certain broadcast applications 
and a few long-haul "home run" appli-
cations where the optical amplifier is 
located in the headend and used to 
increase the distance of a fiber link. 

External modulation 
Various external modulation tech-

niques are currently receiving a lot of 
attention. However, most of the discus-
sion has been focused on their use in 
point-to-multipoint applications (i.e., 
broadcasting). That is not to say that 
the external modulation technology 
could not be used for certain point-to-
point applications. 
A couple of issues, however, will be 

difficult to overcome. First, AM super-
trunks provide a distinct economic 
advantage. Since channels can be 
added in blocks of eight to 10 at a time, 
many operators will deploy only four or 
five laser/receiver pairs (e.g., in a 330 
to 400 MHz system) and then add 
components as they expand the chan-
nel capacity of their system. This is an 
extremely cost-effective way to in-
crease the capabilities of a cable sys-
tem over time. In addition, external 
modulation, which is clearly a "broad-
cast" type technology, does not offer 
the flexibility that AM supertrunks do 
for discrete combining and distribution 
of ad insertion and specialized local 
programming. Finally, in spite of all of 
the performance hype, external modu-
lation schemes have yet to prove their 
ability to consistently meet the -68 to 
-70 dB type of intermodulation distor-
tion values required to meet most oper-
ator's end-of-line requirements for 
back-to-back FSA type fiber links. 
External modulation does, however, 
have its place in long point-to-point 
applications that do not contain a sec-
ond fiber link, when narrowcasting of 
local programming and advertisements 
is not an issue, and when switched 
video is not under consideration. 
We believe that AM supertrunks 

have the potential to be the most cost-
effective, reliable method for most 
point-to-point applications for terrestrial 
communication of multichannel video. 
The big question each CATV engineer 
must answer is how much is a dB, or 
less, really worth? 
A quick analysis of the end-of-line 

results for a series of amplifiers cas-
caded off of an AM supertrunk vs. 

some of the competing technologies 
reveals that the RF plant plays an 
enormous role in determining the noise 
and distortion levels of the cable sys-
tem. Refer to Table 4 (page 46) for a 
comparison of the technologies that 
also meet the end-of-line performance 
specifications required by most cable 
operators. 

In virtually all applications (e.g., 
FSA, headend-to-hub, fiber backbone) 
the difference in end-of-line perfor-
mance levels between an AM super-
trunk and any of the other technologies 
is a fraction of a dB. This means that 
for an insignificant performance penalty 
one can save up to $200,000 in equip-
ment costs per link. (Refer to Table 5, 
page 46, for an approximation of equip-
ment costs vs. performance.) Further-
more, this analysis excludes the addi-
tional costs associated with real estate, 
added equipment maintenance and 
additional power consumption. 

Future applications 
Does this mean that AM supertrunks 

will eliminate the need for the various 
technologies mentioned previously? 
Definitely not. There will be instances 
where the path distances are too great 
or the end-of-line requirements so high 
that current AM supertrunking technol-
ogy will not meet the system's end-of-
line requirements. 

In the case of microwave transmis-
sion, there will always be instances 
where water has to be crossed or 
where the terrain is too rugged to place 
fiber-optic cable cost-effectively. It is 
clear, however, that AM fiber super-
trunks will become another important 
tool in the cable engineer's ever-
expanding "technology toolbox." 

The degree to which AM super-
trunks impinge on other technologies 
largely depends on how much further 
their performance can be improved. 
With the advanced technologies being 
discussed today (e.g., feedforward cir-
cuits, 1,550 nm lasers with compensa-
tion circuits), it is quite possible that the 
performance of the DFB type laser can 
be improved to a point where they will 
be able to cover significantly greater 
distances or handle a larger number of 
channels and achieve similar or better 
performance levels when compared 
with existing AM fiber supertrunks. This 
could, at least in theory, all but elimi-
nate the need for FM fiber equipment 
and reduce digital applications to 
regional and long-haul interconnects or 
super headends. CT 
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FiberFone® brand talk sets are the first 
optical field telephones designed for real 
world conditions. Even in the dirt and the 
rain, FiberFones give technicians fast, reli-
able communications between work loca-
tions. Used during the installation, mainte-
nance and restoration of fiber optic cables, 
FiberFones are the "butt-ins" of the fiber 
world. 

Just connect one spare single mode or 
multimode fiber and press the CALL button. 
When the other end answers you have a per-

fect full duplex communications channel that 
is good for distances up to 100 km. Multiple 
work locations can be conferenced together 
over one fiber so everyone can talk and listen 
at the same time. 

Other features like built-in fiber identi-
fication tone, stabilized CW source for loss 
measurements, optional headset and opera-
tion from a variety of power sources make 
FiberFones useful on any fiber operation . . . 
even on a nice sunny day. 

THE 
FIRST 
FIBER 
OPTIC 
FIELD 

TELEPHONE 
TRULY 

ENGINEERED FOR 

DIRT 
RAIN 
HEAT 
MUD 
SNOW 
AND 

HUMIDITY 

Industrial Technology, Inc. 
P.O. Box 190 
2001 FM 1821 South 
Mineral Wells, Texas 76067 
Tel (817) 325-9461 
FAX (817) 325-2255 

••••• Inckm-trial • • • 
••••• Technology 



System requirements 
(Continued from page 30) 

• Local detection. The number of 
people needed to verify splice integrity 
can be reduced to two by using far-end 
transmission with local detection. With 
this method, light transmitted from 
Location A is detected immediately 
after the splice, rather than at Location 
B as shown in Figure 1 on page 30. 
The local detection might be accom-
plished by bending the fiber to cause 
some of its light to escape onto a pho-
todiode. 

Some fiber identifiers use this tech-
nique to verify a splice's continuity by 
alternately clipping the identifier onto 
the fiber before and after the splice 
(Figure 2, page 30). Likewise, some of 
the light lost at a splice can be gath-
ered, guided to a photodiode and used 
to measure splice loss. 
• Local injection and detection. 

Local injection and detection systems 
(LIDS) further simplify splice testing. 
They also reduce to one the number of 
people needed to perform the test. 
Light is injected into the fiber immedi-
ately before the splice and detected 

Reduce Cable 
Installation Costs... 
Today and Tomorrow 

Pcrma GuardTM CID (cable-in-duct) 
systems can reduce cable installation time 
by 50%—resulting in substantial savings— 
when compared to placing PVC duct, 
then pulling in the cable. 

And, cable is protected against dam-
age during installation—an important 
factor considering that cable experiences 
more mechanical stress during installa-
tion than at any other time in its life-cycle. 

Future savings too can be substantial. 
That's because Pemm-Guard CID systems 
reduce replacement time and expense by 
allowing new cable to be easily pulled-in 
as the factory installed, prelubricated cable 
is removed.. 

The Perma-Guard duct is extruded 
high-density or medium-density polyethy-
lene, depending upon the application, and 
virtually any cable can be "ducted" 
including the tbllouing: 
• communications—fiber optic, copper 
.freder, and service wire 
• CATV—coaxial and fiber optic 
• electrical utility—primmy and secondaey 
• electrical contractor—lighting and signal 
wire, irrigation power cable, cte. 
So whether you direct-bury or install 

duct, find out how 'ou can achieve lowest 
total cable cost on a life-cycle basis by 
using Perna-Guard CID systems. 
Call 216/322-1000. 
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"Local injection and 
detection systems 
(LIDS) further simpli-
fy splice testing. 
They also reduce to 
one the number of 
people needed to 
perform the test." 

immediately after it. LIDS use the 
same detection principles as discussed 
earlier along with macro- or micro-
bending methods for injecting light 
sideways into the fiber. LIDS that use 
macrobends serve as "optimizers" and 
give no indication of the splice's loss, 
while allowing the splice loss to be 
minimized. 
• Optical time domain reflectometry. 

An optical time domain reflectometer 
(OTDR) measures the light reflected 
from discontinuities and any continu-
ous backscatter from the fiber itself. 
Changes in the backscattered signal 
between two points in a fiber show the 
loss between those points; this can be 
used to "estimate" the loss of the 
splice. 

The measurement is only an esti-
mate because OTDRs introduce an 
error that will depend on the similarity 
of the fibers on either side of the 
splice. Since the error may be either 
positive or negative, the measured 
splice loss may appear large when 
observed from one direction and low, 
or perhaps even a "gainer," when 
viewed from the opposite direction. 
The only way to overcome this OTDR 
limitation is to measure the splice from 
both directions and then average the 
two readings. 

Although OTDRs have enough dy-
namic range to measure all splices 
from both directions in a loop distribu-
tion plant, bidirectional measurements 
are cumbersome to make. Conse-
quently, splices are usually measured 
in only one direction and the measure-
ment error taken into account when 
determining an acceptable OTDR 
splice loss reading. In addition to the 
inherent error depending on the fibers 
before and after a splice, an OTDR's 
receiver circuitry might introduce an-
other error when used to measure the 
loss of a reflective joint. 

Sudden changes in optical power 
(for example, going from a small 
backscattered signal to an intense 
reflected power) will temporarily satu-

Amco Corporation •860 Garden Street • Elyria, Ohio 44035 • Telephone 216/322-1000 FAX: 216/323-7111 
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THE 
OPTICAL 

ADVANTAGE 
ANYONE 
CAN 
SEE. 



We manufacture a fi411 line of multi-
mode and single mode cable assemblies 
in standard or custom lengths. 

DEPTH OF R 
Only Sumitomo designs, bi 

eve g you need 
As a result, you don't get a runaround: 

questions get answered, problems solved, 
Sumitomo makes a 
full range of fiber optic cables. 
Choose from matched clad or depressed deadlines met, network goals achieved. We 
clad fiber in either loose tube or LitePipe-
cable construction. 

design, manufacture, install and support everything 

optical you need for video transmission. Including a full line of optical 

VSB-AM and digital video transmission equipment, matched clad 

VAD -type fiber pioneered by Sumitomo. Loose tube and 

economical LitePipeTM optical cables. Fully automated fusion 

splicers. Plus optical connectors and patch cords, all made by 

Sumitomo. u Hardware, though, is only half the story Using 

our own in-house resources and expertise, 

Sumitomo VSB-AM video transmitters and receivers-
rack, strand and pole mount-give you unmatched 
network design.>. -ibility. Every unit meets unermb, 
high performance specs. 

Our compact, lightweight 
T-35 fusion splicer is fully 
automated. You get 
advanced features because 
we pioneered fusion splicing. 



ESOURCES. 
eds, installs and supports 

video fiber optics. 
we offer engineering services and turnkey construction: 

single-source responsibility for your 

project, from initial design to turn-up. 

• Then there's training programs, 

ongoing support, maintenance/ 
Sumitomo digital transmission 
equipment is cost competitive with 
FM. Get up to 24 video channels on a 
single fiber without compression or 
wave-division multiplexing. 

We do it all, including 
engineering and construc-
tion—entire turnkey 
newbuilds and rebuilds, 
plus ongoing maintenance, 
repair and support. 

repair with loaners—whatever you need. Whatever 

you want, all or any part Including peace of mind— 

one reason we've been a leader in fiber optics and 

cable television for nearly 20 years. Call us at 

(800) 358-7378. Discover the optical advantage 

anyone can see, but only Sumitomo can deliver. 

7  Z.7 

We think you have a bigflture with fiber optics, 
so we invested $100 million in our North Carolina 
research and manufacturing headquarters facility. 

Our new, economical VSB-AM strand mount o 
receiver frees you to create fiber-to-feeder and 
to-line-extender architectures. 

i•e 

tical 
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Sumitomo Electric, 
your light-support system. 

VIDEO TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT 

ANALOG 
Choose from our full line of rack, 
strand and pole mount equipment. 
Optical transmitters and repeaters 
are available with 4 or 6 mw lasers 
at 1310 nm, rack or strand mount. 
The rack housing accommodates up 
to 2 transmitter or receiver units 
within 2 mounting spaces. One 
strand-mount trunk station provides 
30 dBm V output and accommo-
dates up to 4 receivers or 2 transmit-
ters or 2 receivers and 1 transmitter 
with an A/B switch plus status 
monitoring Our secondary-node 
receiver provides 48 dBm V for fiber 
to the feeder architectures. 

DIGITAL 
Simple to maintain, our equipment 
consumes far less space and power 
than FM — and requires fewer opti-
cal fibers. Sumitomo systems trans-
mit, without compression, NTSC, 
PAL and BTSC baseband video/ 
audio signals at 2.4 GBs, 24 chan-
nels on a single fiber; 1.2 GBs, 12 
channels; or 400 Mbs, 4 channels. 
Up to 72 channels fit in a single 
6-foot rack. Channel capacity can 
be doubled via Wave Division Mul-
tiplexing. Transmission distance: 
up to 80 km without a regenerator. 
Express and drop regenerators 
available Systems meet RS250C 
medium haul specifications. 

CONNECTION SYSTEMS 

FUSION SPLICERS 
Sumitomo pioneered fusion 
splicing which produces 
economical, high-quality splices. 
Advanced features include high-
speed imaging in two directions, 
self-diagnostic arc test and high-
accuracy splice loss estimation, plus 
easy-to-use tools for fast stripping 
and cleaving Sumitomo Type 35 is 
an industry standard, and our Type 
51 splices up to 12 fibers at once. 
Our splice sleeves provide optimum 
protection. 

CONNECTORS 
We make a f ull line of optical 
mukimode and single mode cable 
aseomblies with connectors such as 
Biconic, ST, FC, D4, mini-BNC and 
SC. We provide custom lengths and 
can make Super PC Polish connec-
tors, even FDDI. 

DEPTH OF RESOURCES 

We're part of $6-billion Sumitomo 
Electric Industries, Ltd. Group. 
Our $100-million, 350,000 sq. ft. 
manufacturing complex in Research 
Triangle Park, North Carolina 
employs more than 350 people 
dedicated to meeting all your optical 
network needs. 

*SUMITOMO ELECTRIC 
Fiber Optics Corp. 

YOUR LIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM 

OUTSIDE PLANT 

FIBER OPTICAL CABLES 
We manufacture cable with your 
choice of matched clad or depressed 
clad fiber. We offer loose-tube cable 
in fiber counts of 4 to 216, plus our 
new, economical Lite-Pipen" cable in 
counts of 2 to 24. Reel length: up to 
12 km. Sumitomo pioneered vapor 
axial deposition (VAD), the 
matched clad fiber-making process 
that set the record for low loss. We 
offer optical cable sheath construc-
tion from all dielectric to double 
armoured suitable for all installa-
tions (lashed aerial, duct and direct 
buried) and environments. 

CONSTRUCTION 
& ENGINEERING 
We provide any level of service 
including entire turnkey newbuild 
or rebuilds. Our in-house experts 
work closely with your people to 
evaluate design alternatives, select 
methods of construction, perform 
installation, and do turn-up, testing 
fusion splicing, repair and main-
tenance. We offer single-source 
responsibility, assuring your project 
gets done right. 

78 Alexander Drive Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 um (800) 358-7378 or (919) 541-8100 al Fax (919) 541-8265 
Member of the Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Group 
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rate the receiver. Time is required for 
the receiver to recover during which 
the true signal backscattered from the 
second fiber is distorted. Unless the 
OTDR has a masking feature, this sud-
den change in signal power impairs its 
ability to measure the loss of reflective 
joints. 

Another limitation, imposed by the 
pulse width of the OTDR, is its ability to 
resolve closely spaced events. High 
resolution requires narrow pulses, but 
this leads to reduced pulse power and 
therefore, a decrease in measurement 
range. The resolution of most OTDRs 
designed for the local loop requires 
events to be at least 15 meters apart. 

End-to-end loss testing 
After installation of the fiber, splices 

and connectors, end-to-end loss tests 
are made on each fiber path. The fiber 
is accessed through optical connectors 
at the DT and the interconnect cabinet 
in the RT (Figure 3, page 30). The 
measured loss must be smaller than 
the maximum loss permitted by the 
operating system. 

For AT&T's current loop distribution 
system, the measured loss between 
the connectors at the RT and DT must 
be less than 6.6 dB at 1,310 nm in any 
environment, whether it's buried or 
underground (15 to 170°F), or normal 
aerial (-10 to 170°F). This 6.6 dB value 
should be further reduced at the time of 
installation to include a margin for 
future repair splices. This will ensure 
an allowance to conform to the 6.6 dB 
path loss requirement even after mak-
ing additional repair splices. Two repair 
splices should be budgeted for each 
type of splice used to build the plant. 

When a system is constructed with 
high-quality components, there is a low 
probability that reflectances will cause 
system failure, so routine reflectance 
tests are not justified. However, for 
those wanting to make tests, there are 
two predominant methods. The "cou-
pler method," sometimes called optical 
continuous wave reflectometry, mea-
sures the total reflectance from the 
fiber and all components. The second 
method is to use an OTDR to measure 
the reflectance from the fiber and all 
components. AT&T's system does not 
require maximum individual component 
reflectance from all the components 
including the fiber. 

Short wavelength operation 
When operated below its cutoff 

wavelength, a single-mode fiber be-

Don't Ask Us 

Ask those who've worked with us. 

Satisfied customers are our best 
way of letting you know the many 
ways we can serve you. 

• Coaxial and Fiber 
• Mapping and Design 
• Make Ready 
• Aerial Construction 
• Underground Construction 
• Splicing and Activation 
• Fusion Splicing 
• Emergency Fiber 
Restoration Services 
• System Sweep 
• Proof of Performance 
• Turnkey Headend 
• CompleteTurnkey 
Project Management 

ZCOMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION 1-800-338-9299 

-- - ,/r,--.--7---;-7-; — A-.,../ (  ,,, \-?-:--____,-.._<- ,--_,---7_,. \ 

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC. 

haves like a step-index multimode fiber 
carrying two or three modes. Recently, 
interest has increased in operating sin-
gle-mode fibers at short wavelengths 
(780-850 nm) because of the 
widespread availability of inexpensive 
audio compact disc (CD) lasers. CD 
lasers offer the prospect for economy 
and volume production that may never 
be attained with long wavelength 
sources 

The next generation SLC Series 5 
system offering will likewise use short 
wavelengths for POTS and 1,310 nm 
for video. If there are no extensive 

testing burdens on fiber manufacturers 
and installation technicians, the poten-
tial economies of short wavelength 
transmission can be fully exploited. 
This can be done by characterizing 
fiber, splices and connectors at short 
wavelengths and then using this infor-
mation to establish a 780 nm loss bud-
get so the 1,310 nm budget will be 
more restrictive. In this way, installa-
tions that meet the 1,310 nm loss bud-
get will, with high assurance, meet the 
780 nm loss budget and thereby pre-
clude the need for short wavelength 
field measurements. CT 
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BROADCAST PREMIER. 

Presenting the Drake ESR1240 
Integrated Receiver/Decoder. 

Drake has been in business long enough 
to know what you demand in an IRD. 

The Drake ESR1240 IRD delivers high 
performance in an affordable, compact unit that 
combines a commercial grade satellite receiver 
with an integrated VideoCipher' II Commercial 
Descrambler Module. 

The ESR1240 IRD uses a new low noise 
70 MHz IF with threshold extension to provide the 
best possible picture and low data error rates 
under weak signal conditions. 

Convenient 
front panel access. 

The ESR1240 IRD's front panel design allows 
easy access to the descrambler module without 
having to remove the unit from its rack mounted 
position. 

Two front panel LEDs show sync and author-
ization status of the descrambler module. A 
two-digit LED display indicates C band channel 
selection. Channels 1-24 can be tuned in by the 
ESR1240 IRD's front panel channel selection 
switch and fine tuning control. 

VideoCO. , • is a registered trademark of Generar instrument Corporation 
Ownership or Possession of Inc ES01240 IRO with a VfdeoCipher. II Commercial 
Decoder does not entitle the owner or possessor to recewe desc ambled signals wrthout 
authorization by the programmer 

VideoCipher • II Decoder Module warranteed separately by 

Generar Instrument Corpora°. 

Complete video and 
audio reception control. 

When a signal is received, video output is 
automatically switched between descrambled 
video and normal clamped video, providing crisp, 
clear video from either scrambled or unscrambled 
signals. Also, digital stereo audio is available with 
a choice of balanced or unbalanced outputs for 
left and right channels. The subcarrier audio 
demodulator is tunable from the front panel. 

Famous Drake quality. 
Backed by a one-year limited warranty, the 

Drake ESR1240 IRD complies with and exceeds 
the latest industry standards. All in a highly reli-
able, efficient and affordable unit designed with 
you, the cable operator, in mind. 

Because Drake has made its business on 
knowing your business. 

Contact us for the name of your nearest 
Drake distributor. 

R L Drake Company 
P 0 Box 112, Mramrsburg, Obro 45342 U SA 
Sales (513) 866-2421, Fax (513) 866-0806 
In Canada (705) 742-3122 
Servrce and Parts (513) 866-3211 

Made in America by Drake . . . a world leader 
in communication products since 1943. 

Copynght 1990 The R L Drake Company 
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Fiber improves image 
(Continued from page 32) 

nology. Those sections include: 

• Promotional materials 
• Operations 
• Public relations 
• Involvement of community leaders 
and legislative officials 

Promotional materials 
To help communicate a system's 

technology investment directly to the 
subscriber, bill stutters, print advertise-
ments and lobby posters have been cre-
ated, along with on-hold message 
scripting and recommendations for com-
mercial spots and "infomercials." The 
print materials can be customized with 
an operator's logo and sent directly to 
the billing company at a nominal cost. 

Local origination facilities should be 
put to use promoting optical technolo-
gy. Projects to consider might include 
infomercials for local origination pro-
gramming or 30- to 60-second spots 
promoting the system's use of optical 
technology. The handbook offers 
guidelines and suggestions as to the 
content and types of promotions to 
consider. As well, clips of high tech 
images are available from ONI. 

Operations 
A well-executed community aware-

ness campaign involves coordination 
among several departments. Engineer-
ing and construction, sales and market-
ing, community relations, customer ser-
vice and general management should 
all be informed of (and be involved in) 
the system's fiber project to ensure its 
success. It is recommended that the 
engineering department conduct a 
basic training session for all non-tech-
nical personnel to familiarize everyone 
with the fiber project. The aforemen-
tioned handbook provides question and 
answer sheets for customer service 
representatives that enable them to 
handle calls from subscribers asking 
questions about the fiber project. 

The handbook also contains 
detailed "how-to" information on press 
conferences, activation ceremonies 
and CSR training. Taking the proper 
steps in preparing for such promotional 
activities will ensure that the communi-
ty understands the benefits of fiber 
technology. 

Public relations 
The PR section of the handbook 

offers sample press releases, press 
event checklists and suggestions for 
keeping the fiber project featured in the 
local media. Press releases are impor-
tant tools for disseminating information 
about an event. You should work with 
marketing personnel to make sure a 
general description of optical benefits 
is included in a press release, as well 
as information pertinent to the specific 
system. 

As with the entire campaign effort, 
press releases should not be sent out 
solely for the activation event itself. 
Marketing and public relations person-
nel should be kept updated by the 
engineering staff as to the project sta-
tus. This information should, in turn, be 
included in regular press releases to 
keep the community informed and up-
to-date about the project. This is espe-
cially important if an outage is antici-
pated at any time for specific reasons 
— construction, splicing, etc. 

Involvement of leaders 
One of the best ways to gain the 

support of community and legislative 
leaders is to involve them in the pro-
cess of bringing the new technology to 
their communities. This also is the per-
fect opportunity for technical personnel 
to show off the new system. Whenever 
possible, make sure local community 
leaders are invited to take an active 
role in system events. Media exposure 
is often a strong motivator for leaders, 
as well as an opportunity to be associ-
ated with high technology in the com-
munity. The higher the level of the pre-
siding official, the more extensive the 
coverage will be by local news 
reporters. 

System campaigns 
Tele-Communications Inc. is one 

MSO that actively implements such an 
awareness program. Beginning with 
the first quarter of 1991, ICI East 
began conducting campaigns to pro-
mote the initial activation of fiber in its 
eastern systems. The primary motiva-
tion for such a campaign, according to 
Bill Tierney (director of government 
affairs for TCI East) was to improve the 
image of its cable systems. 

Because of the investment made in 
deploying fiber optics, TCI saw a need 
to call attention to the technology and 
its benefit to the subscriber. This 
enabled the MSO to position itself as a 
provider of "cutting edge" technology. It 
also promotes a sense of pride in 
smaller communities that see them-

selves as leaders in fiber-optic usage. 
For TCI, the focal point of such an 

awareness campaign is a local recep-
tion. Speakers from the local TCI man-
agement, corporate members of TCI 
and representatives from ONI are on 
hand to demonstrate the "how, what 
and why" of fiber-optic technology. The 
guest list includes as many community 
leaders, cable committee members 
and press members as possible. At the 
reception, brochures also are handed 
out that explore the optical technology 
in depth. 

Although Tierney says most people 
understand the concept of fiber and 
what it is, they don't know how it works 
and what it can do. These receptions, 
as well as a 30-second commercial 
produced by ICI and targeted to the 
customer are designed to better equip 
the consumer with fiber knowledge. 

One system, Cox Cable in Gaines-
ville, Fla., won kudos for keeping the 
local cable advisory committee 
informed of what was happening in the 
system. According to Ken Williams, 
plant manager for the system, the com-
mittee was impressed with the aware-
ness campaign Cox implemented and 
many of the committee members stat-
ed they could see an improvement in 
picture quality once the fiber was 
installed. 

These efforts are representative of a 
much larger universe of systems seek-
ing to promote a better image in the 
community. With fiber-optic technology, 
managers are finding that keeping the 
community well advised actually rein-
forces a good image of the cable 
industry and the product it delivers. 

Throughout any promotional cam-
paign, it is essential to convey to con-
sumers and community leaders that 
optical deployment is not a minor 
advancement. It is a tool that offers the 
consumer more than an enhanced and 
reliable viewing experience. The 
deployment of fiber is a lead-in to the 
type of system consumers often hear 
referred to as the communications 
infrastructure of the future. 

It is important that operators not 
only make consumers aware of the 
capabilities and future potential of fiber, 
but that operators take advantage of 
the marketing value of this tremendous 
technology. For the technical communi-
ty, this means a firm commitment to 
work with marketing and public rela-
tions personnel in an effort to better 
understand and better promote the 
benefits of optical technology. CT 
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METRONET, INC. 
"WHERE DREAMS BECOME REALITY" 

• CAD Fiber Optic and Coaxial System Design 
(Lode Data), Audio, 

• On Site Project Management 
• Turnkey Services 

• Mapping Services-Strand and As-Builts 
• Drafting Services-Base, Strand and Electronics, 

AutoCAD Conversion to Lynx 
• Auto LISP Programming - Client Specific 

• CAD Training and Set Up 
• Marketing Services (Dark Fiber) 

James P.Worthen Frank Walker 
President Director of Sales 

METRONET 

Building 200, Suite 210, 1111 Alderman Drive 
Alpharetta, GA 30202 

(404) 475-9956 FAX # (404) 475-9944 

MOST MANEUVERABLE 
THE LINE-WARD 
L-2 
SMALLEST 
TURNING RADIUS 
OF ANY MACHINE 
ON THE MARKET 

• Up To 16- In Depth 

• Boring Attachment 
Available 

YOU CAN 
LITERALLY TURN 
ON A DIME 

• Our unique, patented 
design centers the 800 
lb. total weight directly 
over the 4-wheel drive 
with the blade in the 
exact center of the 
machine. 

0.1 Fast Parts Delivery d 
Service Always 

Call For A 

Free On-Site 

Demonstra-

tion. Or, 

Write For 

Our Free 

Color 

Brochure. 

20th Year 
In Business 

Line-Ward Corp. 
157 Seneca Creek Road 
Buffalo, New York 14224 
(716) 675-7373 

LINE LAYING MACHINES 

Bottom line training 
(Continued from page 36) 

employees have the knowledge and 
experience to do their job in an effi-
cient, cost-effective manner? After all, 
they are correcting problems and pro-
viding service to the customers, and 
have been doing so for years. 

There are several tools available to 
help you make these determinations. 
Have some of your best installers and 
service techs enroll in the SCTE's 
Installer Certification Program and see 
how well they do. Check the number of 
installations that have required a service 
call within six months of the installation 
date and note the cause of the problem. 
Review the trouble calls for the next six 
months and see how many drop fittings 
were replaced, how many converters 
were replaced at the same location, and 
how many times a technician had to 
return to the same location. 

Talk to your technicians and ask 
them what kind of training they feel that 
they need. For your senior techs, look 
into the SCTE's Broadband Communi-
cations Technician/Engineer Certifica-
tion Program that certifies members of 
your technical staff at the technician or 
engineering levels in their areas of work. 

There are many sources of good 
training for your technical staff. First 
and foremost you must have a good in-
house training program consisting of 
classroom and field training. This train-
ing needs to be supplemented by the 
programs that are conducted by manu-
facturers, technical training courses 
such as those offered by the National 
Cable Television Institute, and profes-
sional organizations such as the SCTE. 

While we are looking at training, let's 
not forget the safety training require-
ments. Huge dollar savings can be 
realized through safety programs that 
reduce costly time loss and property 
damage accidents, as well as ensuring 
that your system meets all of the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Administra-
tion standards to avoid having to pay 
those nasty fines. 

Looking at the bottom line, training is 
probably the best investment in a cable 
system that can be made. It needs to 
be a matter of primary interest to every 
manager, from the newest employee to 
the most experienced individual on your 
staff. The dollar amounts that can be 
realized depend upon the size of your 
system or company, but the percentage 
of savings is about the same regardless 
of the system size. CT 
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Now SAM has added fiber. 

Introducing Fiber SAM: 
The first signal level meter that measures fiber optic power. 

New Fiber SAM meets all your 
day-to-day requirements for 
testing and maintaining the 
trunk or headend of today's 
high-technology CATV systems. 
Including troubleshooting fiber 
optic cable! 
The built-in, easy-to-use fiber 

optic power meter means conven-
ience, accuracy and efficiency. 
No more supplemental meters to 

tote around. And no more guess-
work on the fitness of your fiber 
optic network. 

Fiber SAM. The first signal 
level meter and fiber power 
meter in one. If you've added 
fiber to your cable system, add 
Fiber SAM to your maintenance 
program. 

Call Wavetek at 1-800-622-5515; 
in Indiana, 317-788-5965. 
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Skill-based pay 
(Continued from page 38) 

may include job redesign. Some United 
Artists systems (Editor's note: UA 
recently was acquired by TOI) have 
changed from the traditional technical 
reporting structure to one that has cus-
tomer contact personnel — including 
installers and technicians — reporting 
to a customer service manager (see 
Cable World, May 20, 1991). The New 
England Region of Continental Cable-
vision has recently completed a second 
round of its skill-based pay program 

and has instituted "field service techni-
cians" in lieu of the traditional installer 
and tech positions. These types of 
structures are well suited to fit a skill-
based pay program. Jones Intercable 
has just begun to explore this area. 
Continental Cablevision's plan, as 
described to me by Lee Kavanaugh 
(director of training) and Gerard Reese 
(human resource manager) will be 
used to illustrate concepts throughout 
the rest of this article. 

Armed with your company vision 
and an outline of associate positions 
included in the program, it's time to get 

la Cable Equipment Corporation 
Richardson, TX 
(214) 699-0900 
(TX, AR, LA, OK) 

la Cable Technology Associates Inc. 
Syracuse, NY 
(315) 451-9450 
(NY. CT, RI, MA, VT, NH, ME, North NJ) 

el Communications Supply Group 
Shakopee, MN 
(612) 445-8424 
(ND. SD, MN. IA, WI) 

• Dacom Inc. 
Richmond, VA 
(804) 745-8517 
(PA, W.VA. VA. MD, DE. South NJ, DC) 

eps 
• John Weeks Enterprises 

Grayson, GA 
(404) 963-7870 
(GA. AL, NC, SC, MS, FL, TN, P.R.) 

• Mega Hertz Sales 
Englewood, CO 
(303) 779-1717 
(NE, WY, UT, KS, CO, MO, NM) 

• W. Whitaker & Associates 
Lafayette, IN 
(317) 447-3345 
(KY, MI, IN, OH. IL) 

• Western Systems & Service Co. 
San Dimas, CA 
(714) 599-2619 
(CA, NV, AZ) 

• Glade Communication Equipment Co. 
Redmond, WA 
(206) 869-4116 
(WA, OR, ID. MT, AK. HI) 

Model 1210 TDR 

Cable Fault Locator 

$4695 

Simple 

Affordable 

Accurate 
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Model 2901 B+ TDR 

Cable Fault Locator 

$945 

RiserBond  5101 N. 57th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68507 

INSTRUMENTS 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-688-8377 

down to the mechanics of the actual 
skill blocks. A skill block is a grouping 
of skills that define a position or level. 
For example, Continental's plan for 
installers and service technicians 
encompasses the positions of field ser-
vice technician 1 through 4. The activi-
ties necessary to complete each level 
are highlighted. This step should be 
done by someone who knows the posi-
tions very well. 

The key in developing the skill sets 
is "multiskills." The service technician 
position typically has been seen as a 
promotion. Another part of the new cul-
ture that technicians may need to get 
used to is "installs are part of my job." 
The responsibilities of each new posi-
tion include all those of previous posi-
tions. In other words, at Continental, 
the field service technician 3 may per-
form installations as well as service 
calls (as is needed). 

The certification plan encompasses 
the methods for ensuring the skills are 
learned in a reasonable time frame. 
Continental has set minimums of a six-
month period for each of the four posi-
tions (mentioned previously) before 
moving to the next position. Ideally, 
minimum time frames should be avoid-
ed so associates can move through the 
program as quickly as possible. But 
administrative and financial constraints 
may prevent this. To ensure skills are 
learned, it's best to test by way of 
observance and review the actual 
results. The frequency, criteria and fair-
ness of testing procedures must be 
determined for certification. Recertifica-
tion should be planned to prevent skill 
loss. 

Part of the design includes setting 
up structures that support processes 
and encourage the involvement of the 
associates. The training plan must be 
in place before implementing the pro-
gram. Otherwise, rapid-moving associ-
ates may be ready to move onto the 
next step with no place to go. If the 
next training and/or evaluation step is 
not ready, bottlenecks may result, 
causing administrative problems and 
low morale among the high achievers. 

Also consider a plan that offers 
smooth transition from the old to the 
new. Decide how the information will 
be delivered to your associates. There 
may be interim training necessary. 
Marc Wallace suggests creating a 
model with assumptions showing 
where associates will be in their career 
path in five years. Set up a comparison 
of what their pay will look like under the 
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Today's ducted systems for pre-installed coaxial cable or fiber 
optic cable in conduit. Tomorrow's long-term protection and 

savings for your investment in underground construction. 
TODAY, TOMORROW, TAIVIALJA 

MANUFACTURED BY Tamaqua Cable Products Corporation, Schuylkill Haven, PA 17972 
CALL: 800-232-0883 FAX: 203-235-2454 PA: 717-385-4381 
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Quality Workmanship is NOT Hard to Find! 
We Provide Value Engineering Services At Its Best 

• Fiber Architecture Custom to Client 
• Complete Field Engineering Services 
• CAD Design & Services 
• Feasibility Studies & Cost Analysis 

Call us at (404) 489-6344 with your needs. 

Value Engineering 

Rahmer Technical Services, inc. 
(Formerly known as Comm-Net Communications. Inc.) 

6280 Senior Circle, Douglasville, Georgia 30134 

IN ONE DAY, 
FOUR OF MARY COLE'S CSRs 

INSULTED CUSTOMERS 
AND SHE WAS DEUGHTED. 

It was wonderful. No one got angry No one got called on the carpet. No business was lost. But that's the beaut 
of cable specific interactive video training from Mind Extension Institute.' Mary's CSRs got priceless training on 
how to manage customers effectively and politely right from the start. Video and computer are combined to 
create dramatic simulations of the most difficult customer situations. Since the courses are self-directed and self-
explanatory, everyone, including CSRs, telemarketen and installers can learn customer service at their own pace 
And the trainer doesn't have to be involved every minute. So Mary was not only able to 
tdin more people faster than ever before, she knows she has discovered an important 
tool for achieving the NCTA Seal of Good Customer Service. For a free demonstration of 
"Customer Service: Your Key To Success," or "Sales Through Service", just call 
1-800-833-DISC 134721. Then you'll see how eas-y and inexpensive training can be MIND EXTENSION INSTITUTE "g 

"Under a skill-based 
pay program, specif-
ic skills are evaluat-
ed and pay is based 
primarily or entirely 
on skills, not seniori-
ty or other factors 
such as with a job-
based pay plan." 

old and new systems so they can actu-
ally see the benefits. There may be 
exceptions, so plan to deal with the 
dilemma of highly paid/low-skill associ-
ates. Continental's plan allows their 
systems one year to make the transi-
tion. 

Implementation 
Earlier in this article it was pointed 

out that skill-based pay is 10 percent 
pay and 90 percent organization. I 
believe you'll find out in the implemen-
tation how good your organization is! 
As with any new program, clear com-
munications and a "one-on-one" style 
is most effective. The associates 
involved with the development can help 
with the communications. Also keep in 
mind that since skill-based pay creates 
a different culture than people are used 
to, you need to be sensitive to their 
feelings. 

When Continental launched the first 
iteration of its career path four years 
ago, positions were created to accom-
modate associates who were perform-
ing well in their area but did not have 
all the required training. Also, under the 
old plan, position openings had to be 
available before the associate could 
advance. Under Continental's recently 
completed plan, advancement can be 
done as soon as the associate com-
pletes the criteria (including being in 
the position for the minimum of six 
months). Thus, the responsibility for 
the associate's career is put in the 
hands of the associate, where it should 
be! This also makes the development 
of goals and accountability to these 
goals easier. 

Possible problems 
Implementing a program like this is 

not without problems. By far the largest 
failure has been for companies to 
underestimate the amount of resources 
necessary, including time and cost to 
do the training and testing of skills. Ini-
tially, the overall costs in the areas of 
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labor, training and administration will 
be 5 to 10 percent higher. The break-
even point is about five years out. As 
mentioned earlier, bottlenecks may 
result that prevent people from moving 
through the system within the designat-
ed time. 
Some associates just won't like the 

new system. It is estimated that an 
organization may lose 20 percent of 
the work force if they don't fit into the 
structure. "Topping out" in a position 
needs to be considered. As technology 
changes, the associate at the top is 
responsible for staying current without 
expecting additional pay. However, pay 
should stay current with the market. 
Continental continues to pay their 
employees a merit increase based on 
performance in addition to the skill-
based pay increase. Many companies 
also use gain-sharing as part of the 
total compensation package. Part of 
this culture change is a shift from view-
ing associates as factor of production 
to collaborators in a work team. Group 
incentives also are used in addition to 
individual rewards. 

According to Reese at Continental, 
the first reaction from some associates 
was fear — they would have to go to 
school! Many were afraid that since 
they had been out of school for so 
long, they would not do well. The stu-
dents discovered, however, that it was 
not as bad as they imagined. Plus, it 
was easier if they took the prerequi-
sites. Maintenance technicians, who 
had been around the longest and felt 
comfortable with doing their job, were 
not forced into the program. But, they 
also did not receive any of the mone-
tary rewards for taking the classes. 

Building blocks 
Within Jones Intercable — specifi-

cally, the Mind Extension Institute — a 
new interactive video program, The 
Qualified Technician Program, will be 
designed in modular form. This will 
simplify the development of skill blocks 
and testing procedures. 

Also, the Society of Cable Television 
Engineers has started a new subcom-
mittee: the Broadband Communica-
tions Technician/Engineer Career Path 
Subcommittee. This group has been 
formed to create a BCT/E certification 
process that more closely resembles a 
typical career path progression. The 
subcommittee is chaired by Ron Wolfe 
of ATC, and consists of other training 
authorities in the industry: Alan Bab-
cock (Warner Cable), Tom Brooksher 

22-lesson 
CATV Fiber Optics covers all aspects 
of fiber optics and its use in cable IV. 

Learn Fiber Optics 
from the industry's CATV 
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NCTI's 
CATV Fiber 

Optics 

Fiber Optics is undeniably a part of cable television technology. If your 
system isn't already involved in fiber, chances are it will be in the next three 
years. And, if you're like most of us, your training and experience is in coaxial 
cable-based systems, not optics. 

CATV Fiber Optics, can bring you into the age of optics. It provides you 
with a thorough understanding of 
fiber concepts from transmission 
and attenuation to bandwidth and 
dispersion. It will bring you up to 
speed with the application of fiber 
from cabling basics and types of 
lasers, to amplifiers and splicing. 
Finally, it will complete your 
knowledge of fiber use in cable 
television systems with a review of 
fiber architectures, modulation 
techniques, RF interfaces, 
components, testing and 
monitoring, construction and 
maintenance. 

And best of all, it is an NCTI 
self-study course. That means you 
decide when and where to learn 
about fiber optics. You don't have 
to travel to an expensive seminar. 
You can learn in the convenience 
of your office or home. 

Total Investment for CATV 
Fiber Optiss...541 5 

To enroll use a standard NCTI Enrollment 
Application and check "CATV Fiber 

Optics" as course title under "NCTI Course 
Student is Enrolling in?" 
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(National Cable Television Institute), Bill 
Williams (Continental Cablevision) and 
myself. The final product should lend 
itself well to a skill-based pay program. 

Achieving the final product is not an 
overnight process. Continental Cablevi-
sion's plan took 18 months to design. 
Jones Intercable has estimated a simi-
lar time frame to complete this step. 
This article just scratches the surface 
of what is necessary to move toward 
improved quality, productivity and cus-
tomer service — just one more step 
toward meeting the needs of our asso-
ciates and our customers. CT 
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Hazardous chemicals 
(Continued from page 40) 

ees in the use of, or exposure to, haz-
ardous chemicals in the workplace. It 
should include "initial" or new-hire train-
ing methods as well as those for 
employees who have been transferred. 
The training statement should briefly 
detail the key elements of the training 
program. 

7) Contract employers: A statement 
detailing your requirements for a con-
tract employer who may bring haz-
ardous chemicals onto your site. It also 
should detail your responsibilities (e.g., 
training and providing personal protec-
tive equipment) if you provide the con-
tractor with hazardous chemicals or 
substances. 

8) Additional information: A state-
ment that informs employees where 
they can get additional information or 
who to contact in case of emergency. 

The written hazard communication 
program is one of OSHA's focus 
areas for the 1990s. If an OSHA com-
pliance officer should visit your facili-
ty, he will ask to review your written 
program. If you don't have one or it is 
inadequate, you can expect to be 
cited and fined. 

Hazardous chemical 
search areas 

Office area 
Warehouse 
Vehicles 
Janitorial closet 
Bathrooms 
Basement storage areas 
Storage shed/outbuildings 
Attic storage areas 
Break room 
Outside storage areas 

The chemical list 
Every system must have a list of all 

hazardous chemicals or tokic sub-
stances present in the system. This list 
also must be a part of the written pro-
gram and must be made available for 
employees to review. 

Even though we don't generally 
think of our industry as one that uses a 
lot of hazardous chemicals, you might 
be surprised at the number and diversi-
ty of chemicals on your list. 

It is important that the individual 
making the list not limit the inspection 
to field-related activities. A thorough 
inspection will include the warehouse, 
break room, kitchen, bathroom, janitori-
al closet, repair bench, warehouse, 
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basement and other storage areas. 
An average cable system will 

have 50 to 75 hazardous chemicals 
on its list! 

Material safety data sheets 
For every chemical on your system's 

list, there must be a corresponding 
MSDS. These sheets are informative in 
nature and are provided by the manu-
facturer or distributor. If an MSDS was 
not provided when the chemical was 
purchased, it is the employer's respon-
sibility to procure it. 

Each MSDS must be correct, up-to-
date and available for employee 
review. The information on the MSDS 
provides such information as: chemical 
identity, hazardous ingredients, physi-
cal and chemical characteristics, fire 
and explosion data, reactivity data, 
health hazards, precautions for safe 
handling and use and control mea-
sures. These sheets are an important 
part of any system's hazard communi-
cation program. Each employee should 
be trained to read and understand the 
MSDS for the chemicals to which they 
are exposed. 

Labeling 
If your system uses or stores chemi-
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cals in the workplace or field, the con-
tainers in which they are transported or 
stored must be labeled. 

In reality, it is the chemical manufac-
turer's responsibility to label the chemi-
cals they ship to you. If they fail to do 
so, it becomes your responsibility to 
ensure that those hazardous chemicals 
are labeled. 

Many of the products used in the 
typical cable system also are con-
sumer-type products such as glue, sol-
vents, inks, cleansers, etc. Many of 
these products are already labeled as 
a requirement of the Consumer Prod-
uct Safety Act (15 U.S.C. 2051 et seq.) 
and Federal Hazardous Substance Act 
(15 U.S.C. 1261 et seq.). This labeling 
often begins with such key words as 
"caution" or "warning." Although it's not 
necessary to relabel these chemicals, 
they must be listed on the system haz-
ardous chemical list and an MSDS 
must be on file. 

Training 
Under the Hazard Communication 

Standard, each employer is required to 
inform and train employees at the time 
of their initial assignment to a work 
area where hazardous chemicals are 
present and whenever a new hazard is 

"In actuality, the 
office has as many, 
or more, hazardous 
chemicals as the 
field." 

introduced into the work area. Follow-
ing are the topics that should be cov-
ered in the training program: 

1) The provisions of the Hazard 
Communication Standard. 

2) Any operations in employees' 
work areas where hazardous chemi-
cals are present. 

3) The location and availability of 
the company's written hazard commu-
nication program, including the 
required list(s) of hazardous chemicals 
and MSDSs required by the Hazard 
Communication Standard. 

4) Methods and observations that 
may be used to detect the presence or 
release of a hazardous chemical in the 
work area. 

5) The physical and health hazards 
of the chemicals in the work area. 

6) The measures employees can 

take to protect themselves from these 
hazards, including information on work 
practices, emergency procedures and 
personal protective equipment required 
by the employer. 

7) The details of the employer's writ-
ten hazard communication program, 
including an explanation of the labeling 
system used by the employer, MSDSs, 
and how employees can obtain and 
use the appropriate hazard information 
on the labels and in the MSDSs. 

Unfortunately, there are many cable 
systems nationwide that don't presently 
have a hazard communication program 
in place. This is partly due to the fact 
that this law is relatively new and partly 
due to the fact that many systems still 
don't have a formal safety program in 
place. 

Keep in mind that any cable system 
can have the type of accident that will 
bring to that system an OSHA compli-
ance officer. During that compliance 
visit, regardless of the nature of that 
visit, he will ask to review the system's 
written Hazard Communication Stan-
dard compliance program. Those sys-
tems that have put a program in place 
should do well. Those systems with no 
program will not do so well. Good 
intentions alone will not help. CT 
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System balancing and 
thermal compensation 
By Brian Wilson 
Engineering Consultant 
National Communications Services 

The effects of supplying heat to a 
material can involve changes in dimen-
sions, as well as in color, state and 
electrical resistance. Most substances 
expand when heated and contract 
when cooled. These effects are known 
as thermal movement. 
When heat is applied to coaxial 

cable, expansion occurs in all direc-
tions. When heat energy is removed 
from coaxial cable, contraction occurs 
in all directions. Cable attenuation also 
increases with higher temperatures 
and decreases at lower temperatures. 

Real-world considerations 
Manufacturers specify cable loss at 

68°F, however, we must consider that 
loss variances due to temperature 
changes are 1 percent of change for 
every 10°F change in temperature per 
100 feet of cable. Therefore, the 
greater the length of cable, the greater 
the change in cable loss per variation 
in temperature. 

In the real-world environment, not 
only would the ambient temperature be 
a factor of loss variances, but solar 
heating and radiative cooling should be 
considered. Direct sunlight can elevate 
bare aluminum cable temperature as 
much as 24°F over ambient and 45°F 
for jacketed cable. On clear nights bare 
aluminum cable can drop 4°F below 
ambient and 8°F for jacketed cable. 

Sweep technicians should closely 
observe ambient temperatures during 
routine balancing procedures. When an 
amplifier station is set up in the manual 
mode, cable loss variations due to 
change in temperature should be coun-
terbalanced during the selection of 
input attenuation, equalization and 
amplifier operating levels. 

Temperature compensation may be 
defined as adjusting the input and output 
of an amplifier station to a decreased or 
increased level, conditional on tempera-
ture variances and cable length in order 
to maintain optimum amplifier noise and 
distortion characteristics. When the tem-
perature is restored to 68°F, the input 
and output of the amplifier station will be 
operating at the designed 68°F input and 
output operating levels. 

Changes in cable loss can be calcu-
lated using the following formula: 

Change in dB = C x (68°F - T) x .001 

Where: 
C = cable loss 
T = ambient temperature ('F) 

Based on the changes in the example 
that immediately follows, a pad should 
be selected to attenuate the amplifier 
input 1.25 dB below its designed input. 
An equalizer should be selected to com-
pensate 1 dB of reverse tilt: 

Change in dB = 24 x (68 - 120) x .001 

Where: 
24 = cable loss in dB at 450 MHz 

Figure 1: Inputs and outputs at 450 MHz 

68°F 

10 dBmV 
In 

120°F 

9 dBmV 
In 

Nominal gain 
24 dB 

Out 
Man AGC 

-20°F 

12 dBmV 
In 

Nominal gain 
24 dB 

Out 

34 dBmV 34 dBmV 

Man AGC 

Nominal gain 
24 dB 

Out 

33 dBmV 34 dBmV 

Man AGC 

36 dBmV 34 dBmV 

120 = ambient temperature (°F) 

Therefore, change in dB = 1.25 at 450 
MHz 

Change in dB = 8 x (68 - 120) x .001 

Where: 
24 = cable loss in dB at 55 MHz 
120 = ambient temperature (°F) 

Therefore, change in dB = .4 at 55 MHz 

Here is another example: 
• Amplifier input at 68°F = 10 dBmV flat 
• Amplifier input at 120°F = 9.6 dBmV 
at 55 MHz, 8.8 dBmV at 450 MHz 
• Amplifier output at 68°F = 30 dBmV at 
55 MHz, 34 dBmV at 450 MHz 
• Amplifier output at 120°F = 29.6 dBmV 
at 55 MHz, 32.8 dBmV at 450 MHz 

After the amplifier station input and 
output levels have been adjusted in the 
manual mode to compensate for cable 
loss variations, the station will be set 
to operate in the automatic mode for 
the designed 68°F output operating 
levels. Figure 1 is another example 
and signifies inputs and outputs at 450 
MHz. 

Referring to the temperature com-
pensation chart on the facing page, 
note the various amplifier inputs, out-
puts, pad and equalizer selection, 
cable footage and reserve gains. On 
Line 12 note the input and output varia-
tions selected at 68°F, 120°F and -20°F. 
Also note that the pad, equalizer and 
cable footages are calculated at 68°F. 

When correct temperature compen-
sation methods are employed, no more 
than 2 dB of change will be observed in 
a temperature swing of -20°F to 120°F 
per amp spacing (see Figure 2 on page 
72). However, if an amplifier is adjusted 
at an ambient temperature of 120°F to 
the designed operating levels of 68°F, 
you could expect a 3.2 dB change per 
amp spacing at 450 MHz with a 14 per-
cent change in cable attenuation. 

Pad and equalizer selection 
An incorrect pad and equalizer 

selected for ambient conditions at tem-
perature extremes will intensify distor-
tion and noise characteristics signifi-
cantly. The automatic control module 
compensation specifications could be 
functioning marginally. 

The next example signifies two 
equalizer selections calculated with 
2,000 feet of cable preceding the sta-
tion at 68°F and -20°F. If the ambient 
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Temperature compensations 

syrc», >D CIAINING, IA. TEW(RATURE IN 'F))) ))) 68 

NIMUFACTURER)))))) BRNO A DeNtELS/PILOTS))) ))) 2 LP H> If 

MDDEL I))) ))) 1152 FREQUENCY IN MHz))) ))) 55 67 295 397 

STATION IMUT))))) 10 DESIGNED OUTPUTS))) ))) 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 

OPERATING GAIN)))) 24 CA9LE LOSS AT 10001))) ))) 0.33 0.35 0.74 0.91 

CABLE TYPE)))) ))) PRANO X RESERVES AT 68'F)) ))) 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 

62 

450 

34.0 

1.00 

4.0 

TABLE 1. PO AM3 EOUALIZER SELECTION. COMEHSATED MAM/PL CKRATING LEVELS. 

68 68 68 68 68'F 68.F 68 'F 68 'F 
PRIT OfUT INPUT !MUT PfUl 68.F 68'F CABLE IN NINCAL MM SETTINGS SLCK AM GAIN RESERVES 

450 397 295 67 55 FO RAD FEET 55 67 295 397 450 55 67 295 397 450 

LIM LUE 
1 22.0 22.5 23.6 25.9 26.0 8 11 1200 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 1 
2 21.0 21.6 22.8 25.6 25.7 9 10 1300 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 2 
3 70.0 20.7 22.1 25.2 25.4 10 9 1400 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 3 
4 19.0 19.8 21.4 24.9 25.1 11 8 1500 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 4 
5 18.0 18.9 20.6 24.5 24.7 12 7 1600 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 5 
6 17.0 18.0 19.9 24.2 24.4 13 6 1700 30.0 MA 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 6 
7 16.0 17.1 19.2 23.8 24.1 14 5 1800 33.0 30.1 32.4 73.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 7 
8 15.0 16.2 18.4 23.5 23.7 15 4 1900 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 8 
9 14.0 15.3 17.7 23.1 23.4 16 3 2000 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 14.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 9 
10 13.0 14.4 17.0 22.8 23.1 17 2 2100 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 10 
II 12.0 13.4 16.2 22.4 22.7 18 1 2200 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 11 
12 11.0 12.5 15.5 22.1 22.4 19 0 2300 30.0 30.1 32.4 33.5 34.0 3.5 3.6 5.6 4.5 4.0 12 

TABLE 2. PAD NE ECUMLIZER SELECTION. COMPENSATED lemmi. OPERATING LEVELS. 

120 120 120 120 120 'F 68.F 120 'F 120 'F 
INPUT INRUT INPUT INPUT lei 68'F 613.F CAKE IN MAIAlAi. MF SETTINGS SLOPE NE GAIN RESEIRI/ES 

450 397 /95 67 55 FO PAD FEET 55 67 295 397 450 55 67 295 397 450 
LIME LUE 
1 21.4 22.0 23.1 25.7 25.8 8 11 1200 29.8 21.9 31.8 32.8 33.4 3.3 3.4 6.2 5.2 4.6 1 
2 20.3 21.0 22.3 25.3 25.5 9 10 1300 29.8 29.9 31.8 32.8 13.3 3.3 3.4 6.2 5.2 4.7 2 
3 19.3 20.1 21.6 25.0 25.1 10 9 1400 21.8 29.9 31.7 32.7 33.3 3.3 3.4 6.3 5.3 4.7 3 
4 18.2 19.1 20.8 24.6 24.8 11 8 1500 29.7 29.9 31.7 32.7 33.2 3.2 3.4 6.3 5.3 4.8 4 
5 17.2 18.1 20.0 24.2 24.4 12 7 1600 29.7 29.8 31.6 32.6 33.2 3.2 3.3 6.4 5.4 4.8 5 
6 16.1 17.2 19.2 23.9 24.1 13 6 1700 29.7 29.8 31.5 32.6 33.1 3.2 3.3 6.5 5.4 4.9 6 
7 15.1 16.2 18.5 23.5 23.8 14 5 1800 29.7 79.8 31.5 32.5 33.1 3.2 3.3 6.5 5.5 4.9 7 
8 14.0 15.3 17.7 23.1 23.4 15 4 1900 29.7 29.8 31.4 32.5 33.0 3.2 3.3 6.6 5.5 5.0 8 
9 13.0 14.3 16.9 22.8 23.1 16 3 2000 29.7 29.8 31.4 32.4 33.0 3.2 3.3 6.6 5.6 5.0 9 
IO 11.9 13.4 16.1 22.4 22.7 17 2 2100 29.6 29.8 31.3 32.4 32.9 3.1 3.3 6.7 5.6 5.1 10 
11 10.9 12.4 15.4 22.0 22.4 18 1 2200 29.6 29.7 31.3 32.3 32.9 3.1 3.2 6.7 5.7 5.1 11 
12 9.8 11.4 14.6 21.6 22.0 19 0 2300 29.6 29.7 31.2 32.3 32.8 3.1 3.2 6.8 5.7 5.2 12 

TABLE 3. PAD Mg EQUALIZER SELECTION. COMPENSATED NAMML OPERATING LEVELS. 

-20 -20 -20 -20 -20'F 68.F -20 'F -20 'F 
INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT 68'F 68'F CAKE IN MANA WC SETTINGS SLOPE AND GAIN RESERVES 

450 397 295 67 55 E0 PAD FEET 55 67 295 397 450 55 67 295 397 450 
LOE LIME 
1 23.1 23.5 24.4 26.3 26.4 8 11 1200 30.3 30.5 33.5 34.5 35.1 3.8 4.0 4.5 3.5 2.9 1 
2 22.1 22.7 23.7 26.0 26.1 9 10 1300 30.4 30.5 33.6 34.6 35.1 3.9 4.0 4.4 3.4 2.9 2 
3 21.2 21.8 23.0 25.6 25.8 10 9 1400 30.4 30.5 33.7 34.7 35.2 3.9 4.0 4.3 3.3 2.8 3 
4 20.3 21.0 22.3 25.3 25.5 11 8 1500 30.4 30.6 33.8 34.8 35.3 3.9 4.1 4.2 3.2 2.7 4 
5 19.4 20.2 21.7 25.0 25.2 12 7 1600 30.5 30.6 33.8 34.9 35.4 4.0 4.1 4.2 3.1 2.6 5 
6 18.5 19.4 21.0 24.7 24.9 13 6 1700 30.5 30.6 33.9 35.0 35.5 4.0 4.1 4.1 3.0 2.5 6 
7 17.6 18.5 20.3 24.4 24.6 14 5 1800 30.5 30.6 34.0 35.0 35.6 4.0 4.1 4.0 3.0 2.4 7 
8 16.7 17.7 19.7 24.1 24.3 15 4 1900 30.6 30.7 34.1 35.1 35.7 4.1 4.2 3.9 2.9 2.3 8 
9 15.8 16.9 19.0 23.7 24.0 16 3 2000 30.6 30.7 34.2 35.2 35.8 4.1 4.2 3.8 2.8 2.2 9 

10 14.8 16.0 18.3 23.4 23.7 17 2 2100 30.6 30.7 34.3 35.3 35.8 4.1 4.2 3.7 2.7 2.2 10 
11 13.9 15.2 17.6 23.1 23.4 18 1 2200 30.6 30.8 34.4 35.4 35.9 4.1 4.3 3.6 2.6 2.1 11 
12 13.0 14.4 17.0 22.8 23.1 19 0 2300 30.7 30.8 34.5 35,5 36.0 4.2 4.3 3.5 2.5 2.0 12 

DIRECTIONS; 

1. PER THE AM3IENT TEIDERATURE SELECT THE WROPRIATE TEPPERATME CHART. 
2. CONNECT A SIGNAI LEVEL METER TO INPUT TEST POINT. 
3. MASURE SIGNAL LEVEL AT HIGHEST FREQUENCY))) 450 Miz. 
4. PER Of AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, SELECT TIE INPUT AT) 450 MIz THAt CORRELATES 10 l'If READING 

MD SELECT Tif PO WC INSERT INTO TRIM STATION. 
5. A00 PASSIVE LOSS TO INPUT READING, SELECT EQUALIZER Pa INSERT INTO TRIPE STATION. 
6. SET LEVELS IN Of MAVUAL INDOE TO TFE OUTPUT LEVELS PROVIDED 
7. ASSURE PROPER CAIN NE SOPE RESERVES ARE SET IN THE STATIONS MIMUAL E. 
8. SET LEVELS IN Tif STATIONS AUTOMATIC MOOE TO TIE DESIGNED OUTPUT LEVELS. 

NOTE: MAMML TRUM( STATIONS kt EIRIDEERS SNCULD BE SET TO OPERATE AT 

TEMERATURE COMFENSATED OPERATING LEVELS. 
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REPRINTS 
REPRINTS 
REPRINTS 
REPRINTS 
REPRINTS 
Communications 

Visibility 

Knowledge 

Information 

Reprints 
work for you! 

For more information 
call Marla Sullivan at 
Transmedia Partners 

today! 
(303) 355-2101 
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temperature is -20°F and the cable loss 
is 20 dB, which pad and equalizer 
should be selected? A 1 pad and 19 
equalizer at 68°F would be the correct 
choice: 

To calculate the equalizer value: 
Cable loss at 450 MHz - 4 - passives 
EQ value. 
Cable loss is determined at 450 MHz 
Cable length = 2,000 feet 
Station output = 34 dBmV 
Input e 68°F = 12 dBmV; cable loss 
22 - 4 = 18 or a 19 EQ. 
Input @ -20°F = 14 dBmV; cable loss 
20 - 4 = 16 or a 16 EQ. 

To calculate the pad value: 
Input @ 450 MHz - EQ loss at 450 
MHz - desired input of 10dBmV = pad 
value. 
Cable length = 2,000 feet 
Station output = 34 dBmV 
Input @ 68°F = 12 dBmV - EQ loss of 
1 = 11 - 10 or a 1 pad. 
Input @ -20°F = 14 dBmV - EQ loss of 
1 = 13 - 10 or a 3 pad. 

In most circumstances, sweep tech-
= nicians will select an ambient tempera-

ture pad and equalizer. What happens 
if a 16 equalizer is selected at the 
ambient temperature of -20°F and the 

temperature rises to 120°F? The ampli-
fier station will be under-equalized by 
two values and will be operating 3 dB 
low at 450 MHz. What happens if a 3 
pad is selected? The input level will be 
2 dB lower and the station will be oper-
ating 5 dB low at 450 MHz. 

If the amplifier is provided a flat 10 
dBmV input at -20°F, at 120°F the input 
would be 7 dBmV at 55 MHz and 5 
dBmV at 450 MHz. What happens to 
the carrier-to-noise ratio and distortion 
characteristics when a 30 amp cascade 
is operating 5 dB low or in reverse con-
ditions 5 dB high? Do you ever wonder 
why distortion problems are more 
prominent in summer and winter? 

Only balance once yearly 
Most manufacturers do not often 

provide detailed temperature compen-
sation procedures for system balanc-
ing. The shortage of available informa-
tion has made it customary for sweep 
technicians to balance a system twice 
annually in efforts to minimize system 
distortions and to reduce distortion-
related service calls. Proper tempera-
ture compensation techniques used 
during system balancing and daily rou-
tine maintenance could reduce annual 
distortion-related service calls by 50 
percent. A cable system would only 
need to be balanced once annually. 

Temperature compensation should 
be used at all times to optimize system 
performance year-round. All system 
technical personnel who perform ampli-
fier adjustments should have the prop-
er training to introduce these tech-
niques into daily routine maintenance 
and system balancing procedures. BTB 

Tune into the Right "Channel"... 

CHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS 

We Build The Best 

Complete Coaxial & Fiber Optic Services 
Aerial & Underground Construction 

Mapping, Design, Splicing 

Construction: Jeff Ebersole 
Engineering: David Huff 

5430 Highway 42 

Sheboygan, WI 53083 

(414) 565-3378 FAX: (414) 565-2106 
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In the past year, ABC, CBS, CNN and NBC 
used it to carry the Super Bowl, 

the World Series, Monday Night Football, 
Desert Storm coverage and more. 

Vyvx NVN, the first 
nationwide switched 
fiber-optic television 
transmission network. 

Broadcast quality fiber-optic 
television transmission is no 
longer a futuristic technology. 
It's here. It's established. It's 
proven. Just ask the major 
broadcast and cable networks 
who use it for transmitting news, 
sports and other programming. 
For more and more broadcast-

ers each day, fiber optics offers 
an affordable, secure, reliable, 
and high-quality means of 
delivering television signals. 
Vyvx NVN operates the coun-

try's only nationwide switched 
fiber-optic television transmis-
sion network. Our growing 

system currently serves the top 
50 U.S. TV markets and is able 
to route your programming 
instantly and on demand. 

Engineered for 
reliability and quality. 

Signal purity is an unmatched 
feature of fiber optics, making it 
free from uplink interference and 
electrical impedance. Unlike sat-
ellite transmission, fiber can't be 
affected by solar flares or rain at-
tenuation. And unlike other ter-
restrial systems, it's impervious 
to water and other liquids. 
Our 11,000-mile fiber-optic 

network is the most secure with 
key segments inside decommis-
sioned steel pipeline and along 
pipeline and railroad rights of way. 

Easy to access and 
economical to use. 

Access to our network is easy 
via analog last-mile facilities 
obtained at your request. We 
also provide the codecs. 
The point is, fiber-optic televi-

sion transmission is no longer 
an emerging 
technology. 
Broadcasters 
are already 
relying on it 
and Vyvx NVN 
for their most 
critical trans-
mission needs. 

Vyvx 

A Revelation in 
Sight and Sound." 

For more about the Vyvx NVN 
switched fiber-optic television 
network, call 1-800-324-8686. 

A Subsidiary of WilTel, Inc. 
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Ladder repair 
and maintenance: 
The missing rung 

By Willis Smith 
Technical Manager, 
Metrovision Inc. 

The cost of a lad-
der replacement and ad-
herence to the Occupational 

Safety and Health Administra-
tion safety standards are gen-

erally areas that technical man-
agement has difficulty keeping 

track of. After concentrating on 
plant electronics, vehicles and per-

sonnel, rarely do ladders get much 
attention unless they are broken. Fur-
thermore, most cable systems are not 
equipped or do not have the expertise 
to repair and maintain a fleet of lad-
ders within stringent OSHA require-
ments. 

Short rung cost 
Typically, the primary method of lad-

der repair has been to purchase a new 
ladder. The average cost of a new ladder 
will range between $250 and $350 — by 
no means an inexpensive repair. Now 
let's multiply a median price of $300 by a 
fleet of 50 trucks with two ladders per 
truck (one small and one large): 

Two ladders/truck = $600 
50 trucks in fleet = x 50 
Total fleet cost = 600 x 50 = $30,000 

Long rung cost 
When you also consider the life 

span of a fiberglass ladder that has not 
been maintained will be one to three 
years (depending on the installer/tech 
use), ladder replacement costs be-
come even more significant over a 10-
year period. If we use a life span of two 
years as an average, an entire fleet of 
ladders will be replaced five times dur-
ing a 10-year period: 

Fleet ladder cost = $30,000 
Replacement interval = x 5 

Cost over 10 years = 30,000 x 5 = 
$150,000 

Proactive, 
professional approach 

Enlisting the services of a profes-
sional ladder refurbishment company 
can go a long way in reducing the cost 
associated with ladder replacement as 
well as compliance with OSHA stan-
dards. A professional approach offers 
several advantages to system opera-
tions: 

1) Routine (semi-annual) inspection of 
ladder operation and OSHA compli-
ance. 
2) There is normally no charge for in-
spections. 
3) Repair cost guidelines are set when 
replacement vs. repair is more cost-
effective. 
4) Unsafe ladders are taken out of ser-
vice. 
5) Inspection and repair are scheduled 
around daily working hours. 
6) Results are documented on the lad-
ders and submitted to management in 
report form. 

The bottom rung 
Recent ladder inspection and repair 

at Metrovision of Prince George's 
County, Md., by Batavia Services Inc. 
made a significant impact on getting a 
handle on fleet ladder problems and 
safety. On-site work was scheduled 
from 3 p.m.-12 a.m. for three days dur-
ing one week. Ladders were taken off 
trucks and brought to a warehouse for 
inspection and repair. After inspection, 
ladders that could not be repaired and 
ladders that were not cost-effective to 
repair were put out of service. A total of 
62 ladders were inspected and 
repaired at a cost of $2,007. Six lad-
ders had to be replaced. 

The life expectancy of a properly uti-
lized and maintained fiberglass ladder 
can be 10 years or more. If we look at 
the cost of professionally servicing 62 

ladders over a 
10-year period 
vs. the cost of 
simply replacing 
them, the cost sav-
ing is impressive: 

62 ladders divided into 
$2,007 = $32.37 
Semi-annual inspection/ 
repair = x 2 
Yearly cost per ladder = 32.37 
x 2 = $64.74 
Yearly cost for 62 ladders = 
$4,015.36 
Ten-year fleet cost = $4,015.36 x 10 
= $40,153.60 

Since 62 ladders at $300 each 
would cost about $18,600 to replace, 
and since we decided before they 
would have to be replaced five times in 
a 10-year period, the cost over 10 
years would be $93,000. Compare 
$40,153.60 for ladder repair to $93,000 
for replacement, and the cost-effective 
solution is obvious. 

Summary 
Our ladder refurbishment efforts 

were so successful we decided to have 
our ladder racks inspected and 
repaired as well. Since much of the 
damage a ladder receives can be 
directly attributed to a ladder rack that 
is in disrepair, we felt it was important 
to service both. 

By using a professional ladder ser-
vice, a system operator or MSO can 
benefit on a short- and long-term basis. 
It is a win/win situation where the cost 
associated with ladder replacement 
can be reduced dramatically and 
OSHA safety guidelines can be 
enforced and monitored for compli-
ance. BTB 

The author would like to thank Ray 
Miller, a regional engineer with Metro-
vision, for his assistance in the prepa-
ration of this article. 
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LEARAING INDUSTRIES 

NITS-28 BISC STEREO GENERATOR 

It's a tough market out there and 
the smart money goes with a sure 
thing whenever it's available. That's 
why more top MSO's put their money 
on Leaming audio equipment. It has 
the proven assets to return a high 
yield of performance and reliability. 

It's clear why the industry is 
bullish on Leaming equipment. 
Products like the MTS-2B BTSC 
Stereo Generator offer more standard 
features than any comparable unit 
and at a very comparable price. 

Sharp, clean audio with a 
frequency response flat out to 15 
kHz, typical stereo separation >30 
dB, true AGC, Bessel-null test-tone, 
dbx' noise processing, and stereo 
synthesis for ad insertion are basics 
that Leaming buyers have come to 
expect. 

This is the kind of dependable 
equipment that operators want to 
have on-line for the not-so-far-away 
day when every minute of broadcast 
time will be in stereo. 

So, if you're in the market for 
success, take this insider tip and call 
or write today for more information on 
the full line of audio equipment. Make 
Learning your next sound investment. 

Su  

LEAIVIING INDUSTRIES 

15339 Barranca Parkway, Irvine, CA 92718 
(714) 727-4144 • FAX (714) 727-3650 

(800) 4-LEAMING 

THE MTS-2B IS PREFERRED BY MORE TOP MSO'S THAN ANY OTHER ENCODER 
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eel  On 
Nostalgia: The Phoenician evolution 
By Jud Williams 
Owner. Performance Cable TV Products 

Ireceived a phone call the other 
day from a guy named Chet in central 
Florida. Chet was the first person I ever 
had dealings with in the cable industry 
and I had not been in touch with him 
for several years so I really enjoyed 
hearing from him. His system became 
my first repair customer, so after the 
conversation was over, I began think-
ing about the old equipment and how 
different it was to units in use today. 

Kaiser CATV (which subsequently 
became Theta Com CATV and finally 
Texscan) had products that were in 
wide use during the late '60s and early 
'70s. The amplifiers I worked on back 
then were the Phoenician 22 dB series, 
which had a frequency capability of 54-
216 MHz. They were powered by what 
was called a regulated cable powering 
unit having an output of 30 VAC at 12 
amps — a ferro in today's lingo. 

Transistorized amps 
The interesting thing about these 

amplifiers was that they were com-
pletely transistorized, in contrast to the 
extensive use of hybrids today. Push-
pull circuitry, which has the effect of 
canceling distortion, had not come into 
use yet, so that mid-band use was very 
limited. 

Believe it or not, the trunk amplifiers 
had a very simple but effective auto-
matic gain control capability. Some ver-
sions had a switchable attenuator while 
others had plug-ins. Each stage of the 
amplifier had a separate PC board so 
that problems were quite easy to iso-
late. As an example, the AGC trunk 
module had 12 individual boards. 

Most of the amplifiers had integral 
DC power supplies, some of which 
were quite novel. These units used a 
voltage doubler (also called voltage 
multiplier) which is a scheme whereby 
rectifiers and electrolytic capacitors are 
arranged in a way that the output volt-
age is twice what would be expected 
from a traditional rectifier circuit. It 
somehow reminds me of climbing a 
ladder. 

Alignment of this equipment was a 

task to behold. To begin with, a section 
of coaxial cable was needed as part of 
the test setup. The cable was cut to a 
length of 18 to 22 dB at 220 MHz. That 
means that a cable was cut so that at 
220 MHz the loss or attenuation would 
be 22 dB. This length of cable would 
then be used in series with the module 
and the combination (amplifier plus 
cable) would be swept. The scheme 
was to adjust the myriad of trim pots 
and variable capacitors in a certain 
sequence so the output of the amplifier 
and cable was flat. No easy task. And 
of course, once the amplifier went back 
into the field and was installed, the tech 
would blow the whole alignment job by 
"tweaking" the very carefully set con-
trols and then complain that the align-
ment job done on the bench was lousy! 
This tweaking technique was taught to 
each incoming tech, so the practice 
was perpetuated. Meanwhile, back at 
the bench, the struggle would go on. 

Actually, the amplifiers were quite 
good and if the electrolytic capacitors 
were changed out (whenever the mod-
ule was in for repair) the reliability was 
excellent. I have no doubt that some of 
these units are still in use somewhere 
but I sure would hate to have to repair 
them again because of the tedious 
alignment procedure. 

Push-pull and AGC 
The next Kaiser I worked on was 

the Phoenician XR Series, which it 
introduced to cover the range of 50-
270 MHz. Talk about a tough unit to 
work on! The design engineers en-
deavored to cram as much new tech-
nology as possible into the same 
space occupied by the earlier ampli-
fiers I've just described. They went big 
time into push-pull circuitry and 
sophisticated two-pilot AGC. To give 
you an idea of the increase in mass, 
the weight more than doubled for the 
same space. I truly believe that relia-
bility was compromised for the sake of 
sophistication. 

In order to repair these amplifiers, a 
lot of disassembly and reassembly was 
required. There were two amplifier 
stages made up of two sets of push-
pull transistor circuits. These were the 
forerunners of the hybrids that were yet 

to come. The problem with this particu-
lar series was that it was very difficult 
to get them back together. In other 
words, they were designed not to be 
repaired — a common mistake on the 
part of design engineers. The first inte-
grated circuits appeared in these mod-
ules in the form of operational ampli-
fiers in the AGC section. The AGC was 
by far the most difficult part to trou-
bleshoot and was the most prone to 
failure. This particular series was com-
paratively short-lived and was followed 
by the Phoenician ll trunk line amplifier 
housed in a diecast housing. Again, it 
was a real brute to work on. 

Hybrids were used in these ampli-
fiers but since they had short headers 
that made them oddball, availability of 
replacements was limited and they 
were prone to obsolescence. This was 
another common mistake on the part of 
design engineers. 

There were several components 
used in these early units that were to 
become problems. One was the use of 
switches for built-in attenuators and 
equalizers. The contacts oxidize and 
intermittents would develop. Another 
was the 75 ohm pot used as variable 
attenuators and slope controls. They 
would gradually deteriorate and cause 
discontinuities. They also were very 
fragile. 

It was interesting to think back over 
the years and mentally review what 
had taken place in the evolution of one 
manufacturer's product. It was es-
pecially nice to hear the voice from the 
past. By the way, Happy Birthday 
Chet. BTB 
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THE 462 
OPTICAL SMARTS: 

TWO FIBER OPTIC CATV 
TEST SETS IN ONE... 

As your cable 11 (CAll ) cable plant 
converts to fiber optics, you'll need to 
measure optical loss and return loss 
(backreflection). Why not get both types 
of testing now in one comprehensive and 
easy-to-use test set? The 462 Optical 
SMARTS (Sing!mode Attenuation/ 
Reflection Test Sell does both. 

FOR COMPLETE LOSS AND 
RETURN LOSS TESTING. 

Perform loss and return loss tests on 
optical cable systems and components in 
your fiber optic cAni network. The 4)2 
SMARTS does both kinds of testing quickly 
and easily with these available features: 
• Two laser or LED stable optical sources 

for dual wavelength measurements. 
• Easy-to-read backlit LCD. 
• Stored reference for direct loss 

measurements. 
• First connector nulling to isolate 

individual components for return loss 
measurement. 

• Rugged, weathertight case for outside 
plant testing. 

• GP111 interface for remote operation 
available. 

• Rechargeable lead acid battery. 

PLAN AHEAD FOR 
TOMORROW'S CATV 
TESTING NEEDS. 

Expect Excellence from Tars full 
line of precision fiber optic test 
instruments. You get reliability and 
rase-of-use for your fiber optic networks 
and components. backed by our 3 year 
warranty. To find out more, write 
Telecommunications Techniques 
Corporation, 20410 Observation Drive, 
Gurmantown, MD 20876, or call 801)-
638-2049 or (300 353-1550 OW 

it Telecommunications 
Techniques 
Corporation 

A DYNATECH COMPANY 

. . . EXPECT EXCELLENCE 
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Western Show Wrap-Up 

CITDAIIX 
New Products from the Western Show Anaheim, Calif., Nov. 20-22, 1991 

Pioneer Demonstrates 1 GHz Converter, Rewritable Videodisc Recorder 
Pioneer showed two new products, including the BA-6710C converter, which the company 
says is the first to reach 1 GHz in capacity. The company's rewritable videodisc recorder 
makes it possible to re-record over existing programming without erasing the entire disc, 
much like a videotape. Reader service #208 (converter), #207 (videodisc recorder) 

Anixter Cable TV Announces Olympics Triplecast Package 
Anixter Cable TV provided information on its Olympics Tripleca,st package designed to help 
participating cable operators plan and implement launch of NBC's pay-per-view Olympics. 
Local cable operators can contact Anixter's field personnel to review their Olympics 
Triplecast plans to ensure timely delivery of products needed for implementation. Products 
in the package include Eagle's Sideband Interdiction System and positive trapping system, as 
well as special pricing on S-A IRD receivers and descramblers. Reader service #205 

Jerrold Unveils Mini-Bridger, Future System, Converters, Remote, CablePhone 
Jerrold Communications introduced its Starline Model MB-550D-H dual output, hybrid mini-
bridger that offers twin, power-doubled post-amplifiers, auto level control options, high 
efficient power supply, and a 1 GHz housing for future applications. It is positioned as a 
strategic component for fiber-to-the-feeder architectures and for terminating/intermediate 
bridger applications. The System 2000, an end-to-end look at a cable system of the 21st 
century, was also unveiled. The main point of the system is that it is a 1 GHz system, using 
Jerrold's Commander 6 line of frequency-agile modulators, Starburst fiber-optics system, 
Starline SX station, and Starline mini-bridgers and line extenders. Jerrold also introduced its 
VCRMaster converter that offers all the features of a standard Jerrold impulse-capable 
converter, plus the ability to record one pay channel while watching another. It is intended 
for multipay subscribers or those who have a pay channel and express an interest in pay-
per-view. As well, the company demonstrated its Impulse 7000 Series CFT-2000 converter 
with an on-screen display that, when channels are changed, automatically identifies the 
channel number and name, whether it is parentally locked, it is a favorite channel, and if 
the alarm/sleep timer is on. Subscribers using the CFT-2000 have the option of changing the 
menu background to clear screens, partial or solid, and can center the menus. Also new was 
the company's Buddy Simple Remote, which can serve as a second set unit or as a primary 
set unit for the basic user. It has only six buttons (on/off, volume up/down/mute and 
channel up/down). It also has a bright yellow design and a detachable strap. Also displayed 

STARBURST 
ARCHITECTURE 

Can Take Your System into the 21st Century. 
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a 
were new products pertaining to the first three of the company's seven key areas of focus 
with the CablePhone. CablePhone-1 (CP-1) demonstrates the integration of cordless telephone 
technology in the home with the the cable converter. This Includes Jerrold's Remote 'N' 
Phone, which integrates a cordless phone with a cable remote control and uses the telephone 
return path built into the company's impulse converters. CP-2 integrates wired telephony 
into existing cable TV networks, which includes a fiber/coax hybrid providing services over 
existing plant directly into the home. CF-3 uses the cable ITV infrastructure to support the 
personal communications systems. Other key areas being explored with Cab'ePhone are CP-4 
(which encompasses "cable dial tone," allowing cable operators to provide video-on-demand); 
CF-5 (which takes advantage of the bandwidth available in the fiber/coax hybrid cable 
network to make "cable video phone" possible) and CF-6 (where a whole array of internal 
video information and entertainment services are provided). Reader service #204 (mini-
bridger), #203 (System 2000), #202 (converters), #201 (remote), #200 (CablePhone) 

Barco Launches Headend Monitoring System 
Barco introduced its FSM 860 monitoring and supervision system for CATV headends. It is a 
fully programmable multistandard control instrument that scans, measures and evaluates 
the level and presence of modulation on all carriers in a cable network. Alarms are given 
when a signal or any function fails, and the unit covers the entire frequency range of 47-
860 MHz. The FSM 860 allows the user to constantly check all radio, TV sound and vision 
signals, modulation, program and pilot carriers of all channels in a headend without any 
supervising personnel being involved. It also is intended for use remote from control centers 
where output can be loaded locally onto a printer, a PC or connected to a control center via 
modem. The 112232 interface can be directly connected to a suitable modem allowing remote 
monitoring of headends over normal telephone lines without additional telemetry equipment. 
Reader service #199 

Sumitomo Introduces Air Blown Fiber System 
Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics Corp. unveiled FutureFlex, an air blown fiber system that can 
be utilized in applications including cable TV, LAN and campus environments. Once the cable 
is installed, the user has available six tubes into which bundles of fiber can be blown, as 
necessary. The fibers may be any type (multimode or single-mode) and the fiber bundles are 
available in counts of two, four, six, 12 and 18. Fiber bundles may be removed from one 
FutureFlex tube cable and reinstalled in another as the need for different types of fiber or 
fiber counts arise. Reader service #198 

Wavetek Introduces Bench Sweep System, SLM 
Wavetek Introduced its Benchmark 1175 bench sweep system, which consists of a 
synthesized sweep source (2-1,100 MHz) and a scalar network analyzer with greater than 
60 dB dynamic range. The sweep is displayed on a color super VGA monitor, and the unit 
features a dot matrix LCD display and soft keys. Test applications include cable insertion 
loss and structural return loss; amplifier gain and port impedance match; splitter, directional 
coupler and tap insertion loss, port-to-port isolation and return loss; and trap and diplex 
filter bandwidth, depth and passband characteristics. As well, Wavetek showed its new SAM 
1000A, which has all the features of the SAM 1000 plus keyboard-selectable channel plans 

Isn't it time you had a choice? 
ProGuard" Network Encryption Systems 
with ProCarcr Dynamic Smart Card 
and Hard Audio/Video Encryption 



3 
including all U.S. channel plans and the most widely used channel plans around the world. 
As well, a customer-programmable channel plan with up to 100 channels with audio and 
video carriers can be entered into the keyboard with a few keystrokes. Also incorporated 
into the unit are a new meter and LCD display, both lighted to improve visibility during 
evening and night use. Reader service #197 (bench sweep system), #196 (sua) 

Channelmatic Unveils New VCR Sharing Feature 
Channelmatic introduced a new feature of its Adcart random access ad insertion system — 
VCR sharing across multiple channels. In a demonstration, Adcart inserted local advertising 
on a full random access basis into two different network channels using four VCRs. The end 
result was output to two TV monitors in a mock living room to illustrate what the viewer 
sees. Additional inputs were added to the display system's configuration, including a 
character generator and a live-feed video camera. All switching to the various inputs and 
outputs was preprogrammed as part of Adcart's operating schedule, just as it would be at a 
typical headend. Visitors also saw the automatic compiling of four different advertising spot 
reels at one time by the CompEdit, the automatic insertion of local advertising into two 
networks from only one VCR, and multiple audio/video inputs feeding into a single 
insertion/playback device. Reader service #195 

Eagle Introduces Negative, Positive Traps 
Eagle Comtronics showed its new negative traps for multichannel applications. Models 8NF, 
8LP and 8HP use eight poles in place of the older six-pole designs. Additional poles provide a 
sharper input and trailing skirts, reducing the number of unusable channels. They are 
available in the standard consecutively attenuated channels, low-pass and high-pass 
configurations. Out-of-band response is 860 MHz. Also introduced was Eagle's Model ESN-
channel and Model ESD-channel traps, both with four-pole design and out-of-band response of 
860 MHz. The ESN has an extremely narrow notch, tripling the number of channels that can 
be negatively trapped while increasing reliability and effectiveness, according to the 
company. Channels 2 through W may be trapped while still using the lower adjacent channel. 
Upper adjacent video loss also is lower. The ESD is a positive trap for use with single- or 
dual-jamming carrier systems. It provides a decoding filter with a very narrow notch, 
thereby increasing the number of secured channels up to NN, while raising the softness of 
present marginally decoded channels. Reader service #194 (negative traps), #193 (positive 
traps) 

Harmonic Lightwaves Introduces YAGLink Optical Transmitter, Receiver, Status Monitoring 
As part of its new YAGLink AM fiber-optic video transmission system, Harmonic Lightwaves 
displayed the HLT 6000 external modulation optical transmitter that the company says has 
the high power output, linearity, low noise and immunity to optical reflections for optimal 
AM transmissions. Each transmitter can carry up to 80 AM channels and replace four DFB 
laser transmitters. The design meets AM CATV requirements for CSO and CTB distortions, 
and uses a combination of external modulation with predistortion linearization. Installation 
is said to be quick and easy, requiring minimal field adjustments. The company also showed 
its new HLR 3000 optical receiver for use in the YAGLink system. It is compatible with fiber 
backbone, fiber trunk and feeder, cable area network and other architectures. The receiver 
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interfaces with existing coaxial-based trunk amplifiers and line extenders. It has a 
sensitivity close for the theoretical limit and provides linearity over a wide dynamic range. 
An AGC circuit maintains constant RF levels and compensates for any attenuation changes 
in the fiber link., and a tilt control compensates for different coax roll-off characteristics. The 
unit allows for street-side access and accommodates a variety of fiber cables, splices and 
connector types. It is available in an aluminum enclosure for outdoor strand-mount 
installation or in a chassis for indoor rack mounting. Harmonic Lightwaves' new status 
monitoring system, SMS 5000, also was introduced. It allows early detection of problems 
with CATV transmission. Designed for use with the YAGLink system, the PC-based system 
allows real-time monitoring, and control of network status and performance. Since a 
separate fiber is used for the return path in optical systems (like YAGLink) noise and 
ingress problems are eliminated. Up to 2,048 YAGLink nodes can be continuously polled for 
transmission problems. Status is displayed on a PC color monitor and stored. The system 
features a color-coded, mouse-driven, graphical user interface. Three levels of password 
security are provided for view, edit and control modes. It can be monitored from a remote 
PC via telephone line modem connection. Reader service #192 (optical transmitter), #191 
(receiver), #190 (status monitoring) 

Magnavox Introduces Digital Compression, Network Amplifiers 
Magnavox CATV Systems and Philips Laboratories announced MagnaVision digital 
compression. It is based on open standards including CCIR 601 for studio-quality resolution, 
Musicam for CD-quality sound, MPEG for compression, and EuroCript for conditional access 
and the application of Smart Card technology. The products will be introduced in three 
phases: the first will increase channel capacity of each satellite transponder from a single 
channel to four to six compressed digital NTSC channels; the next phase will deliver 
compressed digital channels directly to each subscriber via specialized set-top converters; 
and finally the analog 'IrV receiver will be replaced by an all-digital receiver capable of both 
NTSC- and EDTV-quality reception. Magnavox displayed its new Trunk Network and Global 
Network amplifiers as well, which are said to offer more RF power and greater reach while 
reducing the total number of active components required in a cable system. They are 
designed to fit a variety of architectures and applications, and can accommodate upgrades to 
as high as 1 GHz. The Trunk Network amplifier comes configured with a single trunk level 
output and up to two high level distribution outputs. It is designed for express feeder 
architectures or mini-trunking requirements. The Global Network amplifier is configured to 
provide up to three high level distribution outputs. It features dedicated hybrids-per-output 
port design. Both are equipped with a plug-in amplifier module that can be rotated in the 
housing so it always faces the street for easy access. A diréct power port eliminates the need 
for a power inserter and right angle entry ports facilitate aerial, pedestal or vault mounting. 
Reader service #179 (digital compression), #178 (network amplifiers) 

Contec Offers New Publications 
Contec International presented two new company publications intended to inform and 
support cable TV system operators and their personnel. Cablegram, published quarterly, will 
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be mailed free to all interested cable operators nationwide and abroad. It will include articles 
on how to keep repair costs down, suggestions on what to do when lightning strikes, tips 
intended to help lower cable system maintenance costs and more. The company also 
premiered its new parts catalog, which is fully indexed and contains a comprehensive listing 
of the most commonly used parts in converter repairs. Reader service #177 (Cablegram), 
#176 (catalog) 

Belden Introduces Drop Cables, Corrosion-Protected Products, Catalog 
Cooper Industries' Belden Division showed a new line of 7 Series coaxial drop cables 
designed around the proposed SCTE specification for 7 Series cable. The new family of 
products includes six cables with two different shield alternatives. One shielding option is 
bonded aluminum/mylar/aluminum with a 61 percent braid and Belden also is offering a 
Duobond Plus design for maximum shield effectiveness. Both shield designs are offered in 
messengered, CATV-rated house drop and flooded burial configurations. All products are 
produced with a gas injected foam polyethylene core featuring a minimum 23 dB SRL from 
5-750 MHz. Also introduced was a new line of corrosion-protected drop cables. The product 
offering includes six new cables with a corrosion-protectant, flame-retardant gel enabling the 
products to receive a CATV rating. Both RG-59 and RG-6 cables are available in a variety of 
shield configurations. All products are manufactured with a gas injected foam polyethylene 
core and a minimum SRL of 23 dB. Belden also showed its new catalog featuring 18 new 
drop cable products. It includes an updated and expanded technical section with detailed 
information on shield effectiveness. Printed on recycled paper, the catalog also features a 
cable-to-connector cross-reference guide with listings for Gilbert, LRC and PPC. Reader 
service #175 (drop cables), #174 (corrosion-protected products), #173 (catalog) 

Sachs Announces "True Earning Program" 
Sachs Communications announced it is initiating its STEP (Sachs True Earning Program) in 
which cable operators can earn 25 percent value on Sachs products free of charge by 
purchasing selected items from Sachs distributors. Reader service #172 

ONI Debuts Cable Integrated Services Network, OTDR 
Optical Networks International introduced the Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN). The 
CISN, developed by AT&T for the cable industry, is a 10-year plan that lets cable operators 
design their fiber networks with a clear vision of future technologies. Using today's 
fiber/coax networks as a foundation, CISN offers a broadband spectrum allocation plan for 1 
GHz systems, and utilizes a building block approach for smooth transition from today's 
analog, RF environment to the digital world of the future. ONI's Test, Measures and 
Restoration Group unveiled the Model 6000 optical time domain reflectometer by Photon 
Kinetics that combines high resolution and long range distance measurements in one optical 
plug-in. The unit features a built-in thermal printer and a 3.5-inch disk drive for storage of 
measurement results. Measurements can be analyzed on a personal computer using the 
OTDR emulation software. Reader service #171 (CISN), #170 (OTDR) 

Alpha Introduces Power Supplies 
Alpha Technologies unveiled the Fiberups Series of standby power supplies, designed for 
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flexible powering in fiber-optic networks. The product is available with several choices of 
enclosure configurations appropriate for both aerial and underground installations. The 
Fiberups DC option provides direct DC powering of fiber-optic receiver/amplifier circuitry. 
The Fiberups AC version offers 60 V at 7 amps for local area standby powering suitable for 
use in any of the common architectures. Both versions are modular, plug-in packages that 
can mate with a low-profile, pole-mount cabinet containing a preconfigured battery pack. The 
modules also adapt to Alpha's existing ground-mount and pole-mount cabinetry, allowing use 
of any required battery complement. Alpha also introduced its new APC Series of 60 VAC 
power supplies that is aimed at the powering needs of newer cable architectures like fiber-to-
the-feeder and interdiction. The units support portions of the plant that don't call for battery 
backup. The series is built around a flexible, universal power module assembly that adapts 
to a variety of mounting systems. The power assembly itself is modular, including a number 
of optional features and assemblies that may be installed or removed right on the pole. The 
modular transformer assembly may be removed or changed to a different rating by 
removing a single hold-down screw. An eight-amp power module is for applications down to 
4 amps, while a 14-amp version handles loads down to 7 amps. Optional features include 
plug-in upgrades, output time delay, a 350 joule metal oxide varistor and load indicator. 
Reader service #169 (Fiberups Series), #168 (APC Series) 

Siecor Introduces Crimping Device, Aerial Mount Bracket 
Siecor Corp. exhibited its new Crimp & Go splice protection crimping device with its full line 
of M90, M91 and M92 fusion splicers. The system allows users to easily access individual 
250 m fusion-spliced fibers in a splice tray for rearrangement of the fiber-optic cable plant. 
It protects individual fibers in an aluminum sleeve sealed with a rubber adhesive. No heater 
or power supply is needed to apply the protector, and it's not necessary to preset the Crimp 
8e Go device before splicing. Crimp parts are placed over finished splices and adhered to the 
fiber by closing the device's spring-loaded jaws. The protectors are compatible with the 
company's standard M68 and M67 splice tray series. Siecor also introduced its aerial mount 
bracket for the SCN-CAN and SCN-003 splice closures. The offset design of the bracket 
ensures that other cables can pass between the closure and messenger cable without 
interference. Reader service #167 (crimping device), #166 (bracket) 

Tex scan Introduces Distribution Amplifier 
Texsca,n's Communication Products Division unveiled the Flamethrower distribution amplifier 
(FTDA), an addition to its family of "fiber-to-the-future" products. Also known as REX (reach 
extender), the FTDA provides a 1 GHz platform and is available in 35, 39, and 41 dB gain 
versions with optional plug-in ASG. Each has three output ports and each port is driven by 
its own power addition hybrid. Reader service #165 

Electroline Introduces 1,000 MHz Electronic Multitap 
Electroline Equipment exhibited its new EAS electronic multitap system, a 1,000 MHz 
broadband addressable system designed for outside-the-home security. It is designed for 
strand-mounting and is compatible with PAL, SECAM and NTSC today, transparent to future 
HDTV formats. The new product comes in versions featuring two, four, eight, 12 or 16 
outputs. Reader service #164 
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TVC Introduces Locking Terminators 
TVC Inc. presented its new locking terminators. Tools are available that work on both the 
'ITC and Gilbert or Viewsonics terminators. Reader service #163 

Scientific-Atlanta Introduces Simulcasting Feature for Dr« 
Two new Scientific-Atlanta products were unveiled at the show that will allow operators that 
carry the Digital Music Express digital audio service to provide up to 130 digital stereo 
simulcasts of cable channels including premium services and pay-per-view events. This new 
feature is exclusive to the DMX service. Operators will be able to simulcast MTV, HBO, Video 
Jukebox, Showtime or any other channel they choose. An advantage of the simulcast feature 
is that the audio of local ad insertions during simulcast is delivered on the DMX system. 
Other benefits are that simulcast channels do not reduce the 30 channels of music being 
carried by DMX and simulcast channel numbers on the DMX terminal can match the 
numbers on the subscriber's TV channel selector. Reader service #162 

Zenith Unveils New On-Screen Display System 
Zenith demonstrated a new on-screen display system that helps cable operators communicate 
with subscribers. The display features multicolored layered menus that look like stacked file 
folders on the screen. The 3-D look allows the viewer to pick any set of menus at the touch 
of a button on the remote control. The on-screen menus for cable decoders will allow 
operators to send messages to everyone in the cable system as well as customized messages 
to individuals within the system. It would also provide an easy-to-use pay-per-view event 
ordering and confirmation sequence that would better inform viewers of their options, 
according to the company. Reader service #161 

Superior Electronics Introduces Tech Standards System 
Superior Electronics Group announced it is packaging and making available the Tech 
Standards System (TSS). This package was designed to help cable operators comply with the 
proposed FCC technical standards. The package automates test scheduling and 
documentation. The TSS provides information that directly relates to the proposed technical 
standards, monitors the status of standby power supplies, AML hub sites, fiber-to-RF 
conversion, etc. Reader service #157 

Augat Introduces New Connector Products 
Augat showed its new Snap-N-Seal in-line splice connectors and ground blocks featuring 
positive, quad seal, no crimp snap-on installation, UV resistant plastic and 0 rings, and 
stamp coded identification. These features are said to virtually eliminate RF leakage, prevent 
moisture ingress and protect against harsh environments. Reader service #156 

Moore Diversified Introduces Tags, Enclosures, Wall Plates 
Moore Diversified Products showcased three new products — aluminum tags for fiber-optic 
cable, security enclosures for S-A interdiction gear and lockable wall plates for securing loop-
through systems. The fiber-optic tags are said to prevent costly mistakes and solicit an 
immediate phone call in case of an accident. Each tag is permanently stamped with company 
name and phone number. Manufactured from heavy gauge, 100 percent aluminum, the tag 
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won't corrode and won't be affected by ITV degradation. The interdiction security enclosure 
consists of a modified version of the highly secure and easy access Moore hinged double box. 
Its open sides allow 180° rotation of the interdiction unit's lid, providing complete access to 
electronics without removing the lid. It's available in three standard sizes: four-, eight- and 
16-port. The lockable wall plate features heavy gauge steel construction, is designed to fit a 
standard electrical utility box and can be outfitted with a lock that matches your current 
key. It's coated with a scratch resistant powder applied polyester in antique white. Reader 
service #160 (tags), #159 (enclosures), #158 (wall plates) 

C-COR and ALS Introduce AM Fiber-Optic Receiver 
C-COR and American Lightwave Systems unveiled a new eight-port AM fiber-optic receiver 
station. Features include dual output bridger capability as well as status monitoring and an 
A-B switch. Its greater capacity, improved performance and added flexibility make it 
compatible with almost any fiber architecture, according to the company. Reader service #154 

Control Tech Introduces Standby Power Supply for FTF 
Control Technology is unveiling the Citation IV compact one-battery standby power supply 
designed to power the node receiver and up to four distribution amps in fiber-to-the-feeder 
designs. It is capable of delivering up to 4 amps of fully regulated 60 VAC power. It utilizes 
patented features like PWM regulation in standby mode and battery-saving Cycle Charging. 
Standard features include temperature-regulated cycle charging, self-test diagnostics, battery 
overcharge alarm, short-circuit proof, input transient and surge protection, auxiliary 
generator input, and modular construction. Reader service #153 

Learning Industries Demos Improved BTSC Stereo Generator 
An improved Model MTS-4 BTSC stereo generator was displayed by Learning Industries. The 
unit is now self-powered and up to three of the units may be racked into 1-3/4 inches of 
rack space. Reader service #152 

Ipitek Premiers Digital Video Transmission System 
The new Imtran Pro-Quad digital video system was introduced by Ipitek. The system uses the 
company's proprietary TOPLINC and PARSEC products to create a system that can carry 
four RS250C short haul video signals, 16 audio channels and RS232 data for signaling or 
control over one single-mode fiber. The system is reported to be suitable for point-to-point 
communications for broadcast, video conferencing, distance learning, CCTV and security 
applications. The system uses digital technology to transport the video(s), stereo audio(s) 
and data signals so they may be transported and repeated over great distances with no 
degradation in signal quality, according to the company. The plug-in modules are mounted in 
the company's standard FiberTrunk housing and therefore can be mixed and matched with 
Ipitek's entire digital transmission equipment family. Reader service #151 

Nexus Introduces Distribution Amps 
Nexus introduced its latest broadband cable distribution amplifier, the ASL-2000. It is a 40-
860 MHz broadband amplifier offering 35 dB gain and continuously variable slope and gain 
controls. No plug-in slope, equalizers or gain attenuators are necessary. Reader service #150 
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EXFO's FOT-92XE fiber-optic test set 
By Ron Hranac 
Senior Technical Editor 

As the use of fiber optics increases in CATV, so too 
has the availability of low to moderately priced test and 
maintenance equipment. While more expensive pieces such 
as optical time domain reflectometers (OTDRs) and fusion 
splicers have their place in a system using fiber, so does 
equipment that is equally important but doesn't necessarily 
carry a high price tag. 

This latter category includes fiber-optic talk sets, power 
meters, fiber identifiers, precision cleavers and similar 
instruments. Of these, the power meter is an important part 
of the fiber toolbox since it allows quantifying a variety of 
operating parameters at the time the fiber is installed, is use-
ful for ongoing preventive maintenance, and also helps in 
troubleshooting problems after the system is up and running. 

Manufacturers now have available low-cost hand-held 
optical power meters that in some cases are available with 
optional LED or laser sources. Some of these hand-held 
instruments are quite powerful; the microprocessor has 
endowed them with multiple memories for storing data gath-
ered in the field in addition to the capability to interface with 
your desktop PC. 

One such product is the subject of this month's lab report. 
EXFO, a Canadian manufacturer of fiber test equipment, 
has a line of hand-held fiber-optic power meters. We 
obtained one of its FOT-92XE meters and put it through its 
paces in the lab. 

The product 
This unit is part of EXFO's FOT-90 series fiber-optic test 

sets (see the accompanying photograph). The basic test 
instruments themselves are housed in small plastic cases 
that are about the size of a hand-held digital multimeter, 
measuring 7-3/4 (H) x 4 (W) x 1-3/4 inches (D). It weighs 
approximately 1-1/2 pounds. Variations in models are a 
function of the type of optical detector desired (silicon, ger-
manium or InGaAs); whether an optional LED or laser 
source is included; number of memories desired; and avail-
ability of the RS-232 interface. 

The FOT-92XE test set we evaluated included a power 

Table 1: FOT92-XE specifications 

Sensor type 
Measuring range (dBm) 
Accuracy (dB) 
Accuracy (percent) 
Resolution (dB) 
Linearity (dB) 
Spectral range (nm) 
Size (inches) 
Weight (pounds) 
Power 
Operation (power meter) 
Operation (source) 
Environment (operation) 

Germanium 
+15 to -55 
0.2 
5 
±0.01 
±0.02 
800 to 1,800 
7-3/4 x 4 x 1-3/4 
1-1/2 
Internal NiCad batteries 
10 hours 
3 hours 
-10 to +40°C 

The EXFO FOT-92XE fiber-optic test set is part of the 
company's Fo T-90 series of fiber test sets. 

meter, instruction manual, AC adapter/charger, serial inter-
face cable for connection to a PC, one fiber-optic connector 
adapter (chosen by the customer when a unit is ordered), 
certificate of calibration, two 5-1/4 inch software diskettes, 
and a handy padded carrying case to put it all in. 

This particular model has a germanium detector; the RS-
232 interface; non-volatile memories for up to 500 readings 
that can be stored by the user during routine operation, in 
addition to memories for 300 readings that can be stored 
automatically in the data acquisition mode; and factory cali-
bration for 20 different wavelengths between 800 and 1,800 
nanometers. The "X" in the model number indicates expand-
ed upper measurement range. Instead of the normal -73 to 
+3 dBm capability, the X series can measure -55 to +15 
dBm. Our evaluation unit was not equipped with the optional 
optical source. 

Operating power is provided by factory-installed NiCad 
batteries that are rated to provide up to 10 hours of operation 
for the power meter before it becomes necessary to 
recharge them. If the LED or laser source has been included 
in the meter, then the operating time is specified as three 
hours of continuous optical source usage. Measurement 
accuracy is specified at 0.2 dB, with ±0.01 dB resolution. 
Table 1 summarizes the manufacturer's published specs for 
the FOT-92XE. 

The meter's front panel includes a rectangular liquid crys-
tal display that shows the user the optical power being mea-
sured (in dBm, mW, µW, or nW), battery condition, whether 
or not the internal batteries are being charged, wavelength 
being measured, whether or not the meter has recently been 
calibrated, and memory and data register information. Six 
front panel push buttons (the manufacturer calls them "keys") 
are used to control all of the meter's major functions. The fig-
ure on page 92 highlights the front panel features. 
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THESE VIDEOTAPES 
COULD BE YOUR 

TICKETS TO 
CABLE-TEC 

EXPO '91 
4‹, 

WERE YOU UNABLE TO ATTEND SCTE'S SMASH CABLE-TEC EXPO '91? 
IF YOU WERE THERE, DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE TO BENEFIT FROM ITS VALUABLE 

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES? 

If you answered "yes" to one of the above questions, then you will be glad to know that 
the Society of Cable Television Engineers is now making available, for a limited time 
only, a complete set of videotapes of all of the engineering conferences and technical 
workshops presented at this unforgettable event, held June 13-16, 1991 in Reno, Nev. 
If you couldn't be there, or want to relive the experience, you'll greatly appreciate this 
deluxe package, which includes the following presentations (which will not be shown as 
Satellite Tele-Seminar Programs but will be available as separate videotapes at regular 
prices in the future) featuring some of the industry's most respected technical leaders: 

T-1098 OS/IA Regulations: Safety in the Workplace 
T-1099 Satellite Proof-of-Performance Measurements 
T-1100 Painless Technical Speaking 
T-1101 Practical Technical Calculations Made Easy 
T-1102 Tap to TV: Strengthening the Weakest Link 
T-1103 Fiber Optic Trunk Restoring 

T-1104 CU Ninfas II: The Sequel 
T-1105 A Look Back—The Birth of Broadband Communications 
T-I106 Exploring Fiber Optic Architectures 
T-I107 Interdiction and Other Signal Security Techniques 
T-1108 A Look Ahead—The Future of Broadband 

Communications 

SPECIAL BONUS! IF YOU ORDER THE EXPO '91 VIDEOTAPE SET, YOU WILL ALSO RECEIVE: 
*Expo '91 Proceedings Manual *SCTE Expo '91 Lapel Pin *Expo '91 Pen 

THIS AMAZING PACKAGE - THE ELEVEN TAPES, MANUAL, PIN AND PEN - IS AVAILABLE 
.40 .Zs; NOW AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF ONLY $350 (SAVE OVER $200)! 

Reader Service Number 1 

TO ORDER: All orders must be prepaid. Shipping and handling costs are included in the Continental U.S. All prices 
are in U.S. dollars. SCTE accepts MasterCard and Visa. NO CASH REFUNDS. Please allow two weeks for delivery. 

Mail To: scTE- 1® SCTE 
669 Exton Commons 

  Exton, PA 19341 

Ship To: (Name)  

Address:  

Street address for UPS delivery - NO P.O. BOXES: 

CABLE-TEC EXPO '91 PACKAGE 
 sets at $350.00 each = $ (member price) 
 sets at $420.00 each = $ (non-member price) 

A check or money order for the appropriate amount shown above and 
made payable to the Society of Cable Television Engineers is attached. 
I wish to pay by credit card. IJ Master Card J VISA 

(Please check one) 

Account Number: Card Expires: / 

Phone #: (  
City State ZIP 

Date:  
Signature: 



Giben AHS 
LRC 
Raychem 
OH Shore 
Amphenol 
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CHARLES E KIRTLEV DIRECTOR OF MARKETING 

AND NEW DEVELOPMENT 

EXCALIBUR CABLE 

ALL INSTALLATION SERVICES • UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION 

MDU PRE ,POSTVVIRES • REBUILDS AUDITS • CONVERTER EXCHANGES 

ENGINEERING AND DESIGN - LAN - FIBER • COAX PHONE 

37 SYCOLIN ROAD. S.E TOLL FREE 1 (800) 462-3811 

LEESBul.10, VA 22075 FAX (703) 478-8818 

Whiet•2 Sandi 
Jumper Cables 

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING 
F to F, N to N, BNC, RCA, F-81 

RG-56 
RG-59 
RG-11 
RO-? 13 
RG-214 

Belden 
TImes 

Comm Scope 
Intercomp 

We will make any cable assembly Ourck dellvery on rill colors and lengths 
Fax (602) 582-2915, Ph (602) 581-0331 

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, AZ. 85027 

CABLE TELEVISION 
SYSTEM SERVICES 
A SIGNAL LEAKAGE DETECTION SERVICE 

CLI DRIVE OUT • CLI REPORTS • CLI SOFTWARE 

Todd Borst 
P.O. Box 458/209 N. Grand 
Schoolcraft, Michigan 49087 

Phone: 616/679-4313 
800/837.7611 

.pÍEW1 

State Wide C.A.T.V. Inc. c-Axm•  
466 County Road 75, Mechantcville, NY 12118 

Telephone 518-664-5970 
Fax 518-66a-9723 

Specializing in Fiber Optics 
Aerial and Underground CATV Construction 

Michael Wallace, Vice President 

AMS-1 CHARACTER GENERATOR 

ATARI Computer and Software 
only $499.00! 

()prim IL BITTER} B lc 

Dickel Communications Co. 
517 14th Street / Des Moines, IA 50309 

• Character 
Generators 
• VCR Controllers 
• Video Switches 
• Custom Hardware 
and Software 

FAX 515-243-2563 
Tel. 515-244-1526 

Equipment Repair 
Consistent quality at a better price. Next 

day emergency service at no extra charge. 
Call for details. 

TRONITEC 
Derrick Hanson 
800/962-2588 

The Converter Shoppe 
The Growing Alternative 

Repair — Reconditioned Sales — Supplies 
— TRUE FLAT RATE PRICING: Includes ALL Parts & Labor 
— PICK-UP AND DELIVERY in many areas 
— ONE YEAR WARRANTY on Reconditioned Converters 

800f765-5474 
Also serving: 

ATC — CableVision Ind. — Century — Comcast — Cooke — Enstar — Falcon 
Intermedia —James Cable Partners — McDonald — Multi Vision — Northland 

PCI Sun — Rifkin — Summit — Telemedia — Warner 

444 4  ._ InduseY ,4( ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
serviced JUMPER CABLES 
Since 
1966 P.O. BOX 9707 • HELENA, MT 59604 

CUSTOM MADE JUMPER ASSEMBLIES 
ALL BRANDS FITTINGS ALL BRANDS CABLE 
• F Male • RG - 59 
• F Female • RG 56 

• BNC • RG - 11 

We have the best price and best delivery. Any length. colors available. 

Ask about next 
day shipments 

CALL OR 406-458-6563 FAX 
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Help Wanted 

REGIONAL SALES 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 

Openings in the Cable TV market-
place for regional and area sales 
personnel are now available. 
Candidates must have both technical 
and computer knowledge, combined 
with professional sales experience. 
Send resumes to: 

Box # 14 
Transmedia Partners 
50 S. Steele St. #500 
Denver, CO. 80209 

Leader in the placement of Cable Television Professionals 
Call Toll Free 800-433-2160: In Texas call 817-599-7623: FAX 817-599-4483 

SALES SUPPORT ENG-standby power sup-
plies, S. $6OK 
TECH MGR-60K subs, NE, $45K 
GEN MGR-several rural systems, 13K 
subs, SE, $40K 
CSR MGR-72K subs. New England. $40K 
MKTG MGR-upper Midwest, $42K 
TECH MGR-Midwest, 35 subs, $35K 
CHIEF TECH-MS loc, 12K subs, $26K 
TRUNK TECH-3K subs, WA loc. $15/HR 
TECH-IN loc. $11/HR 
HEADEND TECH-fiber exp. IN oc, $11/HR 
SVC TECH-KY Oc. S10/HR 
TECH SUPERVISOR-10K subs, KS loc, $32K 
DIST TECH-22 towns, MW loc. $32K 

TECH MGR-70K subs, S CA loc. $50's 
MAINT MGR-CA loc. $14/HR 
DIR OF OPS-CA loc, $50's 
DIST MGR-MN oc, 10K subs, mid $30'$ 
LINE TECH-ME Oc. S10/HR 
SVC TECH-OK loc, $8.50/HR 
uo COORD-MA loc. $35K 
LINE TECH-KS loc. $11/1-1R 
DIR ENG-large rebuild wittier. 
LSO's promotion ow to corp 
R & D SR ENG-5 yrs cable inftg exp. 
SE. 570's .4. 

TECHS, & SUPERVISORY PERSON-
NEL-several locations available. 
fber optic rebuilds 

JIM YOUNG d? ASSOCIATES 
One Young Plaza 1235 Ranger Highway Weatherford, TX 76086 

Call for information about these and many other opportunities nationwide 

Application Engineer 

Tune 
...to the growing new wave of cable radio. Digital Cable 
Radio (DCR), an exciting new service of 28 audio 
channels, provides digital sound to cable subscribers 
worldwide. Our continued success has created a key 
position in the MIDWEST for an enthusiastic Application 
Engineer. 

You'll give on-site surveys and technical presentations, 
train personnel, maintain and service equipment on an on-
call basis and track operating performance through much 
customer contact. 

Your background should include a BSEE or equivalent 
work experience. A minimum of 5 years' in CATV 
equipment applications is important with exceptional 
interpersonal skills. A thorough understanding of cable TV, 
headends, distribution equipment and Jerrold's 
addressable system is desirable. The ability to interface 
with all levels of personnel is helpful. Must be willing to 
travel extensively. 

DCR offers a comprehensive salary and benefits package. 
Please send your resume to: Ed Zakrzewski, Manager of 
Employment, Digital Cable Radio, 2200 Byberry Road, 
Hatboro, PA 19040. An equal opportunity employer. 

4 CABLE RADIO 

Professional Services 

SubTRACKER 
CATV BILLING SYSTEM 

.......... j  ° Statements, Database, 
! Reports, IBM Compati-
 , ble, Low Cost, Fast 
  Ideal for small to 

/ffligliNk"\ medium systems. 

LAN and Multi Town Capability. 

Canergy Cable Software 
403-354-2510 or Fax 403-354-8780 

WIJiL1141111 1_1_1 

Training 

On-Site 
Cable Television 

Training and Consulting 
Nationally recognized for CATV 

training, Wadena Technical College 
will work with you to develop a training 
program to suit your specific needs. A 
one day seminar to a complete one 
week course can be customized and 
delivered on-site for your company. 
Training topics: Headend Concepts 
• Coaxial Cable Basics • Introduction 
to CATV • CATV Amplifiers • CATV 
Fundamentals • Fiber Optics 

WTC offers quality training at 
competitive prices. Call Doug 

Stromberg, Technical Coordinator, for a 
free quote. 

ei.WADENA 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE 

405 S.W. Colfax • P.O. Box 566 
Wadena, MN 56482 

(218) 631-3530, ext. 259 
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Board approves title 
changes for Society's leadership 

By Wendell Woody, 
President. Society of Cable Television Engineers 

At its meeting held Nov. 19 in 
conjunction with the Western Show, 
the SCTE board of directors voted 
overwhelmingly in favor of recom-
mending to the Society's members a 
change to the SCTE bylaws that would 
elevate the position of SCTE president 
to that of chairman of the board. This 
position would be elected by the direc-
tors, each of whom represent his or 
her general membership constituents. 
The title of chairman is already used 
by many of the Society's 70 chapters 
and meeting groups in their organiza-
tional structure and bylaws. 

Chairman 
When the current position of Society 

president becomes known as chair-
man, the title of president will be used 
by the Society's employed staff. This 
action will elevate the current execu-
tive vice president to the position of 
president. 

Following the completion of my term 
as SCTE president at Cable-Tec Expo 
'92, to be held June 14-17 in San Anto-
nio, Texas, the new elected leader of 
the Society will be recognized as the 
chairman. 

This recommended reorganization 
will give the Society a more busi-
nesslike structure. The board recog-
nizes the need for this evolution due to 
the Society's continuing growth in 
terms of general membership, industry 
support, international recognition, 
growth of the SCTE professional staff 
and the vast expansion of membership 
programs. 

This referendum vote will be present-
ed to the SCTE membership during its 
annual election process to fill open 
seats on the board of directors. The 
general membership will vote according 
to the procedures to be followed when a 
bylaw change is mandated. 

Improved structure 
The new structure also will advance 

the current positions of eastern and 
western vice presidents to eastern and 
western vice chairmen. The title of vice 
president will be reserved for positions 
within the Society's employed staff 
when deemed appropriate. I believe 
that the titles of chairman and vice 
chairman will better reflect the actual 
positions of the elected board mem-
bers who serve in these offices on a 
voluntary basis. 

Industry movement 
Many organizations in our industry 

currently recognize the chairman as their 
top elected office. The National Cable 
Television Association (NCTA), Commu-
nity Antenna Television Association 
(CATA) and Cable Television Administra-
tion and Marketing Society (CTAM) are 
among the entities that presently utilize 
this structure. In addition, the state cable 
TV associations for California, Florida, 
Illinois, New England, Pennsylvania, 
Texas and the Cable Television Associa-
tion of Maryland, Delaware and the Dis-
trict of Columbia also operate under this 
structure. 

Vote! Vote! Vote! 
It is once again time for SCTE's 

annual election. In order to maintain 
continuity on the board of directors, 
only one-half of the regions elect new 
directors each year. This year's elec-
tions are being held for Regions 3, 4, 5, 
7, 8, 10, 12 and one at-large director. 
Your election package will contain a 
biography of each candidate. It is 
shameful to report that only one-third of 
the national members bothered to vote 
last year. Your contribution to this 
industry is made by exercising your 
voting rights in the election of strong, 
qualified leaders for the Society. 
Please vote! 

Meeting the members 
It was with pride and pleasure that 

1 

"Your contribution to 
this industry is made 
by exercising your 
voting rights in the 
election of strong, 
qualified leaders for 
the Society." 

Region 1 Director Tom Elliott and I ele-
vated the San Diego Meeting Group to 
chapter status at the Western Cable 
Show in Anaheim, Calif. Officers pre-
sent from the chapter included Jack 
Connolly, Russ Bottjer, Dave Bourne, 
Kathy Horst, Tony Jones and Adolph 
Kuhn. We would like to express our 
special thanks to the Western Show 
SCTE Technical Program Subcommit-
tee: Jack Connolly, Tom Elliott, Mark 
Harrigan, Harold Mackey and Terry 
Mast. CT 

(Editor's note: For more on the West-
ern Show, see the "News" section 
beginning on page 10 for coverage of 
announcements and SCTE-sponsored 
tech sessions, and the "CT Daily" start-
ing on page 79 for a wrap-up of new 
products introduced. For more on the 
proposed title changes, see "Letters to 
the Editor" on page 9 and "SCTE 
News" on page 20.) 
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Today's technical standards and requirements demand 

accurate documentation which is readily available. 

Cheetah- the leader in Automated Remote Testing 

has developed a system to help meet these requirements. 

The Cheetah - is programmable to perform and store 

measurements unattended, 24 hours a day. Compliance 

with 6 Remote Test Points is now easy and effective. 

By placing 6 PC-4650D (equipped with Distortion Pack) 

at strategic system locations, you can document 

every time you test. To monitor headends, utilize the 

HE-4650 for levels and frequencies on HRC, IRC, 

Standard and Customized Frequency Assignments. 

All of this is controlled by Cheetah Director Software.' 

which allows you to automate, test, document, and 
print system performance. 

006-ww. -we — Video and Aural Amplitudes 

— Peak To Valley 

— Adjacent Channel Level Ratios 

— Channel Assignments 

Programmable to Over 

44,000 Reference Points 

— Date, Time and Temperature 

— Non-Interfering Frequency 

Measurements in Seconds 

— Programmable Specifications 

for Out-Of-Spec Reports 

— Visual To Aural 

Frequency Separation 

4.5 Mhz. + 5 Khz. 

— Trend Analysis 

— Graphic or Columnar 

Printouts and Displays 

The Cheetah- System is the only Automated Remote 

Testing" system that allows you to document and perform 
the majority of the required measurements! 

— Composite Triple Beat 

— Carrier To Noise 

— Aggregate Hum 

— Programmable for 

Unattended Operation 

— Measurements Performed 

in Less than 60 Seconds 

The Tech Standards SystemTM (TSS) Consists of: 
6 PC-4650D + 1 HE-4650 + Cheetah Director SoftwareTM 

WE MEASURE THE BEST!' 

MENSES SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP, INC. 2237 Industrial Boulevard, Sarasota, Florida 34234 
Telephone (813) 351-6700 • Fax (813) 351-9193 

Reader Service Number 58 



Lower Maintenance Costs and Improved Customer Satisfaction 

Why have cable system operators eemiivetti 
ordered overfemillion EZF Connectors? 

lop 

In both new builds and rebuilds, users of the EZF con-
nector system are experiencing a dramatic reduction 
in drop related service calls. RF leak-
age trouble calls resulting from 
improper connector installation and 
corrosion are no longer the single 
most problem in a CATV system when ' 
the EZF connector system is used. 

PROVEN: Fewer problems occur 
during installation 
• One color-coded connector for 
each cable size minimizes connector 
selection problems. 
• The cable is prepared for installation 
the same way every time with the EZF 
cable preparation tool. 
• Only a 7/16 inch wrench is needed 
for installation. 
• Cassette packaging facilitates 
proper installation and reduces con-
nector loss. 

Raychem 

• Immediate inspection for proper installation by 
installers and QC inspectors. 

PROVEN: Fewer problems occur 
during service life 
• A circumferential, environmental 
seal is automatically made at the con-
nector/cable interface during instal-
lation. 
• The EZF sealing sleeve supplied 
with the connector prevents moisture 
penetration at the connector/port 
interface. 
• Material compatibility and corrosion 
resistance are ensured by specially 
selected and tested materials and 
platings. 
• Rugged connector design and con-
sistent installation quality contribute to 
reduced RF leakage and reliable per-
formance. 

CABLE TV 

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665; MIDWEST-
CHICAGO: (708) 350-7788, (800) 544-5368; CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321-8068; DALLAS: (214) 446-CATV, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, 
MI: (906) 774-4111, (800) 624-8358; SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600; EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-
0980, (800) 631-9603; CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 291-3013; MONTREAL: (514) 636-1421; TORONTO: (416) 507-6226; VANCOUVER: (604) 276-0366. 

In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 PM. call toll free 1 (800) 323-8166. 
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER CABLE TV, 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (708) 675-7200 
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0 Anixter Cable TV 
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